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TEXTS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

The two volumes which comprise the Arthurian cycle 

are Taliessin through Logres, first published by the 

Oxford University Press in 1938, and The Region of the 

Summer Stars, first published by Editions Poetry (London) 

in 1944. The Region of the Summer Stars was reissued by 

the Oxford University Press in 1950, the two books being 

subsequently published .together as one volume by the same 

publisher. The editions cited in the present thesis are 

the separate volumes which were reprinted lithographically 

for the Oxford University Press in 1969. 

Throughout the study, shortened for~a of the 

titles of each of the volumes are employed: Taliessin 

through Logres and The Region of the Summer Stars, when 

indicated in parenthesis, are identified by the initials 

~., and~., respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION 

From the double stance of critic and poet Charles 

Williams observed that 

••• poetry is a thing sui generis. It explains 
itself by existing.l 

••• the chief impulse of a poet is, not to 
communicate a thing to others, but to shape a 2 thing, to make an immortality for its own sake. 

The present study began with a wish to provide, by a treat

ment of The Region of the Summer Stars and Taliessin through 

Logres on Williams' own terms, a supplement to the critical 

approaches hitherto employed in consideration of his writing. 

The approaches of commentators in the past have been 

primarily distinguished by one of two general characteristics: 

one being an essentially biographical orientation of 

critical analysis and evaluation under the direct stimulus 

of personal friendship with the author; the other being 

devotion to consideration of Williams 'J work as part of the 

much larger framework of socio-literary developments which 

characterize twentieth-century letters. Of the first type 

of criticism, the works of A.M. Hadfield, Anne Ridler, and 

c.s. Lewis provide the best examples. The studies of George 

111Preface 11
, The English Poetic Mind, p. vii. 

2Ibid., p. 5. 
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Every, Charles Moorman, Kathleen Morgan, Marjorie Wright and 

Robert J. Reilly are representative of the range of the 

second type of criticism. 

Not all the critical work on Williams is to be 

subsumed under these two categories, however. Linden 

Huddlestone's study, "The Arthurian Poems of Charles Williams: 

Their Development and Background", stands apart from the 

others as being essentially concerned with analysis and 

evaluation of Williams' Arthuriad as an autonomous work, and 

is accomplished largely without reference either to 

Williams' life or to the broader current literary trends. 

As the title implies, however, the study is devoted 

primarily to the task of tracing Williams' growing ability 

to realize poetically his major themes from the early volume 

of the Arthurian poems, Heroes and Kings, to the mature 

expression of Taliessin through Logres and The Resion of the 

Summer Stars, and as such scarcely exhausts the possibilities 

of further study of the last two volumes in their own right. 

A series of studies by Cornelius P. Crowley which began with 

"A Study of the Meaning and. Symbolism of the Arthurian 

Poetry of Charles Williams" also belongs to that category 

of Williams criticism which attempts to examine the poetry 

qua poetry. Both theses are highly successful within their 

own self-imposed limits and provide a valuable basis for 

more extensive examination of a similar kind. 
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It will be apparent that the present thesis profits 

greatly from all the above-mentioned types of critical 

commentary on Williams' work: either implicitly, by 

assuming their presence as the necessary ground for the 

thesis as a whole, or explicitly, by using certain specific 

observations as pertinent to particular arguments and 

interpretations. 

The particular approach utilized by the present 

study is essentially a simple one. In that it attempts to 

treat the mature Arthurian cycle as a single autonomous 

work, "an immortality for its own sake", it seemed sensible 

to begin with the broadest possible aesthetic assumptions. 

In this respect, Northrop Frye's suggestions about the 

analogous modes of statement exhibited generally by all the 

arts proved to be of value. 

Some principle of recurrence seems to be 
fundamental to all works of art, and this 
recurrence is usually spoken of as rhythm 
when it moves along in time, and as pattern 
when it is spread out in space. • •• The 
inference is that all arts possess both a 
temporal and a apatial aspect, whichever takes 
the lead when they are presented. ••• Works 
of literature ••• move in time like music and 
spread out in images like painting. • •• We 
listen to the poem as it moves from beginning 
to end, but as soon as the whole of it is in 
our minds at once we "see" what it means. More 
exactly, this response is not simply to the whole 
of it, but to a whole in it: we have a viSion of 
meaning ••• whenever any simultaneous apprehension 
is possible.3 

3Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, pp. ??-8. 
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While I am far from claiming that this thesis 

promotes by its analysis such a "vision of meaning", Frye's 

perception of the dual nature of poetry does provide, in 

the most general way, the basis for the method of structural 

analysis attempted in the ensuing chapters. In that the 

simultaneous apprehension of two elements may contribute to 

comprehension of the total meaning in .a work (the perception 

of "~whole inna poem), the method here employed is twofold: 

it involves a consideration of Williams' narrative treatment 

and its emergence as a structural principle in his Arthuriad, 

and the exposition of his major themes, symbols and support

ing imagery, which condition both the narrative structure 

and the total form of .the poem. 

Although such an approach attempts to deal with the 

poems as an autonomous work, it is obvious that in the case 

of Williams' poetry this cannot be accomplished in the 

strictest isqlation, and that some reference must inevitably 

be made to the author's general system of thought and to the 

particular works which best exemplify this, for the 

theological premises of _his thought pervade his mature 

poems. When it has been necessary to delve into Williams' 

expository writing, however, it has always been done with 

keen awareness of the author's own pronDuncements on the 

subject of the essential autonomy of the poetic statement. 
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Poetry, one way or another, is 'about' human 
experience; there is nothing els~ that it can be 
about. But to whatever particular human 
experience it alludes, it is not that experience. 
Love poetry is poet~t' not love ••• religious 4 poetry is poetry, no religion. [Italics mineJ 

This thesis attempts consistently to focus upon the poetry 

rather than the religion, whatever the proportionate emphasis 

upon the latter, and to focus upon the poem as verbal 

structure, exhibiting the twin aspects of temporal or linear 

form, and spatial or vertical form in the guise of narrative 

and symbolic structures, respectively. 

In considering Williams narrative treatment, I am 

indebted to c.s. Lewis' chronological arrangement of the 

contents of The Region of the Summer Stars and Taliessin 

through Logres,5 which conveniently provides the narrative 

framework that is latent in Williams' cycle of loosely 

linked poems. In adopting this chronology I am aware that 

the author's design of two separate volumes would seem to 

militate against any such intermingling of their contents. 

Nevertheless, for purposes of explication, it is necessary 

to utilize the mutually illuminating effect that the contents 

of the two volumes have on each other, and to recognize that 

by choosing the Arthurian legend as his general theme, the 

author himself sanctions a critical approach which assumes 

a traditional framework. 

4The English Poetic Mind, p. 3. 

5c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso 9 p. 96. 
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Cl!AP!ER I 

LXTERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL ORJO:ENTATIONS 

To the casual eye the life of Charles Williams 

presents an v~eventfUl surface. He was born in Islington, 

London, in 1886, but his childhood, from the age of eight 

onwards, was spent in St. Alban 1 s where he received his 

early education. In 1901 he was awarded a County Council 

Scholarship which enabled him to attend University 

"College, London. Although he matriculated in 1903, family 

financial circumstances, always somewhat precarious, 

forced him to withdraw in the following year. Williams 

.then took a position as assistant in the Bookroom of the 

New Methodist Oonnexion in Holborn, commuting each day to 

the city and continuing his education by attending the 

Working Men•s ·college until the outbreak of the war in 

1914.1 

When the Bookroom was closed in 1908 as the result 

of a merger with another firm, Williams was offered a 

position with the Oxford University Press at Amen Corner 

· 1For this and all subsequent information of a 
primarily biographical nature, I am indebted to A.M. 
Hadfield, Introduction to Charles Williams and Anne Ridler, 
"Introduction", The Image of the .Citl. 
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upon the recommendation of Frederick Page, who was then in 

the process of editing the complete works of Thackeray. 

First engaged as assistant in the extensive proof-reading 

which the project entailed, Williams was to remain with 

the Press, in a variety of capacities, until his death, 

his work uninterrupted even by the two Wars since he was 

barred from active service by ill-health. In 1917 he 
. 

married Plorence Conway, whom he had met in St. Alban's 

ten years ear~ier. A son, Michael, was born in 1922, and 

in this same year he accepted the post o:t lecturer with 

the English Institute at the London County Council's 

Evening Ins~itute. The following year saw the growth of 

this career as lecturer when he delivered similar talks to 

the L. o. c. Holloway Literar,y Institute, the City 

Institution, and New Park Road Evening Institute, Brixton. 

In the years which fo~:owed his reputation as a lecturer 

became well established and by 1939, when Amen House 

evacuated to Oxford, he was being invited to give public 

lectures and addresses not only to civic institutions but 

to University colleges and societies. Within three years 

he was appointed tutor at St. Hilda's College, and in 1942 

was awarded an honor.a:r7 .· M.A. by the University. He died 

in 1945 and is buried in the churchyard of St. Cross, 

Holywell, Oxford. 



During these years Willi$ms produced more than 

thirty full-length books, a body ot work remarkable both 

in its volume and diversity of interests. In addition to 

his editorial work with the Press and his duties as 

lecturer, he also endeavou~ed to maintain a st·eady stream 

ot periodical contributions in the form ot essa7s and book 

reviews. 

Detailed evaluation of this corpus obviously lies 

beyond the scope and purpose of this chapter. But even 

the briefest of preliminar,r surveys would be incomplete 

without some reference to the general character of Williams' 

work9 and some indication ot its position in twentieth

century letters. 

Sheer volume ot work, or diversity ot interests, 

though perhaps impressive, can never be factors in an 

estimation of the quality ot a literary product; and even 

allowing for the vagaries of critical ~udgement, the 

reception accorded Williams• work has been of a decidedly 

mixed character. T.s. Eliot, whose. acquaintance Williams 

made in 1931, though full of praise for some aspects of 

his writing, has said t~at many of his books "were frankly 

pot-boilers" and "very little of his work is quite perfect".2 

2T.S. Eliot, "The .Significance of Charles Williams", 
The Listener, Dec. 19, 1946, p. 894. 



In fact, it is a matter of record that Williams began 

writing novels to p~ his son's school fees. It is clear 

also that his activities as lecturer and as employee of 

the Oxtord University Press left little leisure in which 

to produce literary work of a consistently high standard. 

There appears to be some justice in the judgement that all 

of his work is to a certain extent mangu,. Nor is it 

entirely unfair to view a great piJiftion of it as "hack

work", :tor much was written hurriedly and in response to 

specific requests. 

4 

In addition, the early termination of a · purely 

academic career, and his long involvement with the 

burgeoning adult-education movement are significant factors 

in an estimation of the general character and quality of 

Williams' writing. Biographical accounts agree that in 

spite of his wide and constant reading and close contact 

with literature·, these contacts in both his professional 

and private life deepened a tendency towards catholic but 

decidedly conservative literar,r tastes. He was known to 

entertain a certain suspicion or prejudice against the 

narrowly academic, scholarly cast o:r mind on the one hand, 

and a reserve for the most recent contemporary developments 

in literary circles on the other. His own enthusiasmq, 

reflected in the topics of his lectures and in his 

·editorial work, are for the great traditional figures of 
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Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth, Dante, and Virgil, and 

the well-trodden paths of seventeenth and eighteenth-

century poet~, or, alternatively, the work of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries which he encountered 

as a youth, such as that of TenD7son, Covent~ Patmore, 

Ohesterton, Bridges, and later, Hopkins. These preferences 

and pre~udices exerted their due influence so that much of 

his early work is to a great extent •middle-brow", and 

stylistically conventional. Yet paradoXically, as a · 

result ~f what amounts to a self-imposed isolation from the 

main current of contemporary literar.y interests, his ideas, 

as will be seen, became tenaciously independent to the 

point of virtual obscurit7. 

Of the purely creative work, several of his seven 

novels earned a modest degree of popularity .when first 

published and all have subsequently been reprinted several 

times. The fact that they are most often still described 

as "supernatural thri1lers" is an indication of the 

difficulty in placing them within the confines of a genre 

that traditionally has been the vehi~le of realism. They 

have been considered as belonging to· an off-shoot of the 

gothic romance, in much the same manner as have the novels 

of Le Fanu, Arthur Machen, and Algernon Blackwood; 3 but 

3John Heath-Stubbs, Charles Will~s, p. -7. 



even to treat them as light gothic fiction scarcely worthy 

of serious critical consideration is not completely 

satisfactory in view of their curiously h:rbrid nature. 

Tile earlier novels are a strange amalgam of the thriller 

formula, esoteric religious machine17, and frail .· 

characterization, bound up with. occult trappings in a 

manner that is never totally convincing. The last novels, 

Descent into Hell and All Ha11ovs • Eve, are certainly 

something more than •entertainments•, but the pattern of 

the earlier novels is retained and the .burden of serious 

thought and depth of intent is disprOportionate to its 

•ehicle, to the extent, indeed, that one is compelled to 

question whether an:r species ot the .genre could suc'dess

fully convey the author's design. 

In 1927 Williams·· produced two exercises in verse 

drama for performance by the staff of Amen House~ ~ 

Masque of the Manuscript and The Masque of Perusal. These 

early Masques are of iDterest as gi"'rl.ng expression to two 

features operative in Williams' first childhood literary 

activities: an intense awareness of the ce.remonial and 

ritualistic power of the spoken word and of dramatic 

action, and an interest in the general area of legend, 

myth, and the supernatural. These attractions led Williams 

in his middle years habitually, almost spontaneously, to 

compose "myths 11 for performance by his friends and gave 

6 
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him a facilit7 which is certainly a factor in the character 

and qualit~ of subsequent plays. His later drama includes 

A Mzth of ~hakespeare, Three Plvs ("The Chas_te Wanton", 

"The Rite of the Passion", "The Witch"), Thomas Cranmer of 

CanterbU£Y~ and Judsemen~ at Chelmsford (both commissioned 

for church festivals), The House of the Octepus, and a 

collection of relativelY short dramatic pieces under the 

title, The Seed of Adam .and other Plays. The central 

themes of these works vary, but, as with much verse drama 

of this centur,r, most of the plays derive their raison d'etre 

from religious performance and primaril~ reflect 4octrinal 

concerns. 

Williams' interest in the supernatural was 

undoubtedly well-established b7 the time he encountered 

the writings of A.E. Waite. Nevertheless, his admiration 

of these texts was sufficient to make him seek out. Waite, 

and it was apparently . through him that Williams was first 

introduced to the occult society, the Order of the Golden 

Dawn. It was this society (or rather its parent body, 

for the history of the Order is a tangle of schismatic 

activity) which had similarly attracted, earlier in the 

century, such figures as Yeats, Evelyn Underhill, Algernon 

Blackwood, and Arthur Machen, as well as two o£ Williams' 

close friends, Henry Lee and Daniet Nicholson. Williams 

was later to utilize the ·knowledge accumulated from this 

i 

I 
I 
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period and from a life-long interest in the sub3ect to 

produce, in 1941, a study entitled Witchcraft. 

8 

Both the novels and, to a lesser extent, the plays 

show the influence of this interest in the occult, 

particularly in the choice of themes in the early works of 

each genre. The influence remains in the more mature 

novels and plays but is used to more subtle advantage as a 

pervasive undertone of colouring of imagery and symbolism, 

as it was to be later e•ployed in the mature poetr7. His 

acquaintance with the ceremony of the Order of the Golden 

Dawn, as with that of Church liturgy, strengthened Williams' 

natural tendency to find meaning in apparently trivial 

incidents, words, or gestures, and heightened his 

appreciation of the ritualistic in life and literature. 

Finally, in the bo~ of the creative· work, one turns 

to the poetry, for it was as a poet that Williams thought 

of himself, and from all accounts, it was for his poetr.y, 

particularly the later volumes, that he hoped to be 

remembered. In 1912 Williams was introduced by Frederick 

Page to Alice and Wilfred Meynell, and upon their advice 

and encouragement (and, one gathers, with their partial 

financial assistance) he published a volume of sonnets 

entitled The Silver Stair. other collections followed: 

Poems of. Conformity in 191?, Divorce in 1920, Windows of 

Night~('l92~1 Heroes and Kings~(i'l930), and in 19~8 and 1944 
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Taliessin through Logres and The Region of the Summer Stars. 

:: .. ;. ~ :;.·:v.:. ';. . Within this canori . there is a marked division 

between the first four and the last two volumes. His early 

verse shows the influence of his traditionalist enthusiasms, 

and although it is by no means inexpert, it is nevertheless 

decidedly imitative in nature. No one influence clearly 

preponderates. At times the verse reverberates with 

echoes of Donne, Herrick and Rochester, at others it recalls 

the inversions and Latinate sonorities of Milton, while at 

other times it reflects,in pastiche, Chesterton, Lascelles 

Abercrombie, Kipling, and even early Yeats. With an all 

but fatal gift for mimicry, Williams, in these volumes, 

is indeed "limiting hims_elf' by attachment to false and 

static conceptions of' the poetic tradition",4 for though 

the idiom may be outworn, the .burden of thought can in no 

sense be called derivative or second-hand. As in the 

novels, there is in these early poems a disproportion 

between vehicle and tenor, and the seriousness and freshness 

of' intell•ctual concern is of'ten in danger of being 

obliterated by the ease with which one feels it is possible 

to skim such work. 

T.s. Eliot has observed that a good many poets are 

judged second-rate "because they were incompetent to find 

4roid. 
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a style of writing forni;themselves, suited to the matter they 

wanted· to talk about and the way in which they apprehended 

this matter"•5 it became obvious to Williams that it was 

necessary to forge a ~ore personal idiom to carry 

effectively the thought of his poems, and it has been 

suggested that in this move his prejudice against modernism 

was partially broken down by his acquaintance with Eliot 

in 1931. But this is to overestimate the extent of their 

friendship, which seems not to have gone far beyond the 

occasional cordial and interested encounter, and to 

underestimate the influence of his professional work on 

Williams' private concerns. in 1930 the Press brought out 

The Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, a second edition upon 

which Williams bad done extensive work and for wbi~h be 

wrote the critical introduction. in addition, the 

Clarendon Press publishe~ a volume of Williams' criticism, 

Poetrz . at Present, in the same ::rear. While the treatment 

accorded this poetry is of the deferential variety that 

became increasingly unfashionable as the century progressed, 

the slim book . is an indication that inroads of a kind were 

being made on the a•thor's isolation from the main stream 

of literary interests. 

5T.S. Eliot, "Introduction" London and The VanitY 
of Human Wishes, reprinted in T.S. Eliot: seieeted Froself95a). 
p. 164. 



Although Taliessin through Logpes and The Region 

of the Summer Stars are almost anti-poetic by Williams' 

earlier standards, the change, almost a transformation, 

11 

is scarcely in the direction of the cultivated "low-style" 

heralded by Eliot and Pound. Far from embracing the 

aolloquially-based rhythms of the new poetic diction or 

the practise of gathering images from the increasingly 

technological modern environment, Williams became more 

remote than ever, deliberately eschewing the pared, 

ascetic vocabulary and the ascendant literar.y preoccupation 

with immediate contemporary issues. 

From this brief outline of the main body of the 

creative work, some of the obstacles to Williams' 

acceptance and recognition will be readily apparent. His 

early verse was greeted with qaaaat enthusiasm in ~e~in 

circles, and applauded by such critical figures as Bridges, 

Alice Meynell, and Sir Walter Raleigh, but the ::appmval of 

this appreciative audience appears to have been lo$t during 

the process of change. As he discarded the familiar poetic 

conventions which had influenced the poetry of his 

adolescence and early adult years, the difficulty of the 

· complex, relatively obscure nature of his thought became 

more evident. The direction of his change, however, did 

little to conciliate the circle of more adventurous, 

rigorously modern poets. Thus the audience for his poetry 

• ' . 
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became increasingly narrow, limited to friends and students 

whose responses he could directly condition and prepare 

through his conversation and lectures, and to those readers 

acquainted with his other work, the novels, theological. 

studies and l.iterar,y criticism. Not only does this explain 

to some extent the restricted nature of Will.iams' 

reputation, it also points to a di.t.ticul t:r in the work 

itself. The mature poems are not easy reading. Often 

they exhibit a tendency towards, if not aprivatism",6 at 

least an independence of thought which is intensel.y· :·personal 

and compl.ex, sometimes to the point of eccentricity. And 

while this intellectual concern remained unchanged in its 

essentials from the early poems, the adoption of a new 

idiom seems to have intensified its complexity a great deal. 

Since his death, critical interest in Charles 

Williams • work has undoubtedly derived its impetus from 

the efforts of the residual members of the group of 

enthusiasts mentioned above. T~e insistent regularity with 

which such interest erupts requires that this body of 

criticism be commented upon, since it does something to 

chal.lenge the view of Williams as an eccentric voice 

speaking in difficult accents about a kind of experience 

that bas no possible relevance .tor contemporary society. 

· . ~he . term is used by c.s. Lewis in a brief 
evaluation of the Taliessin cycle. See Arthurian Torso, 
pp. 188-9. 
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The value of c.s. Lewis' Arthurian Torso, Anne Ridler's 

'Introduction': to The Image o:t the City, and A.M. Hadfield's 

Introduction to Charles Williams as bases for further study 

of his work is incontestable, but in benefiting from 

person&l acquaintance with the author as they do, they 

must be ~dled with some care in disinterested discussion 

of Williams' work, particularly when one recognizes that 

Williams, literary capabilities apart, must have been a 

man of considerable personal magnetism. ·From all accounts 

be seems to have combined infectious enthusiasm, personal 

charm and intellectual vigour, to emerge as an engaging, 

stimulating conversationalist, lecturer, and friend. The 

extraordinary strength of personal influence which he 

appears to have exerted upon most of those .whom be met has 

resulted in an enthusiasm which makes it difficult to 

evaluate his work soberly on literary merits alone. 

There is also the danger that in publicizing the 

work o:t a man felt to be neglected, the idiosyncratic 

interests and attitudes of the apologists may be visited 

on ·their subject. Thus, certain sectors of the public may be 

alienated by the literar.y, political, social, or religious 

stance of the well-intentioned commentator or critic. The 

lack of general enthusiasm for the work of Charles Williams 

•ay well be due as much to the excesses of ideological and 



persona1 . pre~udice on the part of both apologist .Bl'ld 

public,? as to the "oddity" o~ the sub~ect. 

14 

~here has, in fact, developed around this 

relatively ·little known fi,~re a curiously' divided bodJ' of 

opinion. which, · in a limited way, amo't1Dts almost -- .to a 

controvers:r. · Botb ·be:tore .and after ·his .death some · 

co'IDIIentators have .been ·moved by his work to almost 

rhapsodic ·. praise; · while -others have ··been repelled to the 

point -wbere:-lal'iguage .·oou1d·scarcely ·express · their aversion. 

He :·bas .· been · accused- o~ ·espousing ·_ ;a- totalitarian philosophy, 

of advocating -fascist tactics, -·and o:t··. betra:ying· sadistic 

tendencies.e. But· another commentator · states, "more nearly 

than an1< man :r ·have met'· Charles Williams seems to me to 

approximate a .· saint • • • :r · t,]l~k be was ·a man of unusual 

geni1ls;. and ~ I: regard his work: as · i-mPortant". 9 - F .R. · Lei!Vis, 

in repl:r·· to an .early estimation -of Williams' achievement, 

cites· his "preoccupation wi:t;h the ·•'horror o:r evil'" as 

evidence. of .· an · arrested development, rather than a sign o:r 

· ? All . example · of this kiDcJ;- of criticism can be seen 
in Roger Sale1 "England's Parnassus: O~S. Lewis, Charles 
Williams, · ·and J .R_.R. Tolkie~ ~ , . Hudson -Review, Summer, 
1964, pp. 203~25. . . . . . . 

8Robert CoJlquest, "The Art of ·the Enemy11
, Essays 

in C7titicism$ ·Jan., 19S?, pp. 42~55. 

The List!~;~: ~!~t i9:!1!~~!~:f'M::c• cf' Charles Williams", 
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"spiritual maturity".10 John Press has called him "a very 

queer fish in a deep dark pond",11 while o.s. Lewis, of 

course, considers his mature poems "both for the soaring 

and gorgeous novelty of their technique and for their 

profound wisdom to be among the two or three most valuable 

books of verse produced in this centQr7".12 Even in later 

coDUilents the feeling continues to run high. R.T. Davies 

denies flatly that he has any claims to genius other than 

oddity, asserting that he was "a great amateur, and his 

work ••• suffers from a lack of discipline, of perspective 

I!Uld o:t stabilizing scholarship • • • [ they are 1 frequently 

merely •lever-clever, fantastic, indecorous and 

exasperating".l3 

The greatest proportion of general reserve ~t 

Williams' work is undoubtedly due to his over-riding 

concern with the essentially religious experience, expressed 

in ure or les1:1 idiosyncratic, but always explicitly 

Christian .and fundamentally orthodox terms. Overt 

1°F.R. Leavis,. ~he Common Pursuit, p. 253. 

11John Press, The Cheguer'd Shade, p. 61 • 

. 12o.s. Lewis, "Preface", Essa:ys Presented to 
Charles Williams, pp. vi-vii. · 

l3R.T. Davies, ".Charles Williams and the Romantic 
Experience", .Etudes Anslaisest Oct. -Dec., 1955, p. 291. 



affiliations on the part o~ the artist with systems of 

belief, whether religious, political, philosophical, or a 

blend of all three, frequently encourage critical 

"pigeon-holing•, accomplished with greater or lesser ease 

according to the extent to which these beliefs are 

articulated in the work. When a poet insists that these 

beliefs constitute the core of his writing, not only is 

the task of characterizing the work apparently much 

simplified, but the potential audience, general and 

critical, narrows considerably, .. .,; ••xt;hir:ll-n those ..a:t; · . .: -~· ~ _.,~ 

sharing similar beliefs. Often there follows a tendency 

tor the poetr,y to be valued or devalued as a vehicle .tor 

ideas first, and treated as an .aesthetic product only 

after this has been done,· it at all. 

The Christian character of Charles Williams' 

thought thus sets ott a chain reaction of dubious critical 

attitudes. The assumption that he is a Christian Poet, 

even a belated and misplaced Metaphysical, is followed by 

an emphasis upon this Christian content. Because of the 

complexity of his beliefs, there ensues a concentration 

upon these ideas to the comparative neglect of the poetry 

qua poetry. 

In a society in which opinion is divided upon 

whether the traditional claims of the Church do, or do not 

16 
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possess · any validity or relevance, one could do worse than 

remember Northrop Frye's suggestion that for the purposes 

of strictly literar.y discussion one must view God,~tk~~v~y 

other element in the poem,~be artifact of human nature.14 

As a work of art, the novel, play, or poem, arises in 

response to an impulse conventionally called the aesthetic 

or creative, which for the critic and student~ must be 

kept distinct ·=.from the religious impulse. The religious 
. • 

element in a poem is · sometbiDg which renders the work 

neither "sacrosanct", "morae than mere literature, nor 

less than intellectually respectable. It is but one of 

many components in a hypothetical statement anciently 

observed to assert nothing. 

Although the limitations and imperfections of much 

of Williams' work have been touched upon, the eccentricity 

and Christian bias of his literary output should not be 

unduly emphasized when one considers the di~ction taken 

by much of the writing of the succeeding generation. 

Though liter&r,T history must always involve some over

simplification, much of the work of the 'forties exhibits 

a distinct departure in tone and character from that of 

the preceding decade. The comparative unity of outlook in 

1~orthrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, pp. 125-8. 
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the work of such poets as Auden, Day· -Lewis, MacNeice, and 

Spender, their preoccupation with the promises of Marxism, 

their general attachment to social and political concerns, 

and their faith in the advances of twentieth-century 

technology, was short-lived. In the crises of the Spanish 

civil war and Munich, the rise of Hitler and the slowly 

crumbling hopes of "the years of uneasy truce", lie the 

causes of a change in attitude marked by despair and 

disillusionment. Alex Comfort, looking back on these years, 

has said, 

The awareness of-death, the quasi-priestly 
but secular attitude, · are omnipresent for any
one who knows contemporary English art and 
letters. No artist of my generation is 
uninfluenced by them.l5 

In rejecting the tenets typical of the poets of the 

'thirties, many of this period were apparently influenced 

also by the delayed impact of Joyce who is said to have 

••• opened the door of the world that Jung calls 
'the collective unconscious•, a world ••• beyong 
personal idt:t"nti ty and • • • his~orical time • • • [and 1 
in his own ·personal, musical language he recovered 
some of theprestige that had been lost to poetic 
diction ••• l6 · 

Thus, in terms of both style and content, younger writers 

were provided with fresh alternatives for their poetry. 

15Alex Comfort, Art and Social Responsibility, p. 15. 
Personal 16George Every, Poetry andLResponsibility, p. 37. 



· · Such poets as. Vernon · Watkil'ls, David Gasco711e, Alex 

Comfort, Sidney· Keyes, ·Kath1e.en .··Raine .and ·John Heath-8tubbs 

were · various~ muifeating · •a wish to :get .away from the 

colloquial diction · and . urban imager;y and topical slant 
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which Aucl.en· was .felt.: to stand for -· towaras : something more 

f'loridt' - m~re .. savage, more 1avish17 ornate".17 · :tn this 

shift, .• John - Heath~'tubbs, SidDet. K~J'&S)· &Dd Vernon Watkins 

acknowledged . an · admiration for . the:·.work o:t .• Oharles· Williams, 

amongst : others, :: alid· George :Every , believes tbat they are . . . . . . . .. . 

indebted ·>in .aspects · of' ·_ their. ·-.thought and in the development 

of their. :imager;, to Willia~~~s,• , influence. 

In .a different wa;r1 ·the ·. work of Anne R-idl.er and 

Norman·, Nicholson" also '":shows · traces ::.of' Williams' ·infiuence.18 
. . · . 

Both are , considered •'.to. ·have ·been· impressed b;y -~ bis attempts 

to give j_mportance ~and relig±ous ~igni:tic·&nce . to the ·· 

apparently ·trivial ·details .. o:t .·c!aily lif'e . and their own 

poetr.r ·-~ of'1ien ... uses:.:Williams' .·thought as ,a, po:Lnt o:t 

departure ·.·:tor:.''.expression o:t the:ir individua:l view~points. 

More recently, Auden in his . move ·, towards ·an· acceptance of' 

orthodo~ Christian belief has paid tribute to Williams' 

thought.l.:-9 ·Hence; while it can never be argued that 

l?G.S. Fraser, The Modern Writer and His World, P• 324. 

1Bxathleeri:·Morgan! Christian Themes ·in: Contemporary 
P-oets, see pp. 32-6 espec1aiiy. . · 

l9w.H. Auden, "Charles Wil.liams", Christian Century, 
May 2, 1956, pp. 552-4. 
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Williams has established a "school", there does appear to 

exist a s·light but fairly well-U:fined current of influence 

which refuses to be entirely subm•rged and mitigates some 

earlier more positive pronouncements on his limitations. 

Repeated references have been made to the 

difficulty of Williams' thought but specific discussion of 

this as it appears in the crea~~ve work has been 

deliberately delayed since even the most general desceiption 

of his thought will profit from a know•edge of the 

compiexities of the poet's background. 

It has frequently been observed that the body of 

Charles Williams• work is unified by the recurrence of 

certain themes, to the extent indeed, that ··. a "consideration 

of any one form must include a knowledge of the others".20 

Thus, the treatment of a concept expounded in a novel, a~ 

the theme of a play may partially contribute to an idea 

which runs through a whole series of poems. Nor can one 

confine consideration to his purely creative works. The 

same ideas are usually the subject of his expository 

writing, both in the full-length publications and in 

periodical contributions, and it is to these that one may 

often turn more confidently for the most objective primary 

20Anne Ridler, "Introduction", The Imase ·of the· 
City, p. ix. 

, 
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exposition of his leading ~.de as... Moreover, the fact that 

Williams evolved a more persone.: and ef'fecti ve poetic idiom 

CQIIlparati vely l.ate in his career, by which time many of his 

ideas were ful.l.y devel.oped and stabl~ allows one t~e more 

readil.y to divorce them temporarily from questions of' 

styl.e ~or the purposes of more orderl.y discussion. In 

fact, it has been remarked that, with the exception of the 

poetry (and this, of eourse, is a big exception), 

the ideas he was expressing were al.ways more. 
important to Charles, W~ll.iams than the 
medium of' expression~ . -~21 

Perhaps one reason why the ].ate-discovered new 

style did so l.ittl.e to place Will.iams' poetry within the 

major literary t~ds of the time was that it was dictated 

by the nature of his .themes which were apparently so 

distinctive as to demand an equally distinctive style. 

Yet superficiall.y at least, the position of Williams in 

the twentieth-centur,y current of thought does not appear 

especial.ly unique, particularly when viewed from the 

perspective of several decades. 

In the "Introduction" to Victorian Narrative Verse 

which Wil.liams edited in 1927, he observed that some of 

the&ficiencies of Victorian poetry are due to the fact that 

21Ibid., P• x. 
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. · • .- • ,_ its . meta~hys~c cou1d not present!·· · nor its 
· withdrawing poet1c ·:ima~ation conce ve an end 
.. sUfficient to ·the . means ~22 · . · ·· · · 
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Like the · Auguatans, the Victorians lived inaa climate which 

stiil;:-ribrated with the ·shock-waves of. philosophica1 and 

scientific· upheaval, and amidst -~he ch&Dges being wro~t 

daily" in .. their li vas, they aimed · at · "establishing a sort 

o:t·· stabilit;'":.~3 Ill_·. this ·search, the:r ·tended to re;Ject any 

common-.supenatural basis of belief, and to suspect , an:r · 

D.l~tap~sicai .compleXity e>'L thought. Uncertain· .both of the 

accepted-:rational limitations ·Of the ·mind and o:t man's 

ultimate· position in .an alternatel7 expanding and 

contractiDg universe, they cameto settle· on conduct alone 

as a basis .tor ·living; and as a .to:and&Uon :tor the 
. . ·:-: ~ 

stability·the:r needed. Raving re;Ji-cted the necessity of 

an ~adequate metap~sical and -philosophical foundation' 

they could not, especially in their literature, suggest 

how· this ·•· emphasis upon conduct .and ·· moral propriety might 

be in 8.D7 -wa:r significant' and the ethical code became an 

end ill.· itself. 

· Perhap~ a direct .consequenoe of eighteenth-century 

empiricism;.· the Romantic rebuttal notwithstanding, is a 

rationalist hostility to an7 notion of metapb7sical 

p. 2. 
2~ictorian Narrative Verse••, The Image o:r the Cit:, 
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significance. The hostility, strengthened by the emergence 

of science and technology, is still a salient characteristic 

of the modern temperament, one manifestation of which can 

be seen in the decline of the Church and its relevance in 

personal and public affairs. Even within the Church, one 

may readily discern a school of thought which seeks a 

natural religion without any idea of;the transcendental or 

supernatural, without metap~sics or received revelation 

via traditional doctrine, and without dogma. But in 

asserting the necessity of a metaphysical basis for living, 

and in re~ecting such a natural religion, Williams was not 

alone among twentieth-century writers. Others, such as 

T.S~ Rliot 7 Evelyn Waugh, Graham Greene, and more recently, 

W.H. Auden, are prominent dissenters from the belief that 

the "modern malaise" may be cured by programmes of social, 

scientific, and economic reform. The awareness of. the 

deficiencies of a standardized mass culture and a totally 

materialistic philosop~ may be seen in the work of these, 

who also have attempted to recommend a return to an 

established system of traditional values as asserted by 

orthodox ·Christianity. 

Yet the reception of Williams' work has differed 

radically from that accorded many others who have upheld 

.Ghristian values amid an increasingly secular environment. 

Quite apart from considerations wuch as degrees of literary 
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merit or differences in style which must, of course, be 

deciding factors in a critical reception, it is still 

evident that Williams has been generall7 received primarily 

as a Christian apologist, to the extent that his creative 

work bas become the subject of what F.R. Leavis has called 

"Christian Discrimination".24 The existence of such 

critical reaction suggests that there are distinct points 

o:t difference between Williams' work and ;thought and that 

of his like-minded contemporaries. 

The first of these differences appears to be 

largely one of environment. From his earliest days, 

Williams' association with the established church, the 

Church of England, was close and deep. Both his parents 

were profoundly religious, and although their attitude 

toward their faith was free from the oppressive religiosity 

and piety epitomized by much Victorian. behaviou., their 

involvement with church life was an intim~te part of their 

daily lives and family .routine. Charles Williams' sister, 

Edith, was later to question the relevance to modern life 

of· the traditional teachings of the Church, but Charles, it 

seems, never passed through the period of disillusionment, 

agnosticism or : :~atheism now commonly regarded as an almost 

inevitable part of the process of growing;up • 

. 24F .R. Leavis, "The Legic of Christian Discrimination"' 
The Common, Pursuit, pp • . 248-54. ~~ 

~ 
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Not onl~ did he continue to accept the importance 

of the Church as a social institution during his adolescent 

and adult years, but as a ¢onsequence of what has been 

called his "double-sidedness"~t mind, he exerted continual 

effort to ensure that his beliefs were intellectuall~ 

justified and not maintained from mere force of habit. 

That such efforts were not alwa~s simple m&7 be seen in 

his earl~ poet~, especially in the volume Windows of 

Night. Aline Ridler remarks of his writing as a whol.e that 

·the"conflict between the powers of go~d and evil ••• was 

always one of Williams-11 most intense literary enjoyments", 26 

and othe~s have similarl~ observed that the strugg1e 

cons**'•tes one of the main themes of his novels. Yet in 

Windows of .Nigl!t the awareness o.t the antagonism in mere 

existence and of the distresses in the haman condition 

emerge as something deeper and more intense than simple 

"literary enjoyments• or themes to be manipulated tor the 

emotional titillation of his audience. 

In "Domesticity", the sense ot a community of human 

suffering is vividly evoked. 

25a.s· •. Lewis, "Preface", Essays Presented to 
Charles Williams, p. xii. 

26Anae Ridler, "Introduction", The Image o:f the 
Oity, p. xiii. 
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• • • 0 Earth's bocQ-1 what pain 
Tightens the whole fine nervous web? What ache 
In the torn bloody past twitches opr brain? 

As night falls and the city lays itself to rest, he sees 

~hat, 

All the dead life that lay through the dark at 
the back of our minds 

Stirs, and ghosts in the visible world have begun 
Anew to occupy eyes left vacant by sleep ••• 

The revitalizing function ·of sleep, which Shakespeare 

could image as knitting "up the raveled sleeve of care", 

for Williams is deceptive. 

Cleansed we arise - cleansed and the more defiled 

26 

By obscene currents. of death no oblivion can stem 27 from the general river; .clogged and;unclean. 

The emotional apprehension of evil which this and other of 

the early poems re'\'eal seems 1 however, to bS~ transmuted by 

more deliberately intellectual reflection. In spite of 

Leavis' charge of "arrested development", Wiiliams did not 

stop at a preoccupation with the 'horror of evil', and in 

his writing the often-observed characteristic of a 

"quality of disbelief";of intellectual scepticism, can be 

seen at work. 

In all his varied literary activities Williams was 

at considerable pains to recommend the doubting capacity 

of man's mind. No issuei, he held, should ever be con

sidered settled or put to one side until all one's 

27"Domesticity", Windows of Night, pp. 22-3. 



analytic, intellectual, and imaginative powers have been 

brought to bear upon tba~t in as miJiute and scrupulous a 

fashion as possible. In a series of articles entitled 

"Letters to Peter", he advocated the most rigorous 

application of scepticism. As one commentator has 

summarized his advice, . he urged: 

Be sceptical .of what you have been taught. 
Be . equally suspicious of the demand ·for 
immediate relevance . and the. plea to remain 
above the battle, of the insisten.ce that Faith 
can be rati'onally. cjusti.tied and the . assertion 
that it ·exhibits ··JQ'Steries... Doubt your 
cherish4td · convictiC)ns, and doubt •• .;. unceasingly 
the validity .of those misgivings that ·are the 
protection and prison of the cowardly ••• 28 

2? 

Thus Williams approved of the philosophical impatience of 

the tormented .Job's angry questioning of Jehovah and saw 

the heresies and schisms within the history of the Church 

as an essential part of its dgvelopment. Nor can this 

aspect of Williams• thought be construed as a facile 

recommendation of intellectual honesty or of the necessity 

of bringing rational powers to bear on matters of faith. 

In the poem, "To the Protector, or Angel of Intellectual 

Doubt", there is an awareness of the peril of inquiry. The 

line which divides "intellectual ambivalence" from emotional 

and spiritual disaster is fine indeed, and he speaks of the 

knowledge of 

2~ary M. Shideler, Charles Williams, p. 43. 



••• that lighter wraith 
Which is your [i.e. Doubt's] image and your grief 
Utter and intimate unbelief ••• 

The experience o:t this "unbelief" is 

• • • that final sleep · ••• 
Some highway, narrow, twisting deep, 
Amid a silent frozen world • 
••• When the .very heavens are curled 
Pro zen above us, when the earth 
Is a bleak certainty of dearth, 
When our homing instincts freeze 
Within us, to black crevasses 29 ••• in loveless arctic prisonr.y ••• 

For Williams, .all the emotional and intellectual 

di.tficul t .ies o:t reconciling contradictions in existence 

never came to an inevitable end in a peaceful acceptance 

28 

in the years o:t his maturity. The more usual pattern is 

perhaps one of emotional or habitual belief, gradual doubt 

and disillusionment, rejection, and then, for some, a 

gradual return to re-examination and eventual re-affirmation 

of the values which the Church represents. But Williams is 

remembered as saying in conversation that he .was prepared 

to "accept as a revealed doctrine the proposition that 

existence is good: but ••• it would never have occurred to 

him, unaided, to suspect this".30 Furthermore, he 

suggested that one might accept immortality not as the 

~9"To the Protector or Angel of Intellectual 
Doubt", Windows of Night, p. 111. 

30c S L . . "Pre. ~ n E P t d to . • • ew1s 1 ~ace , ssays resen e 
Charles Williams, p. xii. · . 
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' desire4 end of physical existence but as "the final act o:r 

obedience".3l And as late in his life as 1939 he meditated 

in a letter, 

••• it seems so odd somehow to feel as if 
I believed absolute17 everything about death 
and resurrection and all that 1 · and yet some
how not here, and (also) yet somehow not any
where else~ Do I look to another life? No; I 
think I am obstinately determined to believe 
that everythiDg is ~ustified .here al'ld now 
when it obviously isn't ••• 32 

Yet during this same period he was working on such books 
.. 

as He Came Down .trom Heaven and The Descent of the Dove, on 

the articles, "The Recovery of Spiritual Initiative", 

"Sensuality and Substance", and "Natural Goodness", and on 

a verse play for church performance, Judgement at 

Chelmsford. Neither the a•ailable biographical information 

nor the body of his writing reveals a fading of his belief 

or a diminishing of his preoccupation with the working out 

of his convictions. In place of any distinct period of 

doubt or retreat, there exists a relentless pergonal 

examination which extended along the entire range of his 

years and writing. 

One of the results of this life-long programme of 

analysis and ~~quiry is that he early became more 

interested in the "Jesus of the Trinity" than in the 

32:rn a letter to Anne Ridler which she quotes in 
"Introduction", The Image of the Oit:y, p. xv. 
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historical figure, that is, he was more completely involved 

in the doctrines of the Church and more attracted to the 

dogmatic side of belief than a less rationally disposed 

Christian might be. Most of his novels, plays, and poetry, 

as well as prose studies, reflect a preoccupation with 

issues of a strictly doctrinal nature. Moreover, there is 

in all the writing an evenness of tone as well as of 

conviction which further unifies. his thought. 

In remaining so entirely within the Ohurch and 

apparently so completely at one with its aims, his framework 

of Christian belief seems to constitute the terms of 

reference · "ro1: his total existence. It is thus understand-

able, perhaps, that some commentators should yield to the 

temptation to point to his case as being exemplary, in a 

way that the cases of others, in spite of ultimate 

similarities, are not. 

In addition to departing from the more usual pattern 

of behaviour and thought seen in the examples of 0 .s. Lewis, 

W .H. Auden, and Evelyn Waugh, there exists a further 

difference. Not only did Williams• environment and, more 

particularly, his reaction to it, differ from that of many 

others; he is separated from most of his contemporaries by 

an additional aspect of temperament. 

In estimating the general character of Williams• 

writing, especially the poetry, John Heath-Btubbs concludes 
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that he belongs "to the tradition of Christian 

transcendenta~ism in English poetryn,33 and in this he 

allies Williams with poets like "Spenser, Vaughan, the 

later Wordsworth., Coleridge", and perhaps Patmore. Unless 

the word transcendentalism is to be applied in a strictly 

defined sense, the use of ·the epithet to describe such a 

range of wiDrk is of doubtfUl ftlue. In tbe above context 

it may perhaps be understood to denote very generally such 

qualities as a conc.ern with that which is beyond the limits 

of ordinary experience of the senses, and a preoccupation 

with what is commonly termed the supernatural. · .Tt ... c·~l:L 

though·:: it be, the word does at least have· the virtue of 

indicating a broad distinction between Williams' thought 

and that of maby ·of his contemporaries. 

In a theological stu~, He Came Down from Heaven, 

Williams· begins one of his chapters with a quotation from 

Wordsworth's Prelude which is ·useful in refining the 

notion of Williams as a trancendentalist. "There are in ... 

our existence spots of time I That With a distinct pre

eminence retain I A renovating virtue, whence ••• our minds/ 

Are nourished and visibly repaired"~34 Commenting upon one 

such "spot of time" or experience, Williams says 

33John Heath-Stubbs, Charles Williams, P• 15. 

34"The Theology of Romantie Love", He Came Down 
f~om Heaven. 



••• it arouses a sense of intense significance, 
a sense that an explanation of the whole universe 
is being offered, and indeed in some sense under
stood; only it cannot yet be defined •••• 35 

32 

Partially, of course, such an attitude towards any category 

of experience, the belief that it has an extended meaning 

above and beyond itself, is a concomitant of Christian 

convictions. But the awareness of the possibility of some 

other mode of existence distinct from the one which man 

en~oys here and now in a "real" wor~d of time, substance, 

and space, and yet somehow related to ordinary life, is 

developed to a marked extent in Williams' thought. 

T.S. Eliot has commented upon this characteristic, 

observing that his writing is 

based upon real experience of the supernatural 
world • •. which is ·· just as natural to the 
author as our everyday. world • • • 36 . 

He is careful to m&ke it clear that the adje8tive "mystical" 

as applied to this..,. aspect of Williams 1 thought would be 

misleading, but he enlarges upon the above observation by 

adding that Williams seemed to him to possess 

The 

a kind of extra perceptiveness ••• an extended 
spiritual sense . • •• ·. and was a man who was · always 
able to live in the material. and the. spiritual · 
world at once, a man to whom the two worlds were 
equally real because they are one ••• 3? 

35Ibid., p. 68. 

36T.S. Eliot "The Significance 
Listener, Dec. 1~, 1946, p. 894. 

3?Ibid., pp. 894-5. 
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~ :- Such a marked disposition towards the imponderables of the 
1-, 

supernatural may well appear to be somewhat at odds with 

the equally marked rational disposition which Williams was 

held to display in conversation and writing. But his 

position is clearly indicated in his remarks on Pascal. 

Pascal was a friend and intimate of Jansenists. 
He was a mathematician and knew the doctrines 
of chances and of infinity ••• ~ 8 The finite to 
stake ••• the .infinite to gain.• Could anyone 
consent to doubt? He conceded his imagined 
opponent a feeble if intelligent murmur: "The 
true course is not to wager at all," and crushed 
himself with the awful answer: 11Yes, but you 
must wager. It is not optional." 

He was, of course~ right; it is no more 
optional than death.3o 

Williams, like many before him, saw clearly that while man 

possesses inadequate evidence upon which to decide whether 

a particular experience is real or illusory, a subjective 

impression or an objective fact, he is nevertheless com

pelled .to come to terms with ~hat experience. He is in 

obvious agreement with Pascal's statement that "All the 

principles of stoics~ sceptics, atheists, etc. are true. 

But the~ conclusions are false, because the opposite 

tJpinciples are also true".39 

When it is recalled that he also recommended the 

validity of misgivings and urged that one might doubt that 

3BThe Descent of the Dove, p. 199. /1 

39 . Ibid., p. 19?. 
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"faith can be rationally justified", it is scarcely 

surprising that he apparently was prepared to reject 

nothing that promised to bold the slightest possibility of 

truth. Thus his reflections and interests did not stop at 

the threshold of "reality", but embraced the possibilities 

of various categories of thought and experience perhaps 

less universally respected than theology, such as mysticism, 

belief in the supernatural, and an interest in the occult. 

Again, such an attraction to matters conventionally 

held to .be suspect is not in itself distinctive. Many 

otherwise rationally-inclined writers have found themselves 

indisposed to reject the claims to validity of the occult 

sciences, as a roll-call of the membership of the Order of 

the Golden Dawn might testify. Pew, however, propose the 

co-existence of the natural and the supernatural ~s 

seriously as. Williams appears to do, especially in the 

earlier novels. In these books the action derives from 

the clash of values of two opposing groups of individuals, 

ranging ·freely between the two worlds in such a way as to 

blur the distinctions and .blend the properties of one with 

the other. For example, War in Heaven is concerned with 

the efforts of persons devoted to the cause of black magic 

to secure possession of the Holy Grail, which bas suddenly 

been discovered in an innocuous rural parish church in 

twentieth-century England. In the course of the inevitable 



struggle the powers of black and white magic are drawn 

freely upon. At the height of the action Prester John 

appears, as an ordinary man in a grey business suit, to 

assist in the triumph of the powers of good. 

35 

;·,: A conflict between two similarly aligned ·groups is 

portrayed in Many Dimensions. The struggle is once more 
. . 

for an ob~ect of mythical origins, this time for what is 

apparently a piece of primal matter, a "stone" of magical 

and mystical properties, originally set in the crown of 

Sulemin and engraved with the Tetragrammaton, the ancient 

Talmudist formulation of the name of Jehovah. The Greater 

Trumps considers the power inherent in the Tarot cards and 
. ·~ --

explores the physical manifestations of their symbolic 

values. Finally, the concept of the actual e~stence of 

Platonic archetypes is the basi~ for The Place of the Lion. 

Through the power of an overweening magician, the archetypes 

of all creation are literally turned loose upon the English 

countryside. When these "ideas" threaten the destruction 

of the world by their reabsorption of all their specific 

manifestations in nature, the values of another group assert 

themselves. Rescue comes i.n the form of a ritual "naming 

of beasts" performed in the manner of the mythical naming 

by Adam in the Old Testament record, and this reverses the 

tide of annihilation and restores natural existence to its 

former state. 

.. 
·~ 
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Such a close ~u.taposition of the rational and the 

irrational in a traditionally realistic genre may well 

disconcert or repel many devotees of the "seriom" novel. 

But there is no reason to suppose that Williams worked in 

ignorance of the conventional traditions of the novel form. 

Although he often wrote hurriedly and perhaps facilely9 

frequently maintaining that . his chief interes·t was in 

telling a good story, the peculiarly mixed character of 

these novels is almost certainly deliberate and springs 

from an essentially serious "world view". While these 

novels are primarily "entertainments" there is still a 

fundamental importance in the ~ind of experience they 

attempt to communicate. Dorothy Sayers, who continually 

has recourse to Williams' ·ideas in her studies on Dante, 

has compared and contrasted the attitudes of the two. 

Dante is pre-occupied by the inherence of the 
metaphysical in the physical; Williams - in 
his novels especially - by the irruption of 
the metaphysical into the physical ••• he is 
haunted always by the vision of tr~s upon 
the borders of the two worlds - the breaking-up 
of the crust; the calling down of naked and 
impersonal powers out of the realm of spirit 
into the realm of time and space.40 

Not only do the novels discussed above generally treat the 

conflict between the powers of good and evil, they also 

deal in some fashion with the "unlawful attempt to seize 

40norothy Sayers, Further Papers on Dante, P. 200 • 
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and possess the metaphysica1 powers",41 and a11 have in 

common the fact that the powers of good desire victory not 

tor their own persona1 ends but on beha1f of the object 

around which the conflict centres. These centres of 

conf1ict are all envisaged as being endowed with a 

peculiar blend of integrity and unique power which must be 

al1owed to function in comp1ete autonomy. On1y when the 

protagonist rea1izes this and re1inquishes his individua1 

will in order to become a mere channe1 for good can he 

effectively contribute to the desired outcome. The idea 

becomes very important in the mature poems of Taliessin 

through Logres and The Region of the Summer Stars, and is 

perfected in the last two novels, Descent into Hel1 and 

Al1 Ha1lows• Eve, wherein the supernatura1 ceases to be 

merely a bizarre piece of machinery and becomes a credib1e 

realm for the author's speculation, exploration and 

experiment. 

The biographica1 evidence which is available does 

not revea1 exactly when Williams came to be interested in 

the occult. On the basis· of information from Charles 

Williams' wife, Anne Ridler suggests that the period of 

most intense interest probably began sometime after 191? 

and continued until 1920 or so. Wil1iams apparently 

attendtd the meetings of the Order of the Golden Dawn for 
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only a short period of time. Anne Ridler says that he 

"quickly outgrew it" 1
42 and though he never broke his oath 

of secrecy, he was known to pass irreverent comment upon 

the petty quarrels which occupied the energies of its 

members. The writings of A.E. Waite, who was his formal 

link with ·the society, contin~ed to interest him, however, 

and The Hidden Church of the Bolz Graal must have 

constitUted one of his first sources ••r esoteric facets 

of the Matter of .. Britain. 

Another of Waite's books, The Secret Doctrine in 

Israel, was perhaps even more important to Williams·, for 

it becomes apparent on consulting .this work that there 

exist in Williams' general system of thought m~y parallels 

with the ideas propounded therein. Waite's study is a 

treatise on the various ·branches of thought and activity 

incor];)orated in Kabbalistic and' Talmudist doctrine derived 
. . 

from the Zohar, with a commentary on the implications of 

many.· o:t ·the teachings for the myriad hermetic and occult 

societies which sprang up in the centuries after the birth 

of Christianity. Although it is a difficult work, the 

style being at once contorted and pompous, and the scholar

ship being detailed to the point of tortuousness, it must 

be most stimulating for anyone already intrigued by the 

42Anne Ridler, "Introduction", The Image of the 
City, p. xxiii. 
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subject. For Williams it was probably especially suggestive 

in those areas which deal with the love relationship 

between the sexes and the importance of the human body. 

The more sensational aspects of much occult 

kno·wledge and the many bizarre practices popu1arly 

associated with the esoteric have also tended at times to 

obscure the fact that the system of Jewish theosophy, the 

Kabbalah in particular, played an important role in the 

development of the Christian Ohurc~ especially during the 

Renaissance.. Far from conflicting with the basic tenets 

of Christianity, the doctrines of the Kabbalah agree in 

severa1 points with those of the Church. For example, the 

Sephirotic decade .or archetypal man in Kabbalistic doctrine 

is considered, like Christ, to be of double nature, both 

finite and infinite, perfect and imperfect. Furthermore, 

the doctrine of the Trinity, popularly regarded as pre

eminently Christian, bas a prototype in Old Testament 

writings, which ·the Zohar has· developed from the usual 

description of the · "Thre•~in-One". The Kabbalah also 

expounds the ·. doctrine of atonement, which was later to 

figure so prominently in the belief's of' certain non

conformist denominations. Thus, for anyone, like Williams, 

interested in the early Church and its doctrinal development, 

the significance in much Kabbalistic doctrine would soon 

become apparent. 
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In addition, the occult in general and the doctrines 

of the Kabbalah in particular, held a· further attraction 

for Williams. Historically, it emerged in its mature form 

at the time when medieval mysticism was also beginning to 

assert itself. This wave of ~sticism emphasized the 

importance of 1nterior meditation and, by implication, 

tended to negate the value of the organized Ohurch in the 

progress of the individual towards knowledge of God. From 

the perspective of a later century it can be seen as a 

protest against the excessive intellectualism and Aristotelian 

scholasticism which then held the Church in its sway. It 

held that prayer was the first requisite in a mystical 

progress towards God and, often, that it .could only be 

accomplished in a state of ecstasy. In this respect, the 

spirit· of the Kabbalah closely resembled the mystical 

movement, for it similarly held that the Deity cou1d be 

realized by other than rational faculties and attempted to 

bridge the gulf between man and his creator by encouraging 

asceticism and emotionalism, and by urging the employment 

of artificial means to ·induce the ecstatic state. The 

Church, which has certainly never encouraged its eccjntric 

visionaries, was naturally n~ slow in condemning the 

Kabbalah, and was joined in its condemnation by Jewish 

orthodoxy, which saw in the Kabbalah a challenge to the 

authority of its external law. 
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While certain casual remarks tend to represent 

Williams as a mystic, it has been repeatedly emphasized by 

those who knew him best that any such description would be 

inaccurate and misleading. Certainly the systematic 

fashion in which he contrived to develop his personal 

convictions into a complex but totally coherent scheme of 

thought would seem to militate against any such 

characterization. it has been said that, eontrary to 

popular ·conceptions, 

the genuine mystic is usually a surprisingly 
direct person, his ~sticism, to himself, really 
a very simple · (one wan"ts to say practical) matter. 
Acceptl.ng the propositio~ that to know God is the 
chief end and aim of existence, he finds that such 
knowledge. comes to him by other faculties than the 
rational;. it is b,. .·intuition that he attains the 
mystic .' vision in which he claims to realize 
absolute 'bruth and ·to .taste absolute blessedness ••• 
it is an endowment akin to the artistic gift ••• 43 

In all the varied categories of Williams' work there is 

nothing to suggest that he ever experienced anYthing of 

this aort. •· Rather he was one who. simply made it his 

business to investigate and familiarize himself with records 

of all species of religious experience, whether they were 

the Confessions of Augustine, the writings .of the p~eudo

Dionysius, La~ JuliarlB of Norwich, and Evelyn Underhill, or 

the more dubious accounts o~ medieval occultists and 

. 4~izette A. Fisher,UThs Mystic Vision in the Grail 
Legend and .in theDivineOomed:r, p. 3. 
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magicians. Such a deep and protracted interest in all 

areas of the paraphysical provided the insight and sympathy 

which he displays in his treatment of the subject in both 

his creative and expository writing. 

In concluding this discussion of Williams' 

interest in esoteric matters, it is useful to turn to his 

own observations on the subject. While he admits the 

tenuousness of many theories of the supernatural, he 

neverthele~s asserts that attraction to the general area 

is nearly universal. 

The disposition towards the idea of magic might 
be said to .begin with a moment which seems to be 
of fairly common· •:Xperience . - ·the ·moment when it 
seems . that anyi;hing: migJ;lt tarn into anything else. 
we .have grown used .- ·and properly used- to 
regB.rding .the. sensation as invalid because, on the 
whole, . things ·do . not .turn ·· into other things o •• 

But the occ~sional .sensation remains. A room, a 
street, a f'1eld·, ·becomes unsure. The edge of a 
possib1lity of' utter alteration intrudes ••• One 
may be with a friend, and a terror. will take one 
even while h~s · admirable voice .is speaking; one 
will be with a lover and the hand will become a 
~fferent ·and terrifying thing, moving in one's 
own ·l.ike · a · malicious · intruder • • • All this may 
be due to .racial memories or to any other cause; 
the pointis that it exists ••• There is, in our 
human .centre, a heart-gr~pping fear of irrational 
change, . of' ·· perilous and malevolent change .44 

Althought the last sentence of the above passage may 

well recall the charges that Williams 8 work shows an 

immature preoccupation with the 'horror of evil', it is 

44 . 
· WitChcraft, p. 77. 
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important::.·. to' remember that: he . was equally preoccupied with 

the ·.mani:testations of Divine-.Love in human affairs. Whil.e 

his· novels :.may provide evidence : for such charges; . his first 

volume· of· poems, . The:. Silver Stair, · sprang from his early 
.. . 

recognition of· the need ,of ·man to · relate his p~sical 

nature to his interior, spiritual state. It derives · its 

initial. ·· inspiration from, .Williams 1 _c:'persona1 discovery of 

love9 :•and -the .:many iDd.i~d1i~l 'poems which are addressed to 

his wife:~'demonstrate. an · .. earl.y::·ins~gbt into ·. the . possi bil.i ty 

o.t ·' a :. relation between ::'eros'· and :appe·• · · Wil.l.iams • attraction 

to· the·"·occult·, .:, lik:e hie:L:interest ··in , the . JQ"stics and. his 

att~:1;~deto~~s · · :t()~,-·_. iS ··~ asl>e~t of:. his religious 

temperament :which .very-·- earl:v ··.was coloured and affected by 

his -rational · disposition• ·· · The . many-sided sensitivity to 

the · parap~sical is -based upon· his · conviction that the need 

toreconcile the iriterior ·state · of existence ·with the 

exterior, : the spiritualwith ·tbe :material., is universal. 

H~ . perceived=· that ·· when man· :·nas recognized that his 

experience of the interior world is al.so a part of his 

neighbour's experience·, the spiritual. realm becomes as 

pervasive as the physical., and the need to accord it due 

recognition becomes as urgent as the need to come to terms 

with the material world. 

With characteristic common-sense, Williams was not 

averse to turning such insights to practical advantage. 
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It is evident that his novels, in spite of their many 

serious observations, capitalize on his intimate association 

with the many branches of the "hidden doctrine" in order 

to cater to a light-reading public's taste for the more 

sensational aspects of occult traditions. It is equally 

evident that his poetry is an outlet for his more serious 

thought; and the distinction between the superficial 

liter&r,7 usefUlness of the parap~sical and its fundamental 

value within Williams' total system of thought must be 

borne in mind at all times. Though there are occasional 

overt references to occult practices in Ta1iessin through 

Logpes and The Region of the Summer Start, their provenance 

is so obvious to anyone acquainted with Williams' back

ground as to require little or no comment, for by the time 

he was engaged in composition of the poems his interest in 

the esoteric appears to have been largely transmuted by 

his more central concern with the broader, more orthodox 

religious significance of his material. 



CHAPTER II 

NARRATIVE TREATMENT 

The discussion which follows, especially the portion 

devoted to Williams' analysis and interpretation of the 

sources and historical background of the Grail material, is 

undertaken in some detail. Direct and lengthy quotation 

will be used rather more extensively than is usually 

desirable in an effort to present as undistorted a view as 

possible of Williams' methodology and to preserve the 

precision of many important attitudes. 

Perhaps the sharpest impression to be gained from 

an initial consultation of the available portions of 

Williams' notebook,1 in conjunction with the studies on the 

development of his Arthurian poems, 2 is a sense of the 

extremely protracted period of writing and re-writing which 

1Apparently this notebook is now in Anne Ridler's 
possession. For a general description of its contents and 
the circumstances surrounding its compi1ation, see Anne 
Ridler's aintroduction" 1 The Ima'e of the City, pp. lviii
lx. Small but useful portions o this notebook together 
with a commentary by the editor are reproduced not only in 
her general "Introduction"a but at pp. 170-5, The Image of 
the City, under the title Introductory Note to the 
Arthurian Essays". 

2y,inden Huddlestone, "The Arthurian Poems of 
Charles Williams· : Their Development and Background••, 
unpublished Master's thesis, Birkbeck College, University 
of London, 1953. 
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the cycle encompassed. The notebook was probably begun 

around 1911 and entries continued into the 1920's, by 

which time Williams was actively engaged in serious 

composition of the poems. Heroes and Kings, the first 

volume of the early Arthurian poems, appeared in 1930, and 

several more poems of this first version appeared in the 

following year in New Poems, an anthology edited by 

Lascelles Abercrombie, and in a volume of Williams', Three 

Pla:ys. By 1934, however, Williams was beginning to rework 

his Arthurian material, and Anne Ridler, who apparently 

was corresponding with the author at the time, contributes 

some interesting though fragmentary information concerning 

the process of rewriting. 

It may well be that :the 11ability to refresh and 

refashion poetic material so long after its first 

appe~ance is ••• unusua1",3 but the practice may often 

produce undesirable side-effects. As Anne Ridler observes, 

and as is evident to those readers who have found o.s. Lewis' 

"chronology" almost essential for an initial understanding 

of the poems of the final cycle, the mere sequence of 

events is far from clear. The aubhor appears to assume on 

the reader's part as great a zamiliarity with the material 

3Anne Ridler, "Introduction", The Image of the 
Cit:r, p. lxiv. 
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as he himself had obviously come to possess in his lengthy 

and intimate association with his sources. The many gaps 

which result in the narrative, together with a much 

elaborated system of symbolism present difficulties which, 

if not insurmountable, at least seriously detract from the 

success of the work. 

In an introductory note drafted by the author to 

accompany the publication of Taliessin through Logres, he 

had remarked of the final poems that they 

do not so much tell a story or describe a process 
as express ·states or principles of experience. 
The names and incidents of the Arthurian myth are 
taken as starting points for investigation and 
statement on common and profound experience.4 

Nevertheless, there is much evidence, both within and 

outside the cycle, of an interest in the mechanics of 

"telling a story", in narrativeJ.poetry in general, and :i.n 

the epic in particular. His earliest enthusiasms in 

literature were for poets who had produced genuine epics, 

work of epic scope, or protracted narrative: the Victorian 

figures, Tennyson, Browning, Swinburne and Chesterton, and 

also the traditional figures, Milton, Spenser, and later, 

Dante. As an above-average Latin student he was thoroughly 

familiar with Virgil and with that epic par excellence, 

the Aeneid. Professionall.y, as a reader with the Press, .: 

4Anne Ridler quotes Williams in "Introduction", 
The Image of the City, pp. lxiv-lxv. 
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these natural proclivities were consolidated, as a biblio

graphy of his editorial work can testify. In any case, he 

was accustomed to read and enjoy throughout his life long 

poems which were commonly considered unreadable by most. 

Thus it is scarcely surprising to learn that he 

r once contemplated for his own work a vast structure 
! 
•, 

involving a "vertical" division of the material into 

"books of Love11
, or a "horizontal" division into "secular" 

and "religious" books, or even a division "into 'branches• 

(after Sebastian Evans's pattern), not into books".5 Among 

the many entries in the notebook are observations on the 

use in epic poetry of the second-person singular, 

considerations of epic styles such as 11the romantic" and 

"the classically remote" of Milton, sp~culation on how 

Dante achieves certain of his effects, and notes on some 

of the ideas found in Lascelles Abercrombie's The Epic. 

Despite the fact that his work finally emerged as a cycle 

of linked poems, Williams had originally contemplated an 

epic. 

He has stated that the Taliessin cycle began 

with certain things in Malory. It began also, 
perhaps even earlier, in a vague disappointment 
with the way in which Ten~~.E.Jon treated the 
Hallows of the Grail in Balin· and Balan ••• 
in this particular respect his treat-
ment of the Sacred Lance as a jumping-pole 

5Ibid. ~ p. lix. 



left a good deal to be desired and even to be 
done ••• It was clear that the great and awful 
myth of the Grail had not been treated 
adequately in English verse.6 
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In his initial dissatisfaction with Tennyson's Igylls as a 

verse rendering of the Matter of Britain, it was 

characteristic of Williams that be should first isolate 

symbolic treatment for attack. His ' Introduction;~ to 

Victorian Narrative Verse makes his objections more 

explicit. He finds that the"Weakness ••• of the Victorian 

age, as of the Iaylls, is not in its concern with conduct 

but its failure artistically to suggest an adequate 

significance in conduct".? More particularly, it was 

nconduct without any adequate end, duty without interior 

and eternal significance, morals without metaphysicsn.8 

For Williams the Victorian age lacked an adequate 

philosophical basis to support the metaph7sic of tales 

from an earlier age. Adapted and reworked by the 

nineteenth-century poets, the material became thin, 

unconvincing and artistically unsound. 

6 nThe Making of Taliessinn, The Image of the City, 
pp. 179-80. 

p. 3. 
?nvictorian Narrative Versen, The Image of the City, 
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The stimu1us for this kind of criticism stems, in 

part at least, ~om the views of Lasce11es Abercrombie, 

especially those contained in his short study, The Epic. 

The entire chapter entit1ed "After Mi1ton" is rel.evant in 

considering Wi1l.iams' genera1 opinions on epic and narrative 

poetry, but for the present discussion one section in 

particular deserves close attention. At the instance of 

Scott, Abercrombie decries the lack of "depth", 

"definiteness of symbolic intention", and "epic unity"9 

(the ~hree terms are used synonymously) in the poetry of 

his age. He then goes on to comment: 

If we are to have, as we must have, direct 
symbolism of the way man is conscious of his 
being nowadays, which means direct symbol.ism 
both ot man's spirit and of the (phil.osophical) 
opponent of this, the universal fate of things -
if we are to have all this, it is hard to see 
how any story can be adequate to such symbolic 
requirements, unless it is a story which moves 
in some large region of imagined supernaturalism. 
And it seems questionable whether we have enough 
formal "belief" nowadays to allow of such a story 
appearing as solid and as vividly credible as 
epic poetry needs.lO 

He tempers his animadversions, however, to the extent of 

citing favourably the examples of Goethe's Faust and Hardy's 

pznasts as "invasions of epic purpose into dramatic manner" 

~ascei1es Abercrombie, The Epic, p. 84. 

10Ibid., p. 93. 



which provide "immense and shapely symbols of the spirit 

o~ man".11 
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Such a concern, not only with "immense and shapely 

symbols" for their own sake, but with their being set 

against a backdrop of a "large region of imagined super

naturalism", obviously would have appealed to Williams in 

any case. More particularly, when considered in conjunction 

with the Matter of Britain, which at that time engaged his 

attention, it became c1ear to him that the Victorians 

betrayed the symbolic significance of their sources by 

their failure to appreciate the peculiar flavour of 

"supernaturalism" inherent in their material, a failure 

that rendered their treatment of many crucial incidents 

and episodes vastly inadequate. Thus Williams, in common 

with many readers, found the confrontation of Arthur and 

Guinevere at Almesbury convent almost ludicrously deficient. 

No great poet bas ever been betrayed into a more 
disastrous episode than that in which Tennyson 
presented Arthur deploring and exhorting the 
prostrate form of Guinevere ••• The mortal 
pathos, the immortal symbolism of Arthur are 
lost in such words as 'I am thy husband, not a 
smaller soul' • ~· .12 . 

Many critics and readers have been amusing at Tennyson's 

expense, but it remains true that all too often his 

11Ibid., pp. 91-2 

12"Victorian Narrative Verse", The Image of the 
Cit:r, p. 2. 



reactions, particularly those presented in the Grail 

episode, are seriously askew. As Williams went on to 

observe, 

The King does not reject the Quest of the Graal 
aerely from an artistic necessity, but from the 
necessity of an inadequate metaphysic. The 
high Prince Galahad passes across the stage and 
is gone, and the poem is uneasy in his presence ••• 
It lthe Quest] is merely apart from Camelot and 
the Table; it is merely apart from Arthur and the 
sou1. ·~.13 
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In a much later essay, Williams remarked of the 

versions of Hawker, Morris, and Swinburne as well, that 

although they contain "a great deal of good stuff", they 

are unsatisfactory because "none of these poets had the 

full capacity of the mythical imagination".14 It would be 

convenient to have some explanation of just what Williams 

meant by the term "myth", but although the word is 

employed throughout his work, the numerous contexts do 

little to suggest a special sense of the term. As it is 

most generally used, it does not appear to be distinguished 

from the terms "legend", "tale", or even more simply, 

"story". Among the many consistently casual uses, however, 

one brief, almost parenthetical, elaboration may be borne 

in mind. Discussing the work of Malory, he remarks that 

13Ibid., p. 3. 

14n~alory and the Grail L~gend", The Image of the 
City, p. 18?. 



He fills his pages with all sorts of things 
whi.cb may be fascinating but are not (in our 
sense) mythical. But there are some which are 
mythical in the sense that the~ seem to have a 
profound spiritual relevance.~5 
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If one is prepared to accept this sense of the term 

in his criticisms of the Victorians, the root of his 
~; 

I reservations becomes even clearer. Knowing what we do of 
r 
~· Williams• own background and his intense interest in 
r: 
t Christian theology and dogma, it is difficult indeed to 
r 
( 

see bow any merely literary version of the material could 

have satisfied his requirements for "profound spiritual 

relevance". As the above quotation in part implies, he 

found even Malo~ in this respect to be wanting. The 

ubiquitous swords-in-stones, the endless, useless, petty 

quarrels and multifarious tourneys, the bermi t who lurks 

inevitably around each corner of every wood, not to mention 

the unnecessary multiplication of characters, many of whom 

fill identical roles and are thinly drawn and poorly 

motivated - all these features certainly distract and 

irritate. Williams remarks, however, that even allowing 

for the fact that "the main part of his novel was 
the 

irrelevant toLtheme 11
, still, "the hints in those parts 

which dealt with the theme were of very high value".16 

l5Ibid. 1 p. 188. 

1611The Making of Taliessin", The Image of the City, 
p. 180. ,_ 

• ... 
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That Malory was "full of a high suggestiveness which he 

never could, or never cared to,developnl? was advantageous 

for Williamsl for it left him free to draw almost 

exclusively on Malor,y as his primar,y source, developing 

himself those very points ot "suggestiveness" by the 

exercise of the "mythic capacity". 

In order tully to appreciate Williams' approach to 

his material one must examine in some detail his prose 

stu~, "The Figure of Arthur11
• Here he discusses not only 

Ma1ory's treatment of the Arthuriad, but considers closely 

most of the contributions in sources ranging from the 

records of Gildas and Nennius to the accounts of the French 

poets and romancers. One should be aware from the outset, 

however, tha~ engrossing and instructive as this book may 

be, it scarcely meets the standards of today's medieval 

scholarship. Nor is it probable that Williams intended 

that it should. Like so much of his writing, the work is 

a ~ragmen~, published now in conjunction with o.s. Lewis' 

commentary on the Taliessin poems, and is best treated as 

the indispensable guide to his cycle which it so patently 

is. Attenuated though it be, the study is crucial in 

demonstrating Williams in his "myth-making" capacity. 

Here one can observe the author's first approach to the 

l?"The Chances and Changes of Myth", The Image of 
The City, p. 184. ... ., 
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great mass of literature on Arthur, his tentative reactions 

to details he considers of importance, and ultimately his 

technique for fusing descriptive detail, character, and 

event into what he deems a coherent and mythically 

satisfying whole. 

Thus, towards the conclusion of this work the 

outlines of the reshaped Dcy'th begin to emerge and, in an 

attempt to reconcile the conflicting elements in his 

sources, he 'egins to determine on the "centre of the 

myth". 

The problem is simple - is the king to be there 
for the sake of the Grail or not? It was so the 
Middle Ages left it; but since then it has been 
taken the other way. The Grail has been an 
episode... If it is to be more, it must take 
the central place. Logres then must be meant 
for the Grail ••• It is the central matter of 
the Matter of Britain. We may, if we so choose, 
reasonably and properly refuse it, but we can 
hardly doubt that if we do we shall have no 
doubt a consistent, but a much smaller myth.18 

In a sense, the preceding chapters of the work all lead up 

to this statement, for in these pages Williams has con

sistently seized upon the religious aspects of his material, 

a procedure which has the effect of conditioning the reader 

to accept the primacy of the Grail - his major structural 

change. 

The procedure begins almost immediately with his 

account. of the contribution of Nennius to the Matter of 

18"The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, P• 83. 



Britain. The quotation which he chooses to isolate from 

these early records runs thus: Arthur in one of his 

battles 

carried on his shoulders an image of St. Mary 
Ever-Virgin, and on that day the pagans were 
put to flight ••• through the strength of our 
Lord Jesus Christ and of the holy Mary His 
Maiden-Mother.l9 
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Williams is at some pains to stress the Christian character, 

which scholars have always accepted as a salient feature 

of Arthur's court, and in example after example he 

instances the many links between Arthur's destiny and 

divine sanction and guidance. Arthur had been to 

Jerusalem, Williams further instructs the reader, and had 

made a huge cross before which he prayed and fasted, 

asking that by this wood the Lord would give 
him victory over the pagans, which was so doneA 
And he carried with him the image of St. Mary.~O 

And in treating the Annales Oambriae, the same kind of 

detail is chosen for citation. 

518: The battle of Badon in which Arthur carried 
the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, for three 
days and three nights, on his shoulders, and 
the Britons were the victors.21 

T~en Williams strays into almost poetic comment and 

describes nthe myth of the Grail" as 

l9Ibid., pp. 6-?. 
20Ibid., p. ?. 
21Ibid., p. a. 

I • ' • 

! ,, ··· 



the most important account of all. No invention 
can come near it; no fabulous imagination excel 
it. All the greatest mythical details are only 
there to hint at the thing which happens; that 
which iD the knowledge of Christendom is the 
unifying act 1 perilous and perpetual, universal 
and individual.22 
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The Grail itself he describes as "that Cup which in its 

progress through the imagination of Europe was to absorb 

into itself so many cauldrons of plenty and vessels of 

magic".23 Throughout the entire chapter Williams continues 

to provide the theological and social background for the 

development of the Grail concept, while at the same time 

conditioning his reader to acquiesce in his judgement of 

the main theme. It is apparent that for Williams the 

primacy of the Grail (and the Grail as a Christian relic), 

even at this comparatively early stage of discussion, can 

scarcely be doubted. 

Some of the evidence which he assembles to support 

his assertions may here be sketched. The first intellectual 

concerns of the developing Church were, of course, with 

defining the nature of God and His son. The sacraments, 

in particular the Eucharist, did not claim atten~ion until 

much later. However, even in the first centuries of 

22Ibid., p. 13. 

23Ibid. 

~ 
' ~ 



growth, the Last Supper was "regarded as a sacrifice - by 

Christ and of Christ; therefore, as a sacerdotal act".24 
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With the general social structure of these centuries, 

the influence of the Church in matters of state as well as 

faith, its role in education, and its domination in 

intellectual spheres, Williams suggests that the topic of 

the Eucharist, later to become a dogmatic issue, was a 

respectable, even common one in the general conversation 

of intellectuals. He observes, almost wistfully, that 

"neither was its discussion confined to a particular class 

of the pious, as such things usually are ~ayn.25 As a 

result, 

slowly perhaps but generally, among all the other 
affairs of secular and religious life1 the image 
of that Act, and of the Host and Cbal1ce which 
were its means, grew primary in the imagination 
of Europe.26 

In this kind of atmosphere, the myth of the Grail, from 

whatever source, sprang into being and flourished till it 

occupied the prominent position it holds in the work of 

Malory. 

The early Middle Ages were seen by later centuries 

to be "founded on metaphysics", 27 and the twelfth century, 

24Ibid., pp. 13-4. 

25Ibid., p. 16. 

2~bid. 

27Ibid., p. 24. , . 

. 
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in particular, was "still 'rash with theories of the right 

That stretched but did not break it·s oreed • " , 28 still 

developing in a relatively flexible imaginative climate. 

And, of course, from this period of imaginative freedom 

emerged the work of Chretien de Troyes, Robert de Borron, 

and their continuators, the great semi-mystical tales 

which later so greatly enlarged (but also confused) the 

canva• of Malory. In addition to the pervasiveness of the 

Grail as a focus for conversations on the Eucharist, there 

was another "major realistic influence": the preoccupation 

with Jerusalem under the direct stimulus of the Crusades 

helped to make the Grail a plausible symbol also for a 

national or imperial consciousness and sense of destiny. 

As Williams points out, the exact literary source 

for .Obr6tien's use of the Grail and the Lance is unknown, 

but from a religious standpoint, the derivation, he would 

have us believe, is obvious. Alluding to .folk 1 o.rist 

theories of a Celtic origin for the Grail and Lance, he 

bluntly defines his position thus: 

the grail in Ohr6tien did not produce physical 
food. The whole and exact point of its use was 
that it provided a substitute .for physical food 
••• It served an unknown personage with a Host; 
if it was like anything, it was like the ciborium 

28Ibid., p. 25. 



of the Eucharist, and contained the super
substantial food.29 
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With the inclusion of the bleeding Lance, that spear with 

which the centurion Longinus had pierced the side of Christ, 

and the refinement of "a grail" to •1e saint Graal" (in 

one of Ohr6tien's continuations), came the identification 

of the "Sacred Body" o:t Christ with the tale. At this 

stage, Williams observes, 

It is not, at present much more; there are 
hardl~ any theologic;l attributions. But 
poetically there is now a union and a centre 30 - not so much a Christian centre as an artistic. 

The "theological attributions" in f'act, were not long in 

coming. The Council of Lateran in 1213 had raised the 

doctrine of the Eucharist to a position of almost equal 

importance with those doctrines which defined the Nature 

o:t the Trinit~ and the Double Nature of Christ. 

Thereafter, the symbolic association of the Grail with the 

Eucharist in the minds of readers and future poets and 

romancers was assured. 

The motivation for such an elaborate and thorough

going treatment of the background of the Grail becomes 

obvious when one recalls Williams' objections to the 

29Ibid., p. 65. 

~Oibid., P• 66. 
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inadequate metaphysical climate of the Victorians, and 

Abercrombie's demands for •solidity• and •credibility" in 

any story pretending to epic dimensions. In order to avoid 

the Victorian exTor of superimposing a contemporary scale 

of values on a narrative from another era, Williams 

scrupulously reconstructs much of that era. It may be 

objected that his reconstruction is distinctly idiosyncratic, 

but it can scarcely be argued that any of the nineteenth

century poets had undertaken as much, or indeed, were as 

well qualified to do so. In addition, it may be noted that 

though his choice of emphases may be eclectic, his 

selection of sources is not. Even the initial chapter of 

"The Figure of Arthur• exhibits his catholic consultation 

of texts, his attention to precise detail, his pre1erence 

for direct quotation, and his broad knowledge of Church 

history, all of which makes him eminently well-suited to 

the task of reconstruction. 

The reader who has acquainted himself with such 

information as has been outlined above may, however, be 

disconcerted by what he finds when he turns to the two 

slim volumes which comprise the final cycle of Williams• 

Arthuriad. By actual count there are only fifteen name 

references and direct allusions to the Grail as an object, 

and familiar episodes and details which one has come to 

associate with the Grail story seem to be virtually 
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ignored. In this cycle, which has adopted the myth of the 

Grail as its centre, there is not a single poem which 

takes as its subject the traditionally much-discussed 

Quest. The most folly related episode is to be found in 

the penultimate poem of Taliessin through Logres, "The 

Last Voyage", which describes the journey of Bora, 

Percivale, and Galahad in the Ship of Solomon to the holy 

city of Sarras. And even here the conclusion of the 

voyage is not described. The reader must wait until the 

final poem of The Region of the Summer Stars for t~e 

extremely brief allusion, 

••• the three 
lords of the quest landed from the vessel of the quest, 

(~., P• 58) 

where 

They lay for a year and a day imprisoned in a trance, 
(!§§., p. 58) 

Other essential references to events in the Grail 

story are scattered throughout the first of the two 

volumes for the most part, but nowhere is the story itself 

conventionally developed in chronological fashion. Thus, 

"Percivale at Carbonek" describes the arrival of the three 

Quest lords at the gates of the Grail castle, while 

In the rent saffron sun hovered the Grail. 
(~ •• p. 81) 

The poem is primarily concerned with matters outside the 

., 
. . 



traditional Grail story, however, and the healing of the 

Wounded Keeper of the Hallows is ·implied rather than 

actually stated. 
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The passage through Carbonek was short to the house of 
the Grail; 

the wounded king waited for health ••• 
(TTL., p. 81) 

••• Carbonek was entered. 
(~., p. 83) 

Even more surprising are the apparent omissions in "The 

Coming of Galahad". Tennyson's account, like Malory's 

had related the knighting of Lancelot•s son, his assumption 

of the Perilous Siege, and the appearance of the Grail in 

the great hall of Camelot. In both versions the episode 

is crucial in that it involves the knights of the Round 

Table, by sworn oaths, in the quest of the Grail and 

heralds the first external signs of disruption in Arthur's 

court. 

Williams' poem, however, opens with the single 

statement, 

In the ball all had what food they chose; 
(TTL., p. 69) 

the only reference to the Grail being the words of Gareth 

to Taliessin after the banquet: 

Among the slaves I saw from the hall's door 
·over the meal a mystery sitting in the air -
a cup with a covered fitting ·under a saffron veil, 
as of the Grail itself ••• 

(~., p. ?0) ,. 
·~ 
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The poem then passes on to a consideration of other matters 

in a conversation between Taliessin, Gareth• and an 

anonymous servant girl. 

Similarly, Williams had found no particular 

significance in some of Malory's subsidiary details. 

Galahad's pulling of the sword from the floating stone is 

entirely omitted; and the placing of Galahad that night in 

Arthur's bed, which he had originally found so attractive,~1 

is here reduced to the lines, 

they led the young man Galahad to Arthur's bed. 
The bishops and peers 1 going with the royalties, made 
ceremony; they created a Rite. 

(~., p. 69) 

In the next section, 

the red flare of processional torches and candles 
winding to the king's bed; where instead 
ot Arthur Galahad that night should lie 
Helayne's son instead of the king's, Lancelot's 
instead of Guinevere's, 

(~., p. 69) 

are lines which serve to emphasise symbolic association 

rather than advance the narrative. 

In fact, the dominating event of this entire 

episode is the phenomenon which accompanied the appearance 

of the Grail. In both Malory•s and Tennyson's versions~ 

the lords at dinner suddenly find before them the food 

~1"Taliessin's Song of the Setting of Galahad in 
the Xing's Bed", Three Plays, pp. 193-5· 

~ 
~ 



which they love best, but in both accounts the event is a 

relatively minor detail. Williams, however, had remarked 

of the phenomenon: 

I have wondered if this ••• would not be 
more convenient if it were taken to mean that 
what each had actually before him was precisely 
to his most satisfaction ••• it is what is 
there that is fairest.32 
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This subtle adjustment, which throws the weight upon 

acceptance of divine intention rather than personal self

indulgence, he felt, would allow the event to follow more 

logically from the words of Galahad as he assumed the 

Perilous Siege. The words which Williams then had in mind 

were Tennyson's, .. If I lose myself I find myself", which 

he was prepared to accept, at least for the limited purpose 

of his prose discussion. 

In ·his own. poem, however, the utterances of Galahad 

are unrecorded, the only reference to the assumption of the 

Perilous Siege being the indirect allusion to "the unknown 

lord who sat in the Perilous Sell". Hence, the long 

meditation on the nature of preference and acceptance has 

for the reader little logical basis in the preceding events. 

Its sole narrative justification is provided by the opening 

line "all had what food they chose", and by occasional 

nebulous hints in the intricate three-cornered conversation 

32 .. Malory and the Grail Legend .. , The Image of the 
Oity, pp. 191-2. 

·~ ,. 
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that ensues. 

The poem, then, is one of those instances in which 

the reader must infer far more than is possible from the 

scanty information provided, an accident of the poet's 

reshaping process. It also provides a clear demonstration 

of how Williams• initial interest in the logical narrative 

arrangement b~ue d~~ and virtually disappears under the 

pressure of his concern with tbe pbi1.osaphioa1 imp1ieations 

of particular events. In view of his remark in discussing 

this episode, ••it does us no harm to realize that the tale, 

as well as the meaning, has to be kept goingar,33 it is not 

a little ironic that in actual practice the tale is 

virtually abandoned in this poem in favour of the "meaning ... 

The abandonment is particularly unfortunate in view 

of the traditionally crucial position in the narrative of 

Galahad's arrival at court, an importance which the reader 

might reasonably expect this poem also to stress. The 

celebration of the Feast of Pentecost signals the 

beginning of the Quest in Malory, as Williams was well 

aware, and constitutes the initial stages of an almost 

Aristotelian peripeteia, a watershed of action, from which 

point the flood-waters of Camelot's fate sweep relentlessly 

down. It also marks the first visible appearance of the 

33:rbid., p. 192. 



Grail after its emergence from Carbonek,'. an event which 

is nowhere treated in Williams' cycle. Greater attention 

6? 

to coherent, even sequential, presentation of circumstantial 

detail would not only have saved the poem from the state 

of confusion created by the enigmatic metaphysical 

ramination,34 it might also have high-lighted the first 

appearance of the Grail for the reader, enabling him to 

appreciate the significance of future Grail references 

without supplementing Williams' account with what he may 

know of Malory or Tennyson. As it now stands, "The Coming 

of Galahad" is not the self-sufficient account that it 

should be, and certain gaps may contribute substantially to 

the reader's subsequent uncertainty of response in the 

poems which follow. 

Unsatisfactory though the poem may finally be, 

however, its example is instructive. The re~ection of a 

straight-forward rendering of the various events in 

chronological sequence is typical throughout the cycle. 

The method adopted in its place not only utilizes backward 

and forward shifts in time as the author discovers the 

necessity o~ fitting in much essential narrative detail, 

but, as we shall see later, involves the use of a narrator 

34-x.inden Huddlestone's thesis con~ains a len~by' 
Appendix devoted solely to an interpretat1on of certa1n 
passages of this poem which he too finds one of the most 
difficult and least s:tisi'actory in the cycle • See 

1 "Appendix 02, pp. 246-56, "The Arthurian Poems of Char es 
Williams". 

. 
. . 

:.<s. 
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who is familiar with the most significant events in the 

history of Logres to act as a guide for the reader through 

the maze of varied episodes. 

The approach has many advantages, of course. By 

avoiding a relatively unsophisticated chronological . 

presentation of narrative elements, Williams provided 

himself with the scope and flexibility necessary both for 

the development of symbolic significance and the regular 

inclusion of metaphysical observations on the meanings 

which he increasingly came to see in his material. At the 

same time he could, without attracting undue attention, 

eliminate many of the narrative details which no longer 

c~.:\'AVeniently fell into his evolving conception of the 

Matter of Britain. When one considers the over-riding 

interest tb the metaphysical implication of events 

exhibited in his novels, in his plays, in his theological 

writing, and even in his literary criticism, the narrative 

technique which he finally adopted for Taliessin through 

Logres and The Region of the Summer Stars is undoubtedly 

the most ~uitable for his purposes, even if certain 

eliminations are misjudged. 

From the outset of the cycle, then, Malory's 

chronology is ignored and the reader is provided instead 

with a general view of the Empire in which Logres is 

contained. ReJecting the detailed account of the lineage 
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and emergence of Arthur, Williams offers instead a brief 

survey of the history of the Empire in the "Prelude" of 

Taliessin through Logpes, and a more detailed picture of 

the Empire up to the emergence of Logres in the "Prelude" 

. of The Region of the Summer Stars. It is significant that 

even in the earliest stages of the narrative the existence 

of the Grail is presaged: 

Oarbonek, Camelot, Caucasia, 
were gates and containers, 1ntermediations of light; 

(~., p. 1) 

••• the chairs of the Table reeled. 
Galahad quickened in the Mercy; 

(TTL., p. 1) 

the themes vibrated with duty and expectation 
of the coming of the vessel ••• 

<~ss., p. 4) 

the sickle of a gold~n arm 
that gathered fate in the forest 
in a stretched palm caught the hallows. 

(~., p. 4) 

Williams moves quickly to establish the coming of the Grail 

as basis and centre of the future action of the cycle. It 

should be noted that all these references to a proto-Grail 

are embedded in material that is the author's own 

contribution to the Arthuriad. Seizing upon a brief 

reference to a pagan wood in the. north in Malory's account, 

the forest of the "Hallows" in "Taliessin's Return to 

Logres" becomes "the Druid wood", and the "sickle" becomes 



that which the Druid priests used to sever the sacred 

mistletoe from the oak. The "Hallows" do not simply 

designate a proto-Grail. They are envisaged by the poet 

as "falling", and .as they do, they mark the stages of 

Taliessin's journey to Arthur's encampment and signal the 

first step in the fulfilment of the court-poet's destiny. 

?0 

In thesame fashion, the "vessel" in the "Prelude" 

of The Region of the .Summer .Stars is referred to as "the 

rich .container", which .holds . the blood of "the Deivirilie", 

"the blood of the golden single-personed Ambiguity"• Both 

phrases are essential to interpretation of the remainder 

of the cycle·· (as tha next chapter demonstrates in some 

detail) since they allude to the important accounts of the 

Nestoriancontroversy presented in the first two pages of' 

the volume. And as the Grail allusion in "Taliessin's 

Return to Logres" is surrounded by Druidical associations 

which both. heighten the contrast between the past and the 

future of Logres and emphasize the common heritage of 

Taliessin .and Arthur, so the heavily doctrinal terms in 

which the Grail is described in the "Prelude" of ~ 

Region of·· the · Summer Stars serve to consolidate the 

previous argument on a ·point of Christian dogma. 

:mhe . same idiosyncratic colouring of the · ·Grail can 

be seen in the "Prelude" of Taliessin through Lop;res in 

his ·associating ·the .regions of Camelot and Carbonek, 
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traditional features of the Arthuriad, with Oaucasia, 

which, as will be seen, constitutes one of Williams' most 

original contributions to the Arthuriad. There are fUrther 

[ signs of . a completely individual approach to the material 
~ 

i ! in the identification of the downfall of Logres with the 
r. 
~ 

Moslem conquests. The same new interpretation can be seen 

in the use of the semi-theological terms, "the double

fledged Logos" and "Deivirilis", and, in a phrase which is 

peculiarly Williams' own, "quickened in the Mercy" to 

describe divine guidance. From these brief examples it is 

evident that as he abandoned the traditional chronology 

and eliminated narrative which he considered inessential, 

the author found many opportunities for successfully 

establishing his particular interpretation of the Matter of 

Britain from the very beginning of the cycle. 

In its · broadest outlines the Matter of Britain has 

always been viewed as being composed of two distinct tales: 

that ·dealing, with the · history and quest of the Grail; and 

that dealing with .the rise of Arthur to kingship, the 

establisbment .of ·his ·court in the splendour of Camelot, and 

its subsequent collapse :amid civil war. Williams 

demonstrates his awareness of the significance of the 

duality when .t in the manuscript which he bad intended as a 

preface to "The Figure of Arthur11 , . he remarks that the 

chief concern of his prose study was to be with 



the coming of the two myths, the myth o~ Arthur 
and the ~h of the Grail; of their union; and 
of the development of that union not only in 
narrative complexity but in intellectual 
significance.35 

?2 

Later, within the main body of the work, he alludes again 

to the common scholarly observation of the essential 

conflict within the Arthuriad: "The tales of Arthur and of 

the Grail, of Camelot and Carbonek ••• [were] antagonistic 

in their .first invention".3G The conflict is not only one 

o.f mutually exclusive sets o.f values. The activities of 

each constitute twin centres of narrative which always 

threaten to pull the legend in opposite directions. This 

was so as early as the Queste, and by Malory's time it bad 

resulted in the curious "tacked-on" character which the 

Grail story had come to assume and which was to become 

even more marked in the treatment of the Victorians. That 

one or the other must take precedence becomes apparent 

when one contemplates the entire narrative, as well as the 

potential thematic structure. Williams, o.f course, had 

decided that for symbolic purposes the Grail must dominate 

his Arthuriad. His way o.f accomplishing this in narrative, 

however, involved bringing the two centres of activity into 

35"The Figure o.f Arthur", Arthurian Torso, p. 93. 

36 . Ibid., p. 88. 

- ~ 
· .... " 
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closer association rather than 1essening the importance of 

the position of Arthur and Camelot within the whole legend. 

The process is evident even in the earliest poems 

of each volume, which were discussed above, wherein 

Williams makes the Grail an integral part of the historieal 

background of Logres. Further movement towards a union of 

the episodes can be seen in subsequent poems of each of the 

two volumes. In "The Vision of the Empire", the super

natural foresight of Merlin ranges, 

over near Camelot and far Carbonek, 
over the Perilous Sell, the See of union, 

(~ •• p. 8) 

and he observes that already in Camelot 

the Table stands rigid in the king's hall, 
and over their seats the plotted arms of the soul 

(~., p. 8) 

In "The Calling of Taliessin" Merlin reveals that he is sent 

to build, as is willed, Logres, and in Logres a throne 
like that other of Carbonek, of King Pelles in Broceliande, 
the ho1der of the Hallows; 

(~.' p. 12) 

and "to prepare Logres for the sea-coming I from Sarras",3? 

the wizard performs a series of magical rites, 

adjuring all the primal atoms of earth 
to shape the borders of Logres, to the dispensation 
of Carbonak to Caerleon, of Caerleon to Camelot, to 

the union 
of King Pelles and King Arthur 

(~., p. 14-5) 

3?The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 12. 
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It may be noted in passing that in all these 

examples the constant figure is Merlin. Williams bas stated 

that he is to be regarded as "time",3B a symbolic identity 

which is appropriate to his function within this eycle, for 

when Williams requires a voice within the narrative to 

convey visions of the past or future, it is almost 

invariably that of Merlin which the reader hears. Only 

Merlin, with his traditional supernatural gifts of 

prophecy, can credibly perform the leaps into the world of 

future events, into the world of the significant past, or 

indeed, into worlds beyond the realm of earthbound Logres, 

which Williams• treatment of narrative necessitates. 

Primarily, however, it should be observed that 

Merlin "calls n Arthur to the kingship of Logres in order 

to further much larger plans than the mere rescue of 

Logres from the threat of pagan invasion. Arthur and 

Camelot are to serve the Grail rather than simply rise to 

the pinnacle of medieval courtly splendour which Malory 

had envisaged. This alteration of the nature of Arthur and 

Camelot need not entail any diminishing of Arthur's 

importance, for it is possible to visualize as splendid and 

glorious a court as Malory had ever conceived in the 

dedication of Camelot's total existence to the task of 

p. 182. 
3B"The Making of Taliessin", The Image of the City, 
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realizing the mystical fUlfilment of the Grail on earth. 

It is obvious that such a change in the role of Arthur and 

Camelot would successfully throw the Grail into the 

prominent position which Williams desired. 

By far the most ambitious attempt to bring the 

worlds of Camelot and Oarbonek into closer harmony, however, 

was .by way of his planned treatment of nthe central 

catastrophen, the Dolorous Blow. According to Anne Ridler,39 

had he lived, Williams would certain1y have included in his 

cycle a poem dealing with this incident, and in his prose 

records, he himself continually reverted to consideration 

of how it might be done. One of his most important 

statements is a meditation on the result of the blow struck 

by Balin the Savage, by which 

the royalty of Pelleas [aid ] is divided - he is, 
as it were, himself divi e • That of him which 
is still the Sacred Keeper lies wounded but 
living in Carbonek; that of him which has to take 
action is transfused into Arthur, but there it 
hardly knows itself. I am aware that this is 
difficult, because of the time-scheme. · Balin 
rides from Arthur's court - from Camelot, and yet 40 Arthur does not begin to be until Pelleesis wounded. 

The technical difficulty with ntime" in his projected 

treatment of the Dolorous Blow continued to preoccupy him. 

As he notes in some exasperation, 

39Anne Ridler, 11Introduction 11
, The Image o:t the 

City, p. lxv. . 

4011N otes on the Arthurian Myth" , The Image of the 
City, p. 1?5. 



If Arthur is a reflection of the Maimed 
King, this must happen before his birth ••• ? 
then Balin at Uther's court. Or, to make 
everything happen at once (if it were poss
ible in poetryi)41 
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In the cycle as it now stands, there is no reason 

why Arthur in terms of symbolic function should not be 

regarded as a reflection of the Grail Keeper, for in 

"Taliessin at Lancelot's Mass", as well as in "The Calling 

of Taliessin", there are several allusions to the "union 

of Arthur and Pelles". Nevertheless, how best to arrange 

the various narrative elements, how to "treat time" in 

order to achieve the particular symbolic effects which he 

had in mind, was indeed a problem. 

His remark in a typescript on the general meaning 

of the poems, that "the Fall • • • ~ once, and yet is 

repeated in each of us",42 suggests that there may possibly 

be a philosophical basis in his theological speculation 

for his technical treatment of time. He had observed in 

The Descent of. the Dove that for the Church in its first 

centuries of development, 

Time existed, and time itself bad, as it were, 
to be converted, to be rededicated towards the 
thing out of time ••• [and also] in the case of 
every individual Christian.43 

41Anne Ridler quotes Williams in "In'!iroductory Note 
to the Arthurian Essays", The Image of the C1t;r, P• 1?1. 

42"Notes on the Artburian Myth", The Image of the 
City, P• 1?5. 

4 3The Descent of the Dove, P• 14. 
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The immediate problem was, of course, that the Second 

Coming, imminently expected by the early Christians, failed 

to materialize. Even in the first eentury, time "was 

f. already becoming the bane of the church", constituting the 
r i first division between the "Kingdom" and the Church. ·· 
f 

Time has been said to be the great problem 
for philosophers; nor is it otherwise with 
the believers. How, and with what, do we 
fill time? How1 and how far do we pass out 
of time? [ ital:Lcs mine ]44 

A possible answer to this last question is contained 

in one of his novels, Descent into Hell, which brilliantly 

utilizes an ingenious technical treatment of time in 

conjunction with Williams• personal theories of exchange 

and substitution. (See Chapter V for a fuller discussion 

of these ideas.) At its climax, the heroine, Pauline, takes 

upon herself the terror of her ancestor during his martyrdom 

in the Marian persecutions in sixteenth-century England. 

Her assumption through the barriers of time of his fear and 

anguish not only assists his "holy dying", but, in turn, 

makes it easier for Pauline to relinquish her own burden of 

fear caused by the appearance of her doppel-ganger to her 

friend and confidant, Peter Stanhope~ At precisely the 

same moment in time, her grandmother, the spiritual 

exemplar of the novel, voluntarily reaches out, from her 

44Ibid., p. 15. 

' 

~ 
~ 
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peac~ful acquiescence in dying, to a young suicide of 

recent years, who himself eternally reflects the suffering 

of the unquiet dead of Battle Hill. The author remarks of 

the entire area, 

Time there had disappeared, and the dead man 
had been contemporaneous w1th the living. As 
if simultaneity approached the Hill, the exper
iences of its inhabitants had there become co-eval; 
propinquity no longer depended upon sequence.45 

Throughout the cycle of Taliessin poems, one hears 

echoes of a similar phenomenon. "Taliessin on the Death 

of Virgil", for example, clearly demonstrates the attempt 

to~ift the idea of redemption out of all temporal 

limitations".46 The poem takes as its point of departure 

the incident in Dante's Commedia in which the poet's guide 

must be .excluded from Paradise. As Williams had sensibly 

observed, the poem cannot artistically afford to keep 

Virgil,47 quite apart from any violation of Christian dogma 

which would be entailed. And yet, from another point of 

view, there was stiil a sense in which Virgil might be 

saved. His death is seen by Williams as a fall, "from 

the edge of the world", and "through his moment~ infinity", 

"others came, none to save 11 
- an ironic reflection on 

45nescent into Hell, p. ·76. 

46Anne Ridler, 11Introduction", The Image of the 
City, p. xlix. 

47Religion and Love in Dante, p. 18. 

l . 
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Virgil's own description in the Aeneid of the lost souls 

on the near side of the Styx who vainly await their passage 

across to rest. 

Perpetual falling, perpetual burying, 
this was the truth of his Charon's ferrying 

but in this eternal dying, 

Unborn pieties lived. 

(~., p. 31) 

Out of ~he infinity of time to that moment's infinity 
they lived, they rushed, they dived below him, they rose 
to close w1th his fall ••• 

(TTL., P• 31) 

All who had found inspiration and guidance from Virgil's 

work in the centuries after his death, "In that hour 

came", offering what salvation, respectful love, and 

goodwill they might, and, 

Virgil was fathered on his friends. 
He ~ived in their ends. 
He was set on the marble of exchange. 

(~., p. 32) 

••• 

The desire to communic·ate such experiences 

necessarily imposes restrictions on sequential 

representation, ultimately affecting the technical handling 

of time within any given narrative framework. So in his 

notebook, the speculations in this area continue: 

? any real objection to time and distance being 
ignored, and Mohammedan knights introduced. But 
see dates of Mohammedans in Spain - the Caliphate 
of Cordov~: which would (or might) almost reconcile 
the two.48 

'···--------------------------
48Anne Ridler quotes Williams in "Introductory Note 

to the Arthurian Essays", The Image of the City, P• 1?1. 

l . 
. 
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In fact, the final version contains only one Mohammedan, 

Palomides, the Saracen knight, and for his presence, of 

course, there is the well-defined precedent in Malory. 
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But then, as Williams once remarked, "time is not in Malor.y 

very strictiy attended to".49 Williams, for his part, 

continued to explore the possibilities of an altered time 

scheme in a variety of narrative situations. Thus, he 

toys with the notion of achieving "the full effect of 

Islam, in Africa, in Spain" , by treating Arthur' s court 

(A.D. 500) as contemporaneous with that of Charlemagne 

(A.D. 800).50 A juxtaposition of eras nearly as extreme 

is accomplished in the final treatment in, for example, 

"The Son of Lancelot", in which, 

Caucasia was lost, Gaul was ravaged, Jerusalem 
threatened; the crescent cut the Narrow Seas, 
while from Cordovan pulpits the iconoclastic 
heretical licentiates of Manes denounced union 

(~., p. 5?) 

This kind of compression of centuries, here ranging 

over approximately two hundred years, is more than a 

.deliberate and intellectualized attempt to imitate what 

Malory had unconsciously or unheedingly done in the Morte. 

It is an approach to time and sequence which later allows 

49 11Malory and the Grail Legend", The Image of the 
City, p. 190 • 

.5°Anne Ridler quotes Williams in "Introductory 
Note to the Arthurian Essays", The Image o:f the Oit:t, P• 1?1. 

~ 
·~ 
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him ~o present such a scene as the following, from nThe 

Departure of Merlin": 

Joseph of Nazareth, Joseph of Arimathea, 
came dancing through the coeval-rooted world's idea. 
They saw Merlin descending: they met him in the wood, 
foster-fathers of beatitude to the foster-father of Galahad; 

twin suns of womb and tomb; 
(~ •• p. ?5) 

According to the legendary account o£ its origins, 

however, the Grail, as a sacred relic o£ the Passion, 

antedates Arthur's kingdom by some five centuries. The 

"Prelude" in each of Williams• final volumes quite naturally 

preserves this gap, "The Oalling of Taliessin" confirms it, 

and the above reference further substantiates the impression. 

Thus, in this particular respect a simple compression 

of time cannot be the solution to bringing the two worlds 

o£ Oarbonek and Oamelot into closer harmony in a way which 

would ensure the primacy of the Grail which Williams 

desired. The visualisation of Arthur as a "reflection" o£ 

Pelles was a stroke of considerable symbolic originality 

and ingenuity, but in terms of narrative presentation, the 

invention continued to present almost insuperable 

difficulties. Despite his lengthy speculation on various 

methods of coping with time, and despite . . his effective use 

of what has been called "anachronism" 5l in various places 

5~inden Huddleatone, "The Arthurian Poems of 
Oharles Williams", p. 53. 
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in the cycle, Williams never solved the problem of how best 

to present the Dolorous Blow in terms of chronology. 

We are told in "The Last Voyage" that symbolically, 

At the hour of the healing of Pelles 
the two kings were one, by exchange of death and healing. 
Logres was withdrawn to Carbonek; 

(~ •• p. 88) 

and in the final poem of the volume that 

• • • the wounded and dead king 
entered into salvation to serve the holy Thing; 
singly seen in the Mass, owning the double Crown, 
going to the altar Pelles, and Arthur moving down. 

(~ •• p. 89) 

The fUll effect of these lines, however, is diminished by 

the absence of any thorough account of exactly how in 

narrative terms the division in royalty originally had 

come about. 

We learn early in the cycle that the union of 

Arthur and Pelles in "the new-designed house/of the 

Hallows in the Empire",52 is planned by the divine Emperor 

and the mystical/supernatural figure of Nimue.· But 

Williams errs in this particular presentation of essential 

narzative detail. Exercising his authorial power, via the 

figure of Merlin, to disclose future events, he permits 

Merlin to "see" almost too far into the future. Even as 

he goes about his magical preparation of Logres, he voices 

the suspicion that the divinely-ordered scheme may founder: 

S~The Calling of Taliessin", The Region of the 
Summer Stars, p. 19. 



If in the end anything fail ••• 
••• if the term 
be held less firm in Camelot than in Carbonek, 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••• if cease the coming from the seas 
at the evil luck of a blow dolorously struck, 

(RSS., p. 19) 
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"In the end", something does "fail". There is within 

Camelot a sufficiency of minor flaws to destroy the fellow-

J ship of the Round Table, and of these th$re is no lack of 

l 
t 
f 
( 

' ~ 
t 

narrative evidence. What is lacking is some account of 

the stroke which split the royalty, and more important, 

some indication of the exact- point in the narrative at 

which such an event might occur. For within the passage 

referred to above a contradiction appears to exist. If 

the union for which Merlin prepares is planned as the divine 

destiny of Logres, some causal necessity must exist, some 

act of separation must have occurred already. Yet, the 

Dolorous Blow is clearly implied as being a possibility in 

the future of Logres.53 The cure, as it were, is begun 

before the disease has been contracted, a confusion which 

the allusions throughout the cycle maintain rather than 

disentangle.54 

54For example, the presence of Balin the Savage at 
Arthur's court, "The Star of Percivale", Taliessin through 
Logres, p. 4?. 

~ 
I ~ 
~-
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The absence of any treatment of the catastrophic 

stroke is the more 1amentable as it becomes clear to the 

reader progressing through the cycle that Williams chose 

to see the Dolorous Blow as the first cause of the ensuing 

failures in Logres as well as the motivation behind 

Merlin's "cal1ing" of Arthur. In "The Crowning of Arthur", 

amidst a11 the triumphant celearations of cor~nation, 

Merlin f'oresees doom for the emergent Camelot, as "in 

be1eagured Sophia they sang of the Dolorous Blow".55 This 

particu1ar sequence of events Williams had in mind when he 

was writing "The Figure of Arthur". There he argues that 

the fate of the Round Table comes into the world 
almost before the Tab1e has been established; say, 
at the very feast of the crowning of Arthur and 
the founding of the Table.56 

The instrument of fate, however, is not here envisaged as 

Balin the Savage, but Mordred, the child of the incestuous 

union between Arthur and his sister, by whose treachery 

Logres will be torn in civil war. But Williams regarded 

the first act of Ba1in as the direct cause, as his prose 

discussion makes clear. 

55:rn this poem the Dolorous Blow is symbolically 
identifi,ed with the wounding of Christ during the 
Crucifixion, celebrated in the solemn Lenten rites of the 
Greek Orthodox Church. 

5G"The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, P• 86. 



One incident is directly the consequence of 
the Dolorous Blow; and there is another like 
it which should be. The first is that Balin 
the Savage in ignorance kills his own brother 
Balan, and Balan he. The natural pieties 
begin to be lost, and there is incivility in 
the blood. It is in fact the farther 
externalization of the Wounded King. But the 
disorder spreads farther.5? 
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One of the first definite signs encountered by the 

reader of the disorder which is the consequence of the Blow 

in the cycle is the incest of Arthur and Morgause. From 

Merlin's speech in "Lamorack and the Queen Morgause of 

Orkney" the chain of events which Williams had envisaged 

is made vividly apparent. Alluding to the twinship of 

Balin and Balan, and that of Arthur and Morgause, Merlin 

says, 

'Balin had Balan's face, and Morgause her brother's. 
Did you not know the blow that darkened each from other's? 

'Balin and Balan fell by mistaken impious hate. 
Arthur tossed loves with a woman and split his fate. 
Did you not see, by the dolorous blow's might 1 the contingent knowledge of the Emperor float1ng into sight? 

(~., p. 40) 

As in the previously discussed poem, "The Coming 

of Galahad", there is again a lack of circumstantial detail; 

this time in the presentation of the inter-related nature 

of the constituent events of Logres• fate. The first 

intimations of the downfall of Logres come, as Williams had 
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intended,· in "The Crowning of Arthur". Although Merlin's 

forebodings are linked with his supernatural foreknowledge 

of the Dolorous Blow, there is nothing in the narrative of 

this poem, however, to suggest to the unprepared reader 

that Morgause, who is present at the ceremonies, also 

carries within her, even then, the seed of Logres' ultimate 

destruction. Williams is apparently not interested in 

making clear the association of the themes of incest and 

· the Dolorous Blow at this early stage in the narrative. 

~· Unfortunately, as the contents of Taliessin through 
[ 
1 Logres are arranged, f'our poems,. themselves packed with 
.' 

much diverse material, are allowed to intervene between 

Merlin's forebodings and the actual association of' the 

Dolorous Blow with the sin of' incest in "Lamorack and the 

Queen Morgause of Orkney". As a result, the reader is 

unable to appreciate fully just how "new darkness and 

sterility begin to creep through the land from which the 

pagans have been expelled",58 and again much of the 

symbolic inventiveness may be lost. 

With another of his devices for bringing the two 

narrative centres into closer harmony Williams had more 

success. Following both Malory's example and the novelist's 

instinct for sound characterization, he very firmly 
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attached the major characters of the Grail story to the 

court of Arthur. The origins, antecedents, and relationships 

of Bora, Galahad, and Percivale reach outside the framework 

of the immediate Grail narrative - their sworn oaths, 

, subsequent Quest, healing of the wounded king, and ultimate 
l 
~ 

f voyage to Sarras - to impinge upon many of the activities 

of Camelot, until the climax of both tales can be seen to 

merge in the final poems of the cycle. 

All three of the Quest lords ride from Arthur's 

court, and one, Bora, actually returns to Logres after the 

Achievement of the Grail. Not only did Williams retain his 

traditional return from Sarras, he also enlarged the 

portrait of Bors from his source in Malory by making him 

one of Arthur's trusted lieutenants, actively concerned 

with the problem of restoring order and civilization to 

the southern shore which the king has reclaimed from the 

pagan invasions. Furthermore, Bora is a married man (a 

minor adjustment to Malory, who says nothing of his 

marriage) and the father of two children. In these roles 

Bora represents the ordinary individual possessed of 

practical day-to-day needs and duties as well as more 

spiritual aspirations. As Williams puts it, through Bora 

the quest for the Grail symbolically becomes, 



also ••• the tale of the universal way. It is not, 
as in Tennyson, only for the elect; it is for all 
••• Bors is in the chapel at Barras as well as 
Galahad and Percivale. This is what relates the 
Achievement to every man.59 
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In view of Williams' preference for concentrating 

on traditionally underdeveloped figures, it is perhaps not 

surprising that the figure of Percivale receives consider

ably less attention than that of Bora in Williams' cycle. 

Presumably, as in Malory's account, he remains in Sarras 

after the voyage in the ship of Solomon, and apart from 

occasional references, his presence throughout the cycle 

is scarcely invoked. Of Percivale's symbolic function as . 

"the spiritual intellect concerned with the significance of 

things and with the Quest"60 (with which one might compare 

Bora 1 . significance as "the spiritual intellect concerned ••• 

with earthly things1161), there is,. in fact, little 

supporting narrative evidence in the cycle. 

In the brother-sister relationship between 

Percivale and Dindrane (later somewhat confusingly called 

Blanchefleur), also preserved from Malory, there is, 

however, .another important link between the two worlds. 

59:rbid., p. 84. 

60"Notes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of the 
City, p. 1?7. 

61Ibid. 
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Symbolically, Percivale was also seen by Williams as 

"Taliessin in his highest degree", 62 and this close 

relationship is expressed in the narrative by his friendship 

with the court-poet, his "verse-brother".63 

It is through his offices as brother and friend 

that Dindrane and Taliessin are brought together. From 

his first glimpse of Percivale's sister, Taliessin falls 

in love with her, and their love is given a comparatively 

elaborate treatment in the cycle - to a much greater 

extent, indeed, than is the love between Lancelot and 

Guinevere. Taliessin, by his continuing presence in 

Camelot, even to the celebration of the last Mass after 

the final d6bacle, remains deeply committed to the affairs 

of the world of Arthur and the court. On the other hand, 

Dindrane's ultimate retreat to the convent of White Nuns 

at Almesbury (and, in keeping with her traditional image, 

her subsequent martyr's death and burial in Sarras), 

commit her to the world of Carbonek and the Grail. The 

physical separation of Taliessin and Dindrane is, however, 

transcended by the peculiar nature of the love which each 

continues to bear for the other. As will be discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter v, Williams regarded the 

63nThe Sister of Percivale11
, Taliessin through 

Logres, p. 53. 
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experience of personal, romantic love to be an intimation 

of and often a prelude to the experience of an impersonal, 

Divine love. Their recognition of this in "The Departure 

of Dindrane"64 unites Taliessin and Dindrane even in their 

~ physical separation, thus throwing into prominence still 
r ; 

1 another link between the two centres of activity. 

It is in creating Galaha~, however, who might 

appear to have little concern with the affairs of Camelot, 

that Williams uses the technique of vharacterization to 

forge the strongest link between the two tales. His 

remarks on Galahad's first appearance in the traditional 

sources clearly exhibit his interest. 

There are, in the history of the ·European 
imagination, a few moments when a superb 
invention of the very first importance takes 
place. I doubt whether there has evev been one 
of more real power than that of the invention 
of Galahad ••• [his invention] as the son of 
Lancelot might easily not have happened. 
Someone - M. Vinaver says a Cistercian - at some 
time in some place thought of it; it was a 
moment as near to divine inspiration as any not 
technically so called can be.65 

As in Malory's version, the Galahad of the Taliessin 

cycle springs from the union of Elayne, the daughter of 

Pelles (for "He must be of the blood of Pelleas" [sic])66 

64The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 32. 

65"Malory and the Grail Legend", The Image of the 
Cit~, p. 18?. 

6611Notes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of the 
citz, p. 176. ' 

' . 
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and Lancelot. And it was in Malory's presentation of 

Lancelot as the chief exponent of all earthly chivalric 

virtues that Williams saw useful possibilities for his 

conception of Galahad's character and role. In his 

discussion of the role and character of Galahad's father in 

Malory he remarked, 

Lancelot, for all the errands upon which he rides, 
is never merely a knight-errant. He affirms 
friendship, courtesy, justice, and nobility - in 
all the references allowed them. He is almost the 
active centre of that kingdom of which Arthur is, 
in a sense, the passive. Arthur, of course, is no 
such poor thing, but it is true he does not seem 
to act.6? 

Galahad, then, is born of a knight whose 

qualifications far outstrip those of any other of the 

Round Table. Lancelot is not only "eighth in succession 

from Christ (8 is the number of the Christhooqr, and "the 

strongest and greatest knight aliven, 68 "the chief figure 

of the Way of Affirmations", 69 he is also distinguished by 

his action in the narrative. It is Lancelot who stands at 

the right hand of the king from the earliest days of 

6? 11The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, p. 8?. 

6811Notes on the Arthurian Mythn, The Image of the 
City, p. 1?6. 

69"The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, P• 8?. 
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Camelot,70 who forgives and rescues Palomides,71 and who 

alone accords devotion to the Queen's person as well as her 

office. And it is through his love for Guinevere, 

adulterous and forbidden though it be, that he is 

"illuminated" and so brought to the daughter of Pelles.72 

By virtue of this great love. he is also, however, debarred 

from the Achievement of the Grail, brought to madness till 

the birth of his son, and so irretrievably kept in Camelot. 

Thus in the narrative role of Galahad's father are sown the 

seeds of the symbolic intention which Williams saw in the 

tale as a whole. 

The great Arthuriad is no longer a division between 
this and its opposite and complementary companion -
the W~ of Re~ections... There is, no doubt, a 
separation, but the separation is tJ:e union.?? 

Although it is certainly true that Galahad, from a 

narrative point of view, is 11only aware of the End",?4 

Williams continues to remind his readers, through Galahad's 

words and actions, of his origins and hence of the "union" 

7°see 11The Calling of ArthurW, . "Mount Badon", and 
"The Crowning of Arthur", Taliessin through Logres. 

?l,.Palomides Before his Christening", Taliessin 
through Logres, p. 64. 

7211Notes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of the 
City, p. 177. 

?311The F'igure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, P• 88. 

?411Notes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of the 
City, p. 1??. 
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of the two worlds. Before he embarks upon the task of 

healing the wounded king, the episode which immediately 

precedes the voyage to Sarras, Galahad kneels at the gates 

of Carbonek to pray for forgiveness from his father. 

Joy remembered joylessness; joy kneeled 
under the arch where Lancelot ran in fren~y. 

~ (TTL., p. 81) 

[ For, o:t course, it matters not to Lancelot that in fathering 

Galahad he 

••• w~ betrayed there by Merlin and Brisen 
to truth; he saw not; he was •alae to Guinevere. 

(TTL., p. 81) 

And ultimately, the pardon which Galahad seeks is borne by 

Bora, the cousin of Lancelot, 

to the house of Carbonek from the fallen house of Camelot. 
(TTL., p. 82) 

The poem which immediately follows is "The Last 

Voyage", which describes Logres in civil war. The fellow

ship in Camelot has in fact been crumbling, at first almost 

imperceptibly and then more obviously, even as the lords in 

their quest of the Grail swing into the ascendant, the rise 

of one group paralleling the fall of the other. The very 

existence of the chief of the Quest lords, Galahad, has 

been the cause of yet one more grief in the rapidly 

accumulating miseries of Logres. Thus, Galahad prays that 

Lancelot will 
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•Forgive Us ••• for Our existence; 
forgive the means of grace and the hope of glory. 

(~., p. 82) 

By the inclusion of this plea by Galahad, Williams 

emphasizes the parallels between the two centres of activity, 

diminishing the original conflict by stressing the concern 

of one for the other. 

A similar reminder occurs when Galahad makes his 

salutation to his father on his departure to Sarras. 

'Fair lord, salute me to my lord Sir Lancelot my father, 
and bid him remember of this unstable world.' 
The grand Rejection sang to the grand Affirmation; 

(~., p. 33) 

Through Galahad's words, the reader is brought again to the 

centre and source from which have sprung the activities of 

both worlds. For it is in Camelot, imperfect realization 

of its potential though it finally be, that the impulse to 

grace and the will to act have originated. 

It is appropriate.that Taliessin through Logres 

(and according to the chronology of c.s. Lewis, the entire 
- · . ·- --- -·· · • · . -----· 

cycle) should close with the celebration of Mass, in Logres 

rather than Sarras, by the restored and chastened Lancelot, 

who, 11not sworn of the priesthood",?5 is still "of this 

unstable world". The immediate setting is in itself 

?511Taliessin at Lancelot's Mass", Taliessin through 
Logres, p. 89. 



significant. Symbolically emphasizing the fact that now 

"the separation is a union", while maintaining the 

grounding of the narrative in Camelot, the Host is 

elevated over an altar which 
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••• was an ancient stone laid upon stones; 
Carbonek's arch, Camelot's wall, frame of Bors' bones. 

(~ •• p. 89) 

Little discussion has so far been devoted to the 

importance of the figure of Taliessin in the narrative 

structure of the cycle, apart from the brief allusions to 

his role as the court-poet of Camelot, friend of Percivale 

and lover of Dindrane. As might be inferred both from the 

title of one of the volumes of the cycle and from critical 

comment which habitually refers to the poems as "the 

Taliessin cycle", Taliessin serves to unify the diverse 

episodes which constitute the Arthuriad. He does so 

primarily, however, not in the role of protagonist but in 

that of narrator. 

In raising him from a position of relative 

obscurity in Tennyson's account, Williams may at first have 

envisaged him in a more entirely central and active role, 

to the extent of his actually displacing Galahad as "the 

focal point".76 In the first year of the rewriting process, 

the poems, with only one exception, utilize the figure of 

76Anne Ridler, "Introduction", The Image of the 
City, p. lxiii. 
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Taliessin extensively. When one comes to examine th8ss 

early poems, however, one can detect signs of a slight 

shift in emphasis. "Taliessin's Return to Logres" 

(September 1934) involves Taliessin as an active character, 

but the next poem to which Williams turned his attention, 

"The Vision of the Empire" (October 1934), presents 

Taliessin essentially in the role of narrator, as does 

"Taliessin in the School of the Poets" (November 1934). 

"The Orot-ming of Arthur" (April 1935) utilizes Taliessin I as a supplement9r7 narrator. his descriptions being added 

~ to those o:r the author, while "The Star of Percivale11 (July 
t 

~ 1935)?7 reverts to the earlier practice of using Taliessin 

as an active character. As the cycle progresses it becomes 

increasingly evident that Taliessin's vital importance to 

the narrative structure of Williams' Arthuriad is focused 

in those poems in which he functions as a narrator, rather 

than in those which involve his activities as a fully 

developed character in his own right. 

It is indeed true that Taliessin has many functions 

within the work. His relationship with Dindrane helps to 

link the two narrative centres. He is present at the rites 

which supernaturally prepare Logres for its destiny and is 

present also at the crucial battle of Mount Badon. In 
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addition, he is active as the "lieutenant 11 of an esoteric 

company of believers and influential in the lives of many 

minor characters. Williams, however, is essentially 

committed to the traditional narrative of Malory's Morte 

and makes no changes in the roles traditionally assigned to 

the major figures of the Arthuriad. Hence, in his 

"invention" of Taliessin he provides him with no actions 

of fundamental importance. All the court-poet's actions 
t 
~·. are basically ad hoc functions which could just as easily 
f 

have been given to another figure rather than functions 

rising inevitably from his particular role and character

ization. He is indispensable to Williams' cycle only in 

his capacity as all-seeiDg narrator. 
11Druid-born and Byzantium-trained", Taliessin 

h th 0 · t I b . d " ?B d tb t th saw ow e 1 y was ase ••• , an saw a . e II 
••• 

Empire was truly composed of twelve "Acts of Identity", 

twelve images which are also the twelve houses of the Zodiac. 

Aquarius for me opened the principle of eyes 
in the clearness above the firmament; I saw below 

(~., p. 24) 

The court-poet possesses heightened insight and perception 

(though naturally acquired whereas Merlin's was a super

natural gift), and the faculty is emphasized repeatedly. 

?8"Taliessin in the Rose-Garden 11
, The Region of the 

Summer Stars, p. 23. 



"To Vl.Sl.onary eyes ..... ,?9 "I followed the way I from the 

eyes", 80 "This I saw in a chambe:t· of Byzantium; the 

princess I Dindrane again opened my eyes in Aquarius."81 

In addition, Williams regarded Taliessin as a 

personification of one type of chastity. Even as he is 

called to his active part in the destiny of Logres, the 

young Taliessin recognizes his fate. 

It is a doubt if my body is flesh or fish, 
therefore no woman will ever wish to bed me 
and no man make true love without me. 
All the doctors come to stand about me, 
yet I shall never have any near me to need me. 

(~., p. ?) 
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And in "Taliessin's Song of the Unicorn", the poet is seen 

as possessing the same kind of remoteness and purity as the 

unicorn. With only an "alien love" to extend, and "no 

voice I to explain1182 it, "intellectual nuptials1183 are the 

only kind he can offer to a maid. 

Thus endowed with both visionary power and remote 

aloofness, separated from the rest of humanity, Taliessin 

can lay claim to the role of narrator as perhaps no other 

79Ibid. 1 p. 24. 

80Ibid. 

81Ibid., p. 2?. 

82 . Taliessin through Losres, P• 22. 

83Ibid., p. 23. 
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figure in the cycle could. Through him, the reader can not 

only "see 11 the true significance of the Empire, or the 

beauty and holiness of the body, or the actual import of 

such qualities as justice, humility, and chastity, but can 

also follow events which are essential to a complete 

understanding of the narrative. 

Using as the basis for selection the conventional 

principle that the narrator is generally to be distinguished 

by the extended use of the first-person singular (even if 

only by implication), one can isolate five poems which 

either contribute information available nowhere else, or 

offer a more clear-cut presentation of events elsewhere 

only sketched or alluded to. In "The Vision of the Empire 11
,
84 

we witness the emergence and development of the themes in 

harmonious accord with the design of the Emperor, and, we 

are given a retrospective view of the Fall and its 

inevitable consequences from generation to generation. 

The arrival of Taliessin at the camp of Arthur immediately 

prior to Arthur's assumption of the kingship of Logres is 

described in 11Taliessin's Return to Logres"85 as being in 

conformity with the intention of the Emperor and the 

activities of Merlin ("The Vision of the Empire"). "The 

84Ibid., pp. ?-9. 

S5Ibid., pp. 3-5. 
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Departure of Merlin"86 not only recounts Merlin's withdrawal 

into the wood of Broceliande on the completion of his work, 

but also gives a convenient ~sum' of Galahad's ~irth, 

convent upbringing, and assumption of the Perilous Siege. 

And, most important for the symbolic design as well as the 

narrative structure of the cycle, the wounded condition of 

Pelles (though not, of course, the actual event) and the 

forebodings of new war are linked in "Taliessin in the 

Rose-Gardenn8? with Guinevere's failure to fulfil her 

sacred trust and calling as the Queen of Logres because of 

her relentless pursuit of unsanctioned love. 

From this point of view, the positioning of 
11Taliessin at Lancelot's Mass1188 as the final poem in the 

volume, Taliessin through Logres, is most appropriate. In 

this poem Taliessin, endowed in his capacity as narrator 

and seer with the ability to perceive the shape of things 

to come, is able to show the reader something of the total 

design of the chronicle through which Taliessin has taken 

him. Now it is possible to see the lords of the Table once 

more united in their presence at the Mass, and to see that, 

despite the destruction of the fellowship of the Table, of 

86Ib"d =-l.-· t pp. ?5-?. 
87The Region of the Summer Stars, pp. 21-8. 

88Taliessin through Logres, pp. 89-91. 
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( the city, . and of the -Empire, there still .·remains the 

possibility o~ reclamation from the wreckage of internal 

strife: 

••• . the festival of flames 
fell from new sky to new earth; the light in bands 
of bitter glory. renewed the imperial lands • 

. <~·t -. P• ~0) 
We exposed, We exalted the Unity ••• 
• • • as it was done · · 
the ~tipodean zones were retrieved round a white rushing 

deck · · · · 
and the lets of ~he ~peror took zenit~ from Oaucasia to 

· Carbonek. > • • • 

. (~., .p. '90) 

Not only is a mystical union :.between the quick and 

the dead thus described, a greater ··unity o:t purpose is also 

discernec . by · Taliessin in the pres·ence of Garlon at the 

Mass. It may be recalled that the Dolorous Blow was 

provoked by Garlon (elsewhere called the Invisible Knight) 

in Malory • s ·.account. In this poem, Williams invokes his 

presence in .. the .following way: 

••• light~traced on high, 
the unseen knight of terror stood as a friend; 

(~., p. 90) 

In addition, the references to 11 a white rushing deck" (of 

the ship of Solomon) should not be missed since Galahad is 

also present in a mystical sense. 

Over the altar, flame of anatomized fire, 
the High Prince stood, gyre in burning gyre; 

(~., p. 91) 
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The final poem of Taliessin through Logres attempts, 

then, to resolve not only the conflicts implicit in the 

narrative development of the cycle, but also, through 

Taliessin's observations, effects a philosophical 

resolution of the basic paradoxes in both thematic and · 

narrative structure. Just as the union of Pelles and 

Arthur is achieved by the presence of both at the Mass and 

the recognition of Garlon's being in some sense a "friend", 

so the possibility is left open that the destruction of the 

Empire has not been total and irrevocable. In this poem it 

becomes evident that the journey of the Quest lords to 

Sarras has not been merely a retreat for the elect but an 

experience which substantially affects the future of the 

Empire. 

Only after communicating this final vision is the 

narrator withdrawn. 

That which had been Taliessin rose in the rood; 
in the house of Galahad over the altar he stood, 
manacled by the web, in the web made free; 
there was no capable song for the joy in me: 

and finally, 

that which was once Taliessin · rides to the barrows of 
Wales. 

(~., p. 91) 

Although no other character is given the consistently 

prominent treatment accorded Taliessin, it is nonetheless 

true that it falls to several other characters in the cycle 

' . 

~ 
~· 
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to present some very important information in the temporary 

role of narrator. For example, Lamorack, in the poem which 

in monologue form describes his obsession with the ·Queen 

Morgause,89 provides the important background to the incest 

of Arthur and Morgause, the mutual slaying of Balin and 

Balan, which resulted from the wounding of Pelles. 

Another voice, perhaps even more important than 

that of Lamorack, is Mordred's. Although Williams only 

required one poem90 to disembarrass him of his information, 

one cannot imagine ~uch views coming as convincingly from 

any other figure, as perhaps one could in the case of 

Lamorack. Through the "nephew" of Arthur we learn not only 

of his treacherous plans to seize the kingdom, but also of 

the feud between Lancelot and Arthur and its cause in 

Lancelot•s and Guinevere's mutual love. We are told how 

Guinevere has fled to the convent ·at Almesbury, and how 

Arthur, in defiance of the Pope's injunction, has· gone to 

Gaul to pursue his personal quarrel, leaving Logres to the 

less-than-tender mercie• of Mordred. 

Likewise, the statements of Bors do not merely 

convey his own personal love for Elayne. In "Bors to 

B9Ibid., pp. 39-41. 

9011The Meditation of Mordred11
, The Region of the 

Summer Stars, pp. 4?-9. 
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Elayne: on ·the -King's Ooins",9l a poem which occurs 

relatively earl.;y in the cycle 's chronological arrangement 

of events,92 we find small but unmistakable signs of the 

perversion of the divine purpose .of Logres, as the lords 

mistakenly make the medium of "exchange" Arthur's newly 

minted coins. · 

From .these .examples,, it is apparent that whatever 

his general ·design, Williams ·· did ·not . consist·ently l.imit 

himself to a single. figure .. to fill ·the role of narrator. 

In all· probability he was striving in this for .the. broader 

scope (perhaps · in unconsciousconformity with ·the original 

epic plan of the cycle) which might result from such a 

multiplicity of viewpoints. In addition, it is not without 

relevance that many readers have noted the autobiographical 

aspect of the invention of the poet, Taliessin. Possibly 

Williams desired to offset the personal note by occasionally 

creating narrators who obviously differ from the persona of 

the author. 

In the light of the foregoing analysis, it should 

be evident that the external structure of Williams' 

Arthuriad is extensively affected by his dilatory method 

91Taliessin through Logres, pp. 42-5. 

92In c.s. Lewis' chronology the poem is thirteenth, 
falling somewhat short of the mid-point of the narrative. 
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of composition. Spanning some thirty-three years in all, 

the lengthy reworking and reconsideration of the material 

is reflected in apparent shifts in design and intention. 

The protracted period of' composition throws into relief' 

many flaws in the final product, but, as is made clear by 

occasional discussion in this chapter of' his symbolic 

design, it also provided the author with the necessary 

leisure to develop the work thematically. Whatever the 

deficiencies of the resulting external structure, the work 

exhibits thoroughly competent handling of the internal or 

thematic structure, to which the discussion now turns. 



CHAPTER III 

THE CREATION OF A COSMOS 

"Logres is Britain regarded as a province of the 

Empire with its centre at Byzantium".1 Thus Williams 

anticipates for the reader the broad canvas which he 

provides as the setting for his Arthurian cycle. · The 

provision of such a geographical and metaphysical framework 

rescues the poems from existence in vacuo by establishing 

"an historical basis, a resting place in fact". 2 It 

becomes clear from a reading of the poems, however, that 

the nature of the setting also brings crucial ideas and 

attitudes from well outside the immediate scope of the 

Matter of Britain to bear upon the subject matter of the 

cycle. As will be seen, many of these concepts are 

certainly pervasive and important enough to be regarded as 

the very conditions for the subsequent narrative development 

of Williams• Arthuriad. 

Before beginning any discussion of these themes, or 

of the symbols to which the themes often give rise, it is 

necessary to observe a distinction in critical terminology. 

1The Region of the Summer Stars, p. vii. 

2charles Moorman, Arthurian Triptych, P• 45. 
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The dividing line between the terms image, metaphor, and 

symbol is fine indeed. "Semantically, the terms overlap; 

they clearly point to the same area of interest".3 For 

the purposes of this study it is proposed to use the term 

symbol to refer to those objects which, constituting one 

element of the metaphoric process, are employed regularly 

and extensively throughout the cycle in a cansistent 

referential sense, and which have enough individual 

importance to merit attention in their own right. 

Williams himself, in at least one instance, appears 

to see the problem in using such terminology as being one 

of indistinguishable similarity between the terms symbol 

and image rather than one of "overlap". He maintains with 

Coleridge that a symbol should have three characteristics: 

(i) it must eXist in itself, (ii) it must derive 
from something greater than itself, (iii) it must 
represent in itself that greatness from which it 
derives.4 

But he then proceeds to assert his ··preference for the term 

image, "because it seems to me doubtful if the word symbol 

nowadays sufficiently ezpresses the vivid individual 

existence of the lesser thing".5 In muoh of his own 

p. 186. 
3Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature, 

4The Figure of Beatrice, P• ?. 

5Ibid. 

..........._ 
·~ 
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critical work the word image is employed where another 

writer might just as validly have used the term symbol; and, 

indeed, for general purposes Williams appears not to 

distinguish between the two. 

In certain specific cases, however, he uses image 

to indicate, either singly or collectively, an allusion or 

metaphor or several lines in length. Thus he can observe, 

"The image of a wood has appeared often",6 or -remark that 

the "image of the Ci t:f' in English verse ·· is "built up by 

many descriptions, similes, ~~taphor~ and maxims. These 

image~ making altogether one greater image 11 .? The word as 

used in instances such as these merely serves to indicate 

general passages of description rather than, say, the 

closer identification of two objects sharing certain 

attributes and yet retaining independent existence. It may 

be observed that often it is Williams himself who is 

creating an image out of the assorted allusions or 

descriptions which he has assembled. In such cases his 

use of the term is casual indeed, though it may have the 

useful effect of imparting the impression of some precision, 

insight, and weight to his pronouncements. 

6Ibid., p. 10?. 

?The Image of the City, p. 92. 
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A third sense in which he employs the term image 

returns us to the attributes which he chose to attach to 

the term symbol. An individual, be asserts, may be seen 

as "an image of nobility, of virtue, of the Redeemed 

Life".8 That is, in some respects, the individual derives 

from something greater than himself, partakes of that 

greatness, and still has existence in his own right. It is 

possible that in such contexts the term symbol is un

satisfactory for Williams because of what has been called 

its "long history in the worlds of theology".9 It has 

been observed that a religious symbol is usually based 

upon an "intrinsic relation between 'sign' and thing 

'signified'",10 and often in a naively self-evident fashion 

to the frequent debasement of the symbol and deprivation 

of its individuality. The use of the Cross, for example, 

in a poem may require great effort on the part of »Bader 

and author alike if it is to retain any vestige of meaning . 

beyond signifying the Passion of Christ. Although such 

symbols have accumulated through the centuries a wealth of 

associations, they are distinctly limited in range. B.y 

8The Figure of Beatrice, P• 8. 

. 9Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of 
Literature, p. 188. 

10Ibid. -... ~ 
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consistently using the term image in theological contexts, 

Williams perhaps hoped to circumvent the restricted 

referential capacity of most religious symbolism and at the 

same time to renovate for his own use the fund of 

traditional Christian symbols by simply relabeling them 

images. 

Williams' concept of symbol and his various uses of 

the term image have been treated in some detail in order to 

avoid possible con~~sion in future discussion both in this 

and in subsequent chapters. As Williams remarked in 

defining for his own purposes another literary term, his 

usage "should not be too narrowJ.y confined to a literary 

manner",11 and it is as well to be aware of this in advance 

when one is confronted with certain passages from his works. 

As will become increasingly evident, the theological 

studies, literary criticism, and in particular, the poetry, 

all make frequent use of the term, and in all of the 

varying senses outlined here. There is, indeed, a great 

deal to be said for the argument which would attempt to 

make his concept of image the centre of Williams' entire 

system of thought. 

Northrop Frye has remarked that in .. studying poems 

of immense sc~pe, such as the Oommedia or Paradise Lost, 

11The Figure of Beatrice, P• 14. 

. 
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we find that we have to learn a good deal of cosmology".12 

Though Williams' Arthurian cycle is scarcely to be compared 

with the works which Frye instances, in view of itsmope, 

it also may profit from consideration of its cosmological 

principles. Moreover, it is not slight in physical 

proportions. The two volumes of the cycle, together 

occupying some 150 pages and comprising thirty-two poems, 

are only two of a projseted trilogy, the third of which was 

tentatively planned under the title of 11Jupiter over 

Carbonekn.13 Thus the work is scarcely negligible in bulk 

and, unified as it is by the use of Arthurian subject 

matter with its rich traditional background and complex 

associations, the poems commend themselves to some such 

scrutiny as Frye suggests. 

In addition to indicating the vast imperial 

setting, Williams' Preface to The Region of the Summer 

Stars forestalls the reader's discovery of a corresponding 

but antipodean zone called P'o-l'u, an · "opposite and 

infernal state"14 which is the underwor~d of the Empire. 

In effect, what is being arranged in these statements is 

an independent universe within an eschatological :framework. 

1~orthrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, P• 160. 

13Anne Ridler, "Introductory Note to the Artburian 
Essays11 , The Image of the City, p. 1?4. 

14The Region of the Summer Stars, P• vii. 
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Nor is this universe yet complete. As we shall see, there 

is also a region beyond Logres called Broceliande and then, 

more remote, the holy city of Sarras. The action embodied 

in the .Arthurian material and the achievement of the Grail 

is contained within these areas. Collectively, they 

constitute a complex cosmos which is virtually self

sufficient. 

In his. remarks about Dante and Milto~Frye was, 

of course, , alluding to those established systems of 

cosmological thought, ptolemaic and later Copernican, which 

in ·the .past have been used to explain the existence and 

working of the universe. Nevertheless, his obserVation 

suggest~ ·'. El ~ us~ful approach to Williams' cycle, since 

Logres •is _placed within the larger context of the Byzantine 

Empire, and the attitudes and thought which went into 

Williams' concept of the Empire very profoundly modify the 

traditionalnotions of the Matter of Britain. 

·The principles employed by Williams to describe 

and explain the working and events of his cosmos are 

culled fr.om various schools of thought. The ptolemaic 

theory. contributes to his cosmology by implication when he 

embodies in his poems aspects of medieval life and thought, 

as, indeed, it does by his very use of the Arthurian 

material as . a whole. In addition, Williams has recourse 



to a variety of occult beliefs and Kabbalistic teachings 

in working out a coherent governing philosophy; but most 

important to his cosmology are the orthodox doctrines of 

Christianity, which are filtered through his method of 

personal interpretation. 
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The years from 1938, the date of the publication 

of Taliessin through Logres, to 1944, when The Region of 

the Summer Stars was published also saw the publication of 

several important theological and literary works by 

Will,ams. In 1938, He Came Down from Heaven, in the next 

year, The Descent of the Dove, in 1941, two pamphlets, 

The Waz of Exchange -and Religion and Love in Dante, in 1942, 

The Forsiveness of Sins, and finally, in 1943, The Figure 

of Beatrice. There is evidence that "The Figure of Arthur" 

was also in preparation at this time, though it was not 

published until 1948. Together with certain periodical 

essays and reviews these constitute the core of Williams' 

non-creative exposition of his main themes, themes which 

are the burden of concern in the Taliessin cycle. 

Besides presenting a more objective, if more 

prosaic outline of his thought, these works are also 

interesting because they display something of the idio

syncratic treatment which certain doctrines and dogmas of 

the Church received at his bands, a process which is 

important in explaining the character of certain of the 
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themes in ·his Arthurian cycle. The Descent of the Dove, 

for example, is subtitled "A Short History of the Holy 

Spirit in the Church". It presents an outline of the 

Church's doctrinal growth from its first years after the 

Ascension of Christ up to the present day. In the emphasis 

which certain points of dogma receive in comparison with 

others and in the weight of importance attached to particular 

figures or periods in the Church's development, the highly 

personal nature of the author's interpretation begins to 

emerge. Although he has said elsewhere, "I follow everywhere 

the most common-place interpretation",l5 as one reads 

through the above-mentioned works it becomes apparent that 

orthodoxy in the strictest sense is endangered by ubiquitous 

personal speculation. 

A clear instance of the tendency is to be seen in 

the first chapter of The Descent of the Dove. In discussing 

the gradual fading of the sense of direct inspiration _which 

Christians experienced in the first generations after the 

death of Ohrist 1 he remarks that there was 

another method, also to fade, and yet of high 
interest and perhaps still of concern ••• ~here 
grew up, it seems, in th~t young ~~ az>dent bo~y 
an effort towards a part1cular sp1r1tua1 exper1ment 
of, say, the polarization of the senses.16 

15He Came Down From Heaven, P• 17. 

16The Descent of the Dove, P• 11. 
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Such are the very circumspect terms in which he introduces 

this delicate topic. He ventures to be more explicit in 

the following pages. There was "an attempt, encouraged by 

the Apostles, to 'sublimate' ••• The women - sub-introductae 

as they were called - apparently slept with their companions 

without intercourse",l? that is, men and women of these 

early centuries attempted through the emotions aroused by 

intimate physical proximity to realize and achieve 

knowledge of the Deity as revealed by Christ• By utilizing 

the force and spontaneity of mutual physical attraction, 

followers of the Christ were encouraged to believe that th~ 

could arrive at first-hand awareness of the Godhead. 

Such a practice could scarcely hope to escape the 

notice of Church authorities for long, and it was first 

discouraged, and then formally forbidden by the Council of 

Nicaea in 325. Williams• account of this episode, which 

may strike modern readezs as at best psychologically 

dangerous, deserves to be quoted at length. 

In some cases it failed. But we know nothing 
most unfortunately - of the cases in which it 
did not fail ••• The great experiment had to be 
abandoned because of the "scandal" • • • It was one 
of the earliest triumphs of "-qhe weaker brethren", 
those innocent sheep who by mere volum~ of 
imbecility have trampled over many del1~ate and 
attractive flowers in Christendom. It 1s the loss~ 

l?Ibid., pp. 12-3. 



so early, of a tradition whose departure left 
the Church rather over-aware of sex, when it 
might have been creating a polarity with which 
sex is only partly coincident.l8 
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In spite of the deft and witty phraseology, to deplore so 

readily the decision of the Church Fathers to discourage a 

practice which obviously would have lent itself to abuses 

of the worst kind is irresponsible to say the least. The 

necessity of his condemning the Church's ruling, however, 

will be obvious to those readers already acquainted with 

some of the author's other studies. 

The edict of the Church conflicts with the very 

basis of Williams' belief's. The "doctrine" of "Romantic 

Theology" is discussed at greater length in Chapter V of 

this thesis. For the present, it is sufficient to note 

that the conviction that the personal experience of love 

between two individuals should be a preliminary to the 

experience of Divine love is the foundation of much of his 

writing, particular~y his studies on Dante. In both 

Religion and Love in Dante and The Figure of Beatrice he 

begins with Dante's experience and assessment of the effects 

of personal love. The intention of Williams' argument in 

these works becomes obvious when he alludes to the friend 

of Beatrice, Giovanna as the "Precedent Lady".19 On the 

18Ibid. 

l9The Figure of Beatrice, P• 28. 
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basis of the resemblance in name (Joan - John) and function 

(Primavera, Spring - the Precursor), he proceeds to heighten 

the parallel which Dante drew between the friend who 

preceded Beatrice in her salutation of the poet and John 

(the Baptist) who "preceded the true light" , 2° Christ. As 

Christ was held to show the way to Divine love, so Beatrice 

assumes a Christ-like function in demonstrating to Dante 

the relation between eros and agape. 

Williams' mental habits of thorough analysis and 

scrupulous re-examination, to which Cliapter I made referenee, 

assert themselves in the themes of his mature prose works 

to render their content far removed from the more 

conventional paths of Christian belief~ Because of the 

uniformly idiosyncratic nature of much of his thought, it 

will be found that the prose works composed between 1938 

and 1943 will occasionally be useful in illuminating central 

themes of the Arthurian cycle. 

o.s. Lewis' commentary on the Arthurian poems 

suggests for the novice approaching the cycle a chronology 

which blends the poems of the two books, presenting the 

cycle primarily in terms of narrative; but he offers no 

suggestion for the position of the "Prelude" of each 

volume, beyond observing that they "stand outside the time

scheme and ••• will be readily understood when the cycle 

20Ibid., p. 29. 
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has been mastered as a whole".21 The character of these 

two poems is both historical and recapitulatory. In that 

they occasionally anticipate, by allusion, the events in 

later narrative, it is true that they can probably best be 

interpreted or comprehended in retrospect. However, in 

their historical capacity they provide basic information 

and insights essential for interpretation of the poems 

which follow. Moreover, when they do allude to events 

which are elaborated elsewhere, it is frequently from a 

different perspective, and they then provide sidelights 

and information which the reader will find it useful to 

recall in later poems. Hence, this study begins where the 

cycle formally begins, with the "Prelude" of Taliessin 

through Logres. 

The volume is dedicated to Humphrey Milford, his 

superior at Oxford University Press, "under whom we 

observed an appearance of :Byzantium'.'• A.M. Hadfield, who 

first met Williams at Amen House and recall- many memories 

of him as a friend and ~o-worker, says of the relationship: 

The Press worked a normal hierarchical system 
which gave Charles philosophical delight, ~ut . 
the most important fact in the whole organ1zat1on 
was its head- the Publisher.... [He] became the 
keystone of Charles's working life ••• He could 
administer a large business, and he could be the 
centre of a large system of life.22 

21c.s. Lewis.t "Williams and the Arthuriad .. , 
Arthurian Torso, p. ~5. 

22A.M. Hadfield, An Introduction to Charles Williams, 
p. 39. 
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She reca1ls, also, an unpublished poem by Williams (written 

in 1931) dedicated to Sir Humphrey, the 'Caesar' of those 

early Masques which were performed in the Library of Amen 

House. The poem reads in part: 

••• still the latest [verse] holds 
the Emperor's image, the Emperor in Byzantium 
and the Lateran Church upon the Caelian hill: 
the Emperor who is not Justinian or God Almighty 
or you or Shakespeare, but is all at once and each; 23 and had not been - how could he? - had you not ruled. 

Thus, in the pattern of Williams' daily life may well lie 

the seeds of his concept of the Empire as a vast working 

hierarchical system under benevolent imperial protection 

and encouragement. 

The vastness of this Empire is invoked in the first 

stanza of the "Prelude": "the glory of the Emperor 

stretched to the ends of the world"; and the phrase "the 

glory ••• the power and the kingdom",2~ echoing the final 

lines of the Lord's Prayer, further imparts a sense of 

cosmic scope. 

The Emperor is 11the lord of charity", but his 

benevolence is of a remote kind: "star1ight 11 is a "flash 

of the Emperor's glory", and his method of bringing Logres 

into the Empire is equally distanced: "the word of the 

23Ibid., P• 125. 

24Ta1iessin through Logres, .· P• 1-. · 
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Emperor established a kingdom in Britain"~ 25 

The "Prelude" from The Region o:r the Summer Stars 

enlarges upon these features of the Emperor and his Empire 

(as the poems of that volume often do for many of those in 

Taliessin through Logres). "The Empire, in the peace of 

the Emperor, I expected perfection; it awaited the Second 

Coming".26 The peace, as we are told in the previous 

stanza, has come because the Empire "seized on the Roman 

polity" as one of its terms of existence. The move had the 

desired result: 

the Acts of the Throne were borne by speeding logothetes, 
and the earth flourished, hazel, corn, and vine. 

(RSS., p. 2) 

The picture of the Empire as a vast web of efficiently 

functioning humanity under the splendid but remote and 

impersonal figure of "the only sublime Emperor"27 is further 

extended in the following lines, 

and, 

The Empire lay in the imposed order; around 
the Throne the visionary zone of clear light 
hummed with celestial action; there the forms 
of chamberlain~, logothetes, nuncios, went and came, 

(~., p. 3) 

• • • all 
the themes vibrated with duty and expectation 

(!!§.2., P• 4) 

25Ibid. · 
26The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 2. 

27Ibid. , 
' 
~ ... ,. 
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Some question may naturally arise as to the source 

of the particularity in this portrait of the Empire and its 

ruler. Gervase Mathew, who held the chair of Byzantine 

Studies when he knew Williams in Oxford, has said of 

Williams' concept of B,yzantine civilization: 

By 1938 Charles Williams' Byzantium already 
corresponded with those hesitant conclusions of 
modern scientific research of which he only 
learnt in 1940, and possessed a reality that 
Gibbon completely lacked.28 

There has been much speculation as to the works that 

Williams may possibly have consulted in the formulation of 

his concept of Byzantium. The notebook which he kept till 

perhaps the early twenties makes only one reference to a 

~zantine Imperator. Linden Huddlestone, who was fortunate 

enough to have access to many of Williams' private papers, 

lists no source readings in B.yzantine history in his thesis, 

though he does mention many well-known t•xts in connection 

with other aspects of the cycle as evidence that Williams 

was in the habit of going to scholarly wor~s as a preliminary 

to the formulation of certain themes. 

From the many possibilities, George Every has 

suggested Robert Byron's The ~yzantine Achievement as a 

probable source,29 but as Huddlestone has observed, its 

28Gervase Mathew, "Williams and the Arthuriadr', 
Time and Tide, Jan. 1949, p. 14. 

29George Every, Poetry and Responsibility, P• 47. 
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publication in 1928 was probably too late substantially to 

have influenced Williams' ideas. His early Arthurian poems 

in Heroes and Kings were published in 1930-31 and in these, 

the complexity of the image enters the ••• 
poems in a very matter-of-fact way, as the 
provenance of the movement in Logres where
by the kingdom of Arthur was established.30 

Nevertheless, Byron's account is useful to the student o:r 

Williams' late cycle as it provides objective statement of 

certain historical details incorporated in Williams' poems. 

It will be recalled, for example, that Williams attributes 

to the Empire the feature of Roman traditions in civil 

government. The emphasis may well strike one as undue 

unless one reviews the facts surrounding this feature. 

A useful gloss on the characteristic of "Roman 

polity" is provided by B.yron: 

Above, however, the mere se~uence of edicts ••• 
there stands that salient g1ft to posterity, the 
Roman law ••• Though not finally perfected till 
between the years 450 and 564, this supreme 
outcome of .the practical Roman mind was destined 
to .prove the one continuous link ~etween the 
ancient world and the modern ••• 1ts scope had 
expanded with the Empire ••• In conjunction with 
the bureaucracy, i'!i const~tu~ed~ the --!hc:>l~ . 31 
keystone o:r ByzantJ.ne pol1tical:t!cstab:t.l1ty~ 

The actual codification of Roman law by Justinian occurred 

30Linden Huddlestone, "The Arthurian Poems of 
Charles Williams", p. 55. 

31Robert Byron, The Byzantine Achievement, PP• 50-1. 

, . 
. 
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after the riots and insurgences of 532, and of this formal 

step Byron says: 

In the volumes that he planned and caused to 
be compiled, the primary rules of social 
existence, redistributed in accordance with the 
Christian ethic were registered in perpetuity 
for the benefit of a Byzantine, a European, and · 
a world-wide posterity. For ·the moment, abridged 
editions diffused from Beyrut to Rome, opened the 
knowledge of justice to all the offic1als and 
subjects of the Empire.32 

The historical existence of the Pandects and Codes of 

Justinian, as we have seen, emerges in Williams' cycle as 

"The Acts of the Throne", which, "borne by the speeding 

logothetes", are carried throughout the Empire. 

In many passages in the two "Preludes" one becomes 

aware of semi-mystical echoes, for behind the figure of the 

Emperor, 

Beyond the ancient line of imperial shapes 
it saw the Throne of primal order, the zone 
of visionary powers, and almost (in a cloud) the face 
of the only sublime Emperor; as John once 
in Patmos, so then all the Empire in Byzantium: 

cmm., p. 2) 

As Williams had remarked in prose, in his concept of 

Byzantium, the Emperor was first interpreted as "a kind of 

sacerdotal royalty",33 for when considered from the 

perspective of the twentieth century, "about ••• his figure 

32Ibid., pp. 82-3. 

33nThe Making of Taliessin", The Image of the City, 
p. 181. 

~ 
~ 
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••• there lay something of a supernatural light - at best 

mystical, at worst magical"•34 There is, in fact, in the 

figure of the Byzantine Emperor much that is no longer 

inherent in our general concepts of kingship. Mathew, for 

example, has observed that, 

Byzantine civilization had always been a cor
porate whole centered not so much on the person 
as on the mind of the Emperor conceived as a 
rr.~ of Divine Wisdom.35 

Byzantium was primarily useful to Williams as the 

centre of his imperial setting by virtue of the unprecedent

edly close identification of Church and State. From the 

very year of its foundation, 324 A.D., Constantine, as 

sole Emperor, had established its state religion as 

Christianity. Of Constantine's role, Williams bas given 

the following prose account: 

Constantine was master of the Empire; he looked 
to be more. "I am appointed," he said, "to be 
bishop of the relations of the Church to the 
world at large." ••• He saw himself already in 
the most difficult of all offices, the crowned 
point of union between the supernatural and the 
natural. He summoned the first General Council 
••• The adorned figure of the Emperor, ~hr~n~d 
among the thirty score of prela~es ••• s1gn1f1~s 
many things ••• there a new bas1s -a metaphys1cal 
basis - was ordained for society.36 

34"The Figure of Arthurn, Arthurian Torso, p. 80. 

35Gervase Mathew, Byzantine Aesthetics, p. 160. 

36The Descent of the Dove, p. 48. 
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In the course of the years over which the composition of 

the Arthurian cycle was spread, his original conception of 

the Emperor enlarged and for Williams: 

••• gradually he became - I would not say God 
but at least God as active, God as known in 
Church and State, God as ruling men ••• 
Byzantium then was the place of the centre, the 
providence of the actual world.37 

In his role as vice-regent of God and self-styled 

defender of Christendom, it is important to remember that 

Constantine, like later Emperors, presided over a series 

of Ecumenical Councils. By a ~tically astute stratagem, 

"the popular vice, argument, was diverted to the less 

destructive province of theology".3B An account of the 

decisions of many of these councils together with 

discussion of the implications of the various debates and 

of dogmas which were finally adopted may be found in ~ 

Descent of the Dove. 

For Williams' systematic ·- ;caJ~~~~Dlclg)'r: ~:: : .T as it emerged 

in the late poetry, undoubtedly the most important of 

these theological disputes was that provoked by the 

teaching of Nestorius (~ 428). He proposed to the Church 

at Byzantium that they accept as doctrine the "preponderating 

divinity [of Christ] to the discount of his humanityn.39 

p. 181. 
3?11The Making of Taliessin", The Image of the City, 

38Robert Byron, The Byzantine Achievement, P• 15. 

39Ibid., p. ?9. 
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Thus, in the npreluden to The Region of the Summer Stars, 

••• the careful Nestorius, coming to befriend peace, 
p~ached in Byzantium. Before the sermon was at end 
the metaphysicians, sitting to note him, heard 
from the City the roar of burning and bundled torches 
rise through the fixed stars: · 

(~ •• p. 2) 

Something of the finer distinctions involved in the 

Nestorian controversy may be gathered from Williams' prose 

account. 

l}re asserted ] that there were in Christ two beings 
united by a moral union and not one divine Person ••• 
It was this that caused Nestorius to deny that the 
Blessed Virgin was theotokos1 the mother o:r God. 
But he denied also, inevitab~y, that she was 
anthropotokos, the mother of Man. The opposite 
scbooi mainta1ned that she was both, for both the 
Fall and the Redemption were· in soul and body. The 
mystery was in Flesh and Blood.40 

Historically, the proposal of Nestorius was quashed at the 

Council of Ephesus. 

Deep interest in doctrinal distinctions was, of 

course, an important characteristic of Williams' belief, 

but the implications of the Nestor:ian heresy are especially 

central to his interpresation of Christian principles. In 

a periodical contribution written in 1939 he asserted: 

••• the Church ••• ever since it had rejected the 
Nestorian idea of a merely moral union of the two 
natures in Christ, had been committed to a realistic 
sense of the importance of matter:41 

40Tbe Descent of the Dove, p. ?0. 

4~ 11Sensuality and Substance", The Image of the 
Citl, p. 68. 



Hence, the decision of the Church over the controversy, 

epitomized in the phrase, "Theotokos, Anthropotokos",42 

appears as the "orthodox wisdom" of the Emperor. Christ 

is "the i!ouble-fledged Logos", and the 11glory of the 

Emperor" is the "glory of substantial being".43 
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Concerning Paul's evangelizing activities, another 

of Williams' prose accounts supplies a useful gloss. 

In order to understand an4 to explain the convert 
produced practically a new vocabulary. To call 
him a poet would be perhaps improper ••• But he 
used words as poets do; he regenerated them. And 
by St. Paul's regeneration of words he gave theo
logy first to the Christian Church.44 

In the "Prelude" to The Region of the Summer Stars, the 

"road from the universe into dematerialized spirit" of 

ancient Greek thought is seen to have been replaced in the 

teachings of Paul by his invention of "the vocabulary of 

faith", in which "be defined in speech the physiological 

glory", the Incarnation of Christ, and "named in its 

twyfold Nature the golden Ambiguity".45 This dual nature 

of Christ is reasserted by the Church in its rejection of 

Nestorianism. The "new-spread bounty" of Paul's teaching 

42"Prelude 11 , The Region of the Summer Stars, p. 2. 

43"Prelude", Taliessin through Logres, PP· 1-2. 

44The Descent of the Dove, P• 8. 

45The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 1. 

l . . 
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becomes "the sustenance of Empire ••• the ground of faith 

and earth",46 and the "golden and rose-creamed flesh of the 

grand Ambiguity",4? which is Christ, becomes for all time 

the identifying mark of the Empire. 

The outlines of Williams' cosmology now begin to 

emerge more clearly, as a summary of his conclusions in 

"The Figure of Arthur" demonstrates. 

At that time (i.e., Arthur's] the centre of the 
Roman imperium lay in Byzantium. The Empire was 
Christian; and not only Christian but orthodox 
and Trinitarian. The Arian heresies had been 
defeated. Christ was adored as God and not as a 
created being. The variations of this which were 
called Nestorianism had also been overcome. It 
had been determined that the mystery of the 
redemption lay not only in the operation of true 
God but by that operation in flesh and blood.48 

Within the account of the Nestorian controversy, 

moreover, lie the seeds of an identification which is 

essential to both later poems and to the general concept 

of the Empire. Williams believed that 

The operations of matter are a means of the 
operation of Christ, and the body has not, in 
fac·t, as some pious people suggest, fallen a 
good deal farther than the soul.49 

p. 68. 

46Ibid., p. 2. 

4?Ibid. 

48Arthurian Torso, pp. ?9-80. 

49"Sensuality and Substance", The Image of the Cit:r, 
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Though the Church formally rejected the dichotomy between 

body and soul, allowing it as no part of its official 

doctrine, it "has continually returned in its unof£icial 

language 11 .50 The result of this "unofficial Manichaeism11 5l 

is that: 

The great w~~ld and energy of the body have been 
either deprecated or devotionalized; and by 
devotionalized I mean turned into a pale imitation 
of •substance', of spirit; thus losing their own 
powers and privileges without, in general, gaining 
any other. There has been a wide feeling that the 
more like an indeterminate soul the body can be 
made the better. But ••• the body is not 'like' 
the soul; it is like nothing but itself. The 
principle of sensuality is unique and divine •••• 
soul ought not to be allowed to ~educe the body to 
its ·own shadow- at any rate,[not] in the Christian 
Ohurch.52 

Williams concludes his plea for due recognitiQn of the body 

with a statement alluding to the Aseension of Christ: 

it was a real body ••• which there withdrew 
through all the dimensions. 'Handle me and see-.• 
Repulsive materialism! But that was how the 
Divine Word talked.53 

Certainly he was not unaware of the common revulsion 

ot some especially ardent sectors o£ the Church from an 

50ibid. 

5llbid., p. 69. 

52Ibid. 

53Ibid., p. 75. 
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emphasis on the integrity of flesh and matter, and he was 

equally quick to detect this reaction even at stages in 

early Church history. Some or the rationalizations of 

factions of the Church he views, however, as particularly 

"deadly",54 especially those of Gnosticism. Stemming from 

"the contact of the Faith with the less reputable Greek 

metaphysics and the wilder Near-Eastern inventionsn,55 this 

outgrowth of Christianity is unerringly dissected in 

Williams' most scathing prose. 

Th~accepted the idea of Salvation; they accepted 
heavenly beings in operation; they accepted supreme 
and passionless Deity. They then proceeded to 
purify these ideas from the low and crude inter
pretations which a materialistic Christianity had 
somehow introduced into them.56 

In the "Prelude" to The Region of the Summer Stars, 

the line, "the limitary heresiarchs feared the indiscretions 

of mattern,5? is, of course, an allusion in similar terms to 

Gnostic tendencies in the .early Church. They denied that 

supreme DeitF ~ad been involved in any way in the Creation 

of matter, a concept that. they regarded as "indecent".5B 

54The Descent of the Dove, p. 22. 

55Ibid. 

56Ibid., p. 23. 

5?The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 2. 

5BThe Descent of the Dove, P• 23. 
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Undoubtedly, many still, consciously or unconsciously, see 

the concept of a God's involvement with created matter as 

indecent, and it is this attitude that Williams was concerned 

to oppose in the most basic tenets of his religious con

viction. 

In his view, there is for the Christian the clear

cut duty to realism, the duty to take account of the flesh, 

for by the Incarnation it was determined that "Our flesh 

was to hold, to its degree, the secrets of His own". In 

the teaching of Christ,59 

'A new earth' was promised as well as 'a new heaven•. 
Whatever the promise means, that earth is presumably 
in some relation to this earth.60 

In 1942, in the Dublin Review, there appeared an 

article by Williams entitled "The Index of the Body", which 

must have interested many readers of Taliessin through 

Logres. It opens with a quotation from Wordsworth's 

Prelude: 

••• the human form 
To me became an index of delight, 61 
Of grace and honour, power and worthiness. 

59"Natural Goodness 11 , The Image of the City, P· ?? . 

60Ibid., p. ?6. 

61William Wordsworth, The Prelude, Book viii, 
11. 279-81. 
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As Williams observed, "There are moments in all poetry 

when the reader has to ask himself whether a word used by 

the poet is accurate not only for the poet's universe but 

for the reader's own •••• it is sometimes important.rr62 In 

this particu1ar instance, the word index is of central 

importance to Williams• own cosmology. In his own words, 

Some such idea, Wordsworth's linessuggest, the 
body and even the members of the body may give 
of the delight, grace, honour, power,and worth
iness of man's structure. The strlJ.cture of the 
body is an index to the ·structure of a greater 
whole.63 

This, as Williams was quick to realize, was 

virtually the equivalent of the ancient concept that man 

bears in himself the microcosmic representation of a 

macrocosm, and in this article, he attempts to renovate the 

idea in Christian terms once more. Referring to its 

historical associations in pre-Christian times, its 

position in the traditions of Jewish theosophy, and even 

Islamic belief, as well as its affiliation with the less 

reputable but equally pervasive schools of occult know

ledge, he maintains that "The visionary forms of the occult 
64 

schools are but dreams of the Divine Body". The 

relationship which he proposes, however, is one between 

p. 80. 
62"The Index of the Body", The IJI]a.ge of the City, 

63Ibid., p. 81. 
64Ibid., p. 84. 

~ 
'W 



man and Christ, "the Sacred Body", rather than the more 

traditional one of relationship between man and the 

universe at large: 

it is clear that the Sacred Body was itself 
virtue. The same qualities that made His 
adorable soul made His adorable flesh. • •• The 
virtues are both spiritual and physical - or 
rather they are expressed in those two 
categories.65 
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Thus, if the human body is considered as being an 

Index, that which it indexes is virtuous quality discerned 

in the Incarnate God. The traditional attribution of 

'noble' qualities to certain members of the body, the eyes 

and the heart, for example, are common recognitions of this 

idea. 

But it is not so often recognized as a truth 
underlying all members - the stomach, the 
buttocks ••• Eyes then are compacted power; 
they are an index of vision; they see and ref~r 
us to greater seeing. Nor has the stomach a 
less noble office. It digests .f'ood; that is, 
in its own particular method, it deals with the 
nourishment offered by the universe ••• So even 
with those poor despised things, the buttocks. 
There is no seated figure, no image of any 
seated figure, which does not rely on them for 
its strength and balance. They are at the 
bottom of the sober dignity of judges; the grace 
of a throned woman; the hierarchical session o£ 
the Pope himself reposes on them.66 

As Williams remarks, this vision "is a point not so much of 

~. :. 5 65Ibid .. 

66Ibid., pp. 84-5. 
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doctrine as of imagination", 67 but he also asserts that 

"Christians ••• may be permitted to press the significance"68 

of such associations, for 

The Sacred Body is the plan upon which physical 
creation was built •• ~69 

We experience, physically, in its proper mode, 
the Kingdom of God: the imperial structure of 
the body carries its own high doctrines - of 
vision, of digestion of mysteries, of balance, 
of movement, of operation.70 

A good index can indeed be studied in itself. 
To study the body so is to increase our 
preparation for the whole great text. 71 

In the cycle, the identity of mortal man and his divine 

creator can be seen in its initial stages in the intro

ductory lines, which describe the relationship between 

Christ, the double-natured Incarnation of God, and man: 

the flesh and bihg~d, the golden cream and the rose 
tinctures; these dwelled in Byzantium; they were held 
in men and women, or even (as named qualities) 
in the golden day and the rose-gardens of Caucasia. 

(~., p. 3) 

In this respect, the first edition of Taliessin 

through Logres contains in its end-leaf design a useful 

adjunct to %huerpretation of the poems. The drawing was 

67Ibid., p. 85. 

68Ibid., p. 84. 

69Ibid., p. 86. 

7°Ibid., p. 87. 

7libid. 
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made by Lynton Lamb, a fellow employee with the Press, 

under Williams' entire direction. It is recorded that the 

poet was completely satisfied with the result, so 

accurately did it represent the contents of the book.72 

Both leaves, front and back, show a map of Europe. 

Lightly superimposed upon the map is the figure of a 

reclining woman, so arranged that the head is positioned 

over Britain, the breasts over Fr&nce, the hands over 

Italy, the navel in B.yzantium, the buttocks over the 

province of Caucasia, and the genitals in the general 

region of Jerusalem, while the legs and feet are moving off 

the map. Williams' identification of the whole body with 

the Empire can thus be clearly seen from the outset and 

much of the subsequent· symbolism readily assimilated by 

the reader. 

The fact that the map is an extra-literary aid to 

the re&der, and further, one not available to those with 

later editions, constitutes perhaps both a flaw in the 

total design of the publication and a barrier to full 

understanding of the implications of certain allusions in 

the opening poems. For example, "the light on the hills 

of Oaucasia"?3 of the 11Preludel of Taliessin through Logres, 

?2A.M. Hadfield, An ~ntroduction to Charles 
Williams, p. 146. 

?3Taliessin through Logres, P• 2. 
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is not merely a description of the natural beauty of 

environment made manifest in some way by knowledge ~ of 

Christian doctrine. It is also a reference to the quality 

inherent in that member of the body, the buttocks, for 

which Caucasia stands (and which in turn symbolizes that 

province in later references)~ As Williams had observed, 

anatomically, they provide balance to the seated figure; 

in their use as symbol for the province of Caucasia, they 

should convey something of the balance of the "orthodox 

wisdom" of the Empire. 

A later poem in the volume does make the 

identification more explicit. In "The Vision of the 

Empire", the abstract generalizations of the "Prelude" are 

replaced by the detailed scene in which 

The Empire's sun shone on each round mound, 
double fortalices defending dales of fertility. 

(TTL., p. ?) 

And the women of the theme rejoice, 

bearing in themselves the shape of the province 
founded in the base of space, 
in the rounded bottom of the Emperor's glory. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
the lost name, the fool's shame, 
fame and frame of lovers in lowlands of Caucasia, 
rang round snowy Elburz. 
The organic body sang together. 

(~., P• ?) 
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Thus far, the symbolism which begins to emerge is 

virtually self-explanatory. The basis of symbolic 

identification can readily be seen to have its roots in 

Williams' conviction that the figure of' Christ is "the 

Mystery in flesh and blood", l!t'the Deivirilis",74 whose 

nature is re~lected in that of' all mankind, individually in 

the body of man, mystically in the figure of' the Emperor, 

and, by extension, collectively in the concept of an 

organic Empire. Though systematic development is virtually 

impossible to trace on the basis of .available material, 

something of the general processes by which these themes 

and identities developed should now be clear. 

By way of' further example, one may notice the manner 

of the emergence as a poetic device of the province in 

which Byzantium is contained. The term Caucasia originally 

appeared as Circassia (from the Arabian Nights) in the 

earliest volume of Arthurian poems, . Heroes and Kings, 

where it was used "lightly in certain allusions to frank 

non-significant sex affairs" ,·?5 Williams says that the 

word later became unable "to bear the weight with which I 

wished to charge it",?G presumably because of its 

p. 181. 

74"Prelude", The Region of the Summer Stars, p. 3. 

75"The Making of Taliessin", The Image of the City, 



associations with popularized oriental literature. He 

altered the name to Caucasia because 

It was more historic, it bad larger scope, it 
(like Byzantium) was capable of meaning more. 
That it referred (anatomically) more particularly 
to the buttocks was a late development. I can 
never see why the buttocks are funnier than any 
other part o·f the body; they support us when we 
sit, they are balance and (in that sense) justice. 
They are erotic, it is true, and that was an 
advantage for the poem; but they are plainly and 
naturally so; they are not mixed up, as eyes and 
hands may be, with the active moral question.?? 
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The identities propounded in these introductory 

passages are not simply a series of one-to-one correspond

ences, and to attempt to read them as such does serious 

violence to the intention of the cycle. As Williams had 

remarked, Byzantium was attractive because "it was capable 

of meaning more". The complexity of the symbolism 

contained in the setting is not merely a literary virtue 

or problem. It is a complete statement of the complexity 

inherent in the very principles and doctrines of the Church 

as Williams saw them. 

In his evolving treatment of Byzantium, he was 

attempting a rebuttal of tha more stale and simplistic 

approaches to Christianity. Life, in his view, is lived 

under a hierarchical order, inevitably under the authority 

of another; properly seen, it can also be republican in 

many respects, as created things of all orders reflect the 

??Ibid. 
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unique integrity with which they are endowed by their 

Creator and which is made manifest through the Redemption 

of an Incarnate God. 

Thus, geographically, Byzantium was located within 

Caucasia, as the navel is within the general area of the 

buttocks; but further, it is traditionally regarded as the 

centre of the body, and in certain medieval schools of 

thought, the stomach was believed to be the seat of the 

soul. Hence the importance of the authority of the 

Emperor. But though the other members of the body or 

themes of the Empire may be conceived of as being under the 

direction of a ruling centre, they nevertheless contribute 

uniq·uely to the well-being of the whole. In ways which 

will later be seen more clearly, each theme, like each 

individual, has a function .in the working of the organism, 

a function which can be fulfilled by no other, not even by 

the source of directing authority, 

Conversely, the symbol for the body is the Empire, 

that for, say, the bands is Italy, and Logres represents 

the head, so that the practical virtues and qualities which 

the poet holds to reside in these countries are also capable 

of being visited upon the member with which they are linked 

in the system of symbolism. In these ways a working 

agreement for the basic symbolic structure is established 

early in the cycle, as an essential condition for the 

interpretation of the Arthurian material. 
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The author himself has isolated this symbolic 

structure as "one of the most important" of the "Images"78 

for an understanding of his cycle, and in the absence of 

textual proof of the development of certain additional 

refinements in its significance, his statement may be 

quoted here as summary. 

The Empire then is (a) all Creation-with logothetes 
and what not as angels and such- (b) Unfallen Man; 
(c) a proper social order; (d) the true physical 
body. I left it female in appearance because the 
Emperor must be masculine, but this is accidental ••• 
The Emperor is £(i)1 God-1n-operation or God-as
known-by-man; (ii) Fate; (iii) operative force-as 
and according to the person concerned, but mostly 
here the God relation •••• Caucasia is the physical 
fundamental (a) the buttocks; (b) basic senses; 
(c) direct sex; (d) village society. Gaul is 
'fruitfulness' (a) the breasts; (b) traditional 
organization; (c) scholastic debates and doctrines; 
(d) theology. Byzantium is rather the whole con
centration of body and soul than any special 
member.79 

This commentary was originally made available in a 

note for c.s. Lewis, but was also issued at the same time 

(~. 1940) to several other friends who were interested in 

the (then) recently published Taliessin through Logres. 

When one ~ecalls that it was this volume which contained 

the map depicting so graphically the symbolic geography, 

and that this first of the two volumes contains the more 

essential references to the cosmic setting which Williams 

79"Notes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of the 
City, p. 178. 

:r', 
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had created, it seems perhaps odd that such detailed 

explanation should be required. Moreover, at least two o£ 

his theological works, The Descent of the Dove and He Came 

Down from Heaven, were then readily available for extra

literary amplification. Nevertheless,- as if in response 

to the mystification of this sector of his audience, the 

second volume, The Region of the Summer Stars, provides 

internal elaboration, one might even say meditation, on 

the themes introduced in the first. 

The feature may easily be seen in a comparison of 

the treatment of those aspects of the "Prelude" of each 

volume which have already been discussed. The "orthodox 

wisdom"80 alluded to in Taliessin through Logres receives 

B.tlPlification in the account- of the Nestorian controversy 

in The Resion of the Summer Stars. The "glory of the 

Emperor, glory of substantial being",81 of the first 

volume is seen in the second book individually in men and 

women of Byzantium, and as qualities in the natural 

environment. From the remote figure reflected in the 

beauty of starlight, who creates by a word, the Emperor 

becomes in the later volume the benevolent authority under 

whose guidance the Empire "bummed with celestial action"82 

80Taliessin through Logres, p. 1. 
81Ibid., p. 2. 

82The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 3-
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and 11vibrated with duty".83 

But the amplifying nature of the "Prelude" of The 

Region of the Summer Stars can probably be demonstrated 

best by consideration of the treatment of a feature of the 

Empire hitherto untouched in previous discussion, the 

introduction of the Grail theme. In the "Prelude" of the 

first volume we are told that, . "Carbonek, Camelot, Caucasia,1 

were gates and containers, intermediations of light".84 

The preceding stanza states that "the Emperor established 

a kingdom in Logres", but the description of Carbonek and 

Camelot as "gates and containers" would seem to imply 

rather more than that they simply partake in some fashion 

of the glory of the Empire. It is, in fact, an allusion 

to the anticipated passage of the Grail through the Empire; 

but the following section of this "Prelude" does little to 

clarify the reference, since it passes quickly on, in 

almost glancing summary, to outline the 'history' of the 

province of Logres. Its rulers are "blind", nourishing 

their country by recourse to principles of nrational 

virtue", 85 which are inevitably fallacious in that they 

exclude reference to a supra-rational power. Hence, the 

fellowship of the "Table" is broken, and even the advent of 

B3Ibid., p. 4~ 
84Taliessin through Logres, P• 1. 

B5Ibid. 
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Galahad cannot save the kingdom. The "Prelude" makes no 

further reference to the Grail motif, but passes on to a 

consideration of the total destruction of the Empire as a 

whole. 

As Williams had indicated in the Preface to ~he 

Region of the Summer Stars, the Empire, like the first 

generations after the Ascension, still lived in active 

expectation of the Return of Christ. In the "Prelude" of 

this volume, therefore, 

The Empire, in the peace of the Emperor, 
expected perfection; it awaited the Second Coming 
of the Union, of the twy-natored single Person, 
centuries belated, now to be; 

(~., pp. - ~-3) 

and, 

Hope ••• 
···4······························· in them looked on the sea, and across the sea 
saw coming, from the world of the Three-in-One, 
in a rich container, the Blood of the Deiviril1s, 
communicated everywhere, but there singly borne, 

(!!§§. t p. 3) 

This is the first reference in the "Prelude" and, indeed, 

in the cycle taken as a whole, to the Grail as a means of 

the Second Coming. Although it is here somewhat oblique, 

the next stanza is more explicit. The Grail is named, and 

in the final stanza something of its history is indicated. 

all the peoples awaited the Parousia, all . 
the themes vibrated with duty and expectat1on . . 
of the coming of the vessel where, ere th~ ~ep~s1t1on, 
the blood of the golden single-personed Amb1gu1ty 
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fulfil1ed its commission and was caught; then for 

h .dd . . a season 
was 1 en 1n 1ts own place, till at last (bidden 
by ultimate Reason) it deigned at last emerge 
out of the extreme verge of the west and the east; 

(~., p. 4) 

These lines present in capsu1e form the lineage of 

the Grail as the vessel in which was caught the blood of 

Christ shed during the Crucifixion. Lost or hidden, it 

was nevertheless popularly believed still to exist, and 

its anticipated reappearance assumed mythic proportions in 

the popular imagination. This aspect of the Grail is 

discussed in greater detail in the next chapter, but for 

the present it will be recalled that the end-paper map of 

Taliessin through Logres contains no mention of the name 

Barras. Its putative position may be inferred as lying 

west from Britain, at a spot where, according to the above 

lines, ·east and west theoretically meet. This is the land 

of the Three-in-One, the Trinity, the country of the Holy 

city.86 Its closest neighbour is the most westerly theme, 

Britain, and within Britain lies Carbonek, the Grail Castle 

of Arthurian traditions. Therefore, first Carbonek, later 

Camelot, and finally Caucasia are anticipated as "gates and 

8~ot to be confused with Jerusalem. Although 
Williams was aware · that Sarras was traditionally situated 
in the general region of Jerusalem, he neverthe~ess ~elt 
obliged to relocate it in an extreme westerly d1rect1on, 
apparently feeling the incongruity of the Q~est lords. 
journeying back over an area that . was, by h1s own mak1ng, 
associated with temporal values. 
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containers" in the "Prelude" o:f Taliessin through Logres, 

avenues of approach through which the Grail in its passage 

will herald the Second Coming. Thus, here, in this 11Prelude", 

is confirmed the motivation :for the action embodied in the 

Arthurian material, the first seeds o:f which are sown in· 

those lines of the "Prelude" to Taliessin through Logres. 

The remaining aspect of the Empire's historical 

baokground is to be gathered from lines in the "Prelude" 

of Taliessin through Logres: 

••• history began; the Moslem stormed Byzantium; 
lost was the glory, lost the power and the kingdom. 

(TTL., p. 1) 

By denying the Divinity o:f Christ, Islam also, of course, 

denies the Incarnation as a union of the two divine natures. 

Thus, although the invading Moslems had helpfully destroyed 

the ndualism o:f Persia",87 that is, they suppressed the 

belief in a polarity o:f :forces, a belief which came 

perilously close to being a species of Manichaeism, they 

also destroyed the essential quality of the Empire. 

Caucasia :fell to the Moslem; 
the mamelukes seized the ancient cornland o:f Empire. 
Union is breached; the imams stand in Sophia. 

Good is God the muezzin 
calls but lost is the light on the hills of Caucasia, 
glory'of the Emperor, glory of substantial being. 

(TTL., p. 2) -

87Taliessin through Logres, P• 2. 
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The notebook which Williams kept during the years 

when he first planned the cycle contains several references 

tQ· the possibility of using Islam as a feature of the 

setting and illustrates something of the problems involved 

in the composition. 

? Bring Arthur and his surroundings in England, about 
A.D. 5001 forward and parallel to Charlemagne and his 
surround1ngs in France, A.D. 800: so as to obtain the 
full effect of Islam, 1n Africa, in Spain.88 

The effect on Spain or Africa is scarcely mentioned in the 

final cycle (the Caliphate of Cordova has only a passing 

allusion), but the assault on Constantinople by the 

Mohammedan forces, which actually took place some four 

centuries after its founding, constitutes the most serious 

physical and metaphysical threat to all that the Empire, in 

Williams' view, symbolizes. 

It will have become apparent from the above outline 

of Islam versus Christianity that in this instance, the 

"Prelude" of The Region of the Summer Stars departs .from 

its usual role of filling out the details of issues intro

duced in the "Prelude" of Taliessin through Logres. In .fact, 

the later "Prelude" contains no reference whatsoever to the 

threat which Islam poses to the Empire. Instead, the Empire 

in this "Prelude" is seen ascpposed to another, radically 

different state. 

88Anne Ridler quotes Williams in "In~roductory Note 
to the Arthurian Essays", The Image of the C1ty, P• 171. 
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This is the remaining constituent of the co3mos, 

and like Sarras, it is omitted from the~d-paper map, its 

location being indicated by an arrow. To the extreme 

south-east and in the opposite direction to Sarras, both 

geographically and spiritually, lies P'o-l'u. However, ' 

since Sarras is never evoked in any detail as the scene for 

events in the cycle, the region of P'o-l'u is conceived of 

as being in opposition to the Empire as a whole. It, too, 

is an empire, but one of "vile marshes"89 and "tangled 

sea",90 inhabited by octopods, and presided over by "a 

headless Emperor", whose cope is a "foul indecent crimson",9l 

in contrast with the hieratic crimson of the sacred blood 

of the Union. In its geographical position, it constitutes 

the physical equivalent of the classical underworld and 

rounds off the cosmos of the Arthurian cycle. 

Once again, Huddlestone 1 s observations on the source 

of Williams' concepts are helpful. He states that Williams 

had read The Creed of Half Japan by Arthur Lloyd and bad 

learned from it that "Druidism traced itself vaguely to 

Taprobane (the old name for Ceylon)".92 The practices of 

89"Prelude", The Region of the Summer Stars, p. 3. 

90ibid., p. 4. 

9libid. 

9~inden Huddlestone, "The Arthurian Poems of 
Charles Williams 11

, pp. 95-6. 
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the Druids were regarded by Williams as similar to those 

later instances o.f male.ficium denounced by the Church in the 

Middle Ages. Druid teaching also, of course, occupied in 

pre-Arthurian Logres the same position which Christianity 

assumed in later centuries. Thus, Taprobane became 

associated in Williams' thought with the very source of 

abused principles and perverted practices which might be 

conceived of as being embodied in the riues and sacrifices 

of Druidism, a religion opposed to Christianity's emphasis 

on the right use of power and respect .for the integrity o.f 

the body. Williams came to feel, however, that Taprobane 

was 11 too equatorial",93 and in consulting ancient Chinese 

maps of Java, he noted the name of a barbour, P'o-l'u, 

which be substituted .for Taprobane. · 

The source for the figure o.f the headless Emperor 

Huddlestone traced back to Williams' reading of Gibbon's 

Decline and Fall. In a .footnote, Gibbon quotes two 

passages from the Sacred History o.f Procopius which relate 

the experience of a monk who saw in a terrified vision a 
· .fJ t•. 94 Th headless Satan sitting on the throne o us 1n1.an. e 

Emperor o.f P'o-l'u is headless because he represents the 

complete opposition to all that the Emperor of Byzantium 

93Ibid., p. 96. 

94Ibid. 
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represents. Behind the actual Emperor and his traditions, 

"beyond the ancient line of imperial shapes", there is 

"the Throne of primal order", and "the face/of the only 

sublime Emperor",95 God. But the Emperor of P'o-l'u has no 

head, no face, no faculty of creation or capacity for 

"orthodox imagination" and wisdom. He is the Emperor, not 

of mennand women, but of octopods, things of non-human 

shape with tentacles instead of hands, lacking the co

ordination of divinely patterned members which reflect the 

attribute of divine harmony. 

In his portrait of the infernal Emperor and the 

state over which he presides, Williams is not merely 

concerned to symbolize the phenomenal existence of pure 

evil. The evil which they represent is rather to be 

attributed to what he calls "the Myth of the Alteration in 

Knowledge 11 • In The Forgiveness of Sins, he argues in 

reference to the newly created universe: 

The possibility of alteration had been ~reated ~s 
an element in the whole. That web of d1agramat1zed 
glory [i.e., creation) ••• depended for ~ts.perfe~tion 
on two things- the will .of God.to susta1n 1ts be1ng 
and its own will to be so susta1ned. He made ••• the 
delight of a perfect response to his initiative a 
part of the working of the web.96 

95"Prelude", The Region of the Summer Stars, p. 2. 

96The Forgiveness of Sins, P• 121. 
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The original race of men, however, declined this invitation 

to the "perfect response", declined to be so sustained by 

God. Seduced by their pride and its nintoxication with its 

own powersu,9? they destroyed the web of creation. 

The Adam had been created and were exis~ing in a 
state of knowledge of good and nothing but good. 
They knew that there was some kind of an alternative, 
and they knew that the rejection of the alternative 
was part of their relation to the Omnipotence that 
created them.98 

Williams held that evil can only be known in terms · 

of good, for God's knowledge differs in kind from man's 

knowledge. What God envisions as possibility or 

alternative, man, as material creation, can only know by 

experiencing. Working within the inherent limitations ·of 

flesh, time and space, he is denied Divine pure awareness. 

They knew good; they Wished to know good and evil. 
Since there was not - since there never has been 
and never will be - anything else than the good 
to know, they knew good as antagonism. All 99 difference consists in the mode of knowledge. 

Here, then, is the Fall of Man, the acquisition of the 

knowledge of evil, traditionally explained by reference to 

the account in Genesis of the eating of the fruit of the 

tree of knowledge. From this act stems the existence of 

evil, antagonism and friction, in other words, sin in human 

97Ibid., p. 122. 

9Bibid. 

99Ibid., p. 124. 
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experience. From Williams' perspective, man's perception 

of himself, his fellow beings, the universe, and 

ultimately, God, becomes warped and distorted. r-...-:t-ls'n · ,.; · ,· 
~ --·· 1 

man is no longer able to discern in existence the "pattern 

of glory", the divinity of Images. The friction and 

hostility of life itself, the wasteful and unremitting 

effort demanded by the mere act of maintaining existence 

renders evil for him as phenomenonally existential as good. 

As Williams elsewhere remarked, "the Fall ••• was 

once, and yet is repeated in each o:f us".100 In this way 

it is apparent that 

The contradiction in the nature of man is thus 
completely established. He knows good, and he 
knows good as evil. These two capacit1es will 
always be present in him; his love will always 
be twisted with anti-love, with anger, with 
spite, with jealousy, with alien desires.lOl 

P'o-l'u is the opposite of civilized delight as seen in 

the Empire. As the joy in creation, order, beauty o:f work 

and hierarchy derives from man's capacity to know good, so 

the antagonistic undertow of the antipodean zone derives 

from man's capacity to know good as evil. Both Empires 

are to be seen as states of mind as well as geographical 

regions o:f the cycle's cosmos. 

100"Notes on the Arthurian Mytbu, The Image of the 
Cit:[, p. 1?5. 

101He Came Down from Heaven, P• 22. 
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In the "Prelude" of The Region of the Summer Stars, 

the knowledge of the Empire of P'o-l'u is confined to the 

Emperor and his most trusted admirals. His subjects ·know 

it only as a 11tale 11
1
102 uncertain whether it is "fable or 

truth11 .l03 

In 11The Vision of the Empire" of Taliessin through 

Logres, the concept of the antipodes is greatly amplified 

to include the description of its genesis. In the sixth 

section of this poem the poet introduces the hint that 

something has gone seriously wrong in the hitherto 

harmonious growth of the Empire. "The crossing of the will 

of the Emperor11104 ·is here related to the account of the 

Fall. The Adam conceive of themselves as "too long meanly 

retired I in the poor space of joy's single dimension 11 .l05 

Ambition asserts itself. 

Let us grow to the height of God and the Emperor: 
Let us gaze, s'on of man, on the Acts in contention. 

. (TTL. 1 p. 10) 

And so 1 as "the good l.usted against the goodn ·, they saw 

"the secluded vision of battle in the law; I they found the 

102The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 3. 

103 4 Ibid., p. • 

l04Taliessin through Logres, P• 9. 

l05Ibid., p. 10. 
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terror in the Emperor's house.n106 As they look upon :the 

design of the Emperor in the only way possible for them, 

the results are automatically experienced. 

Joints cramped; a double entity 
spewed and struggled, good against good; 

(TTL., p. 10) 

The "Adam of the error"107 now live under the conditions of 

their new mode of knowledge, under the conditions of the 

Fall, 

stifled over their head, the tree's bright beam 
lost in the sides of the pit its aerial stream; 

(TTL., p. 11) 

Hence it is that the Empire itself is seen in a 

bleak reversal of its natural conditions, and 11the feet of 

creation walk backward through the waters". The antagonism 

in mere physical existence is also vividly evoked: 

the stiffening mechanic of arms and oars fails; 
••• the purple sails 
drag at the flagging hands of man; 
the sea's unaccumulated distance drags at the sailor's [sic] 

hearts. 
(TTL., p. 11) -

Nature itself bas become unnatural: 

• . • • harsh birds, 
stabbing at sea-broods, grating their mating calls, 

(TTL., p. 11) 

106Ibid. 

l07Ibid., p. 11. 

-



and the "phosphorescent" sheen of decaying matter covers 
108 

the "stagnant level" of "the sinking floor oi' antipodean 

Byzantium11109as, 

Inarticulate always on an inarticulate sea 
beyond P'o-l'u the headless Emperor moves, 

(~., p. 12) 
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All. this provides the sharpest possible contrast 

with the picture of the Empire, which is drawn in the 

opening l.ines of the same poem. Here, an audience with the 

Emperor is an "exposition of grace", grace subsequently to 

be seen in the immediate environment of Byzantium, nthe 

place of images 11 •
11° From the Golden Horn one can see the 

galleys departing: 

••• the nuntii loosened on the currents 
over the sea, in the mechanism oi' motion, 
rowers' arms jointed to · the imperial oazs. 

(TTL., p. 6) 

And reflected in the "mirror of the Horn" are the "light

sprinkling, fl.aked-snow-sparkling, I chastities of ranged 

peaks of Caucasus~~lll Beyond Cnucasia, the themes 

harmoniously emerge in accordance with the Emperor's 

design. 

108Ibid. 

l09Ibid., p. 12. 

110Ibid., p. 6. 

111Ibid., p. ?. 



Down the imperial highroad the white nuntius rides 
to heighten the hearts of Lateran, Gaul, and Logres. 

(TTL, p. 8) 

Strength articulated itself in morals 
of arms, joints, wrists, hands; 
the planes of palms, the mid-points of hid cones 
opened in Lombardy, the cone's point in Rome, ' 
seminal of knowledge ••• 

(~., p. 9) 

bands of incantation changed to hands of adoration, 
the quintuple psalm ••• 

(TTL. 1 p. 9) 

The emphasis on the members of the body, especially the 

bands, should be noted. 
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In P'o-l'u, the Emperor walks with, 

••• indecent hands hidden under the cope, 
dishallowing in that crimson the flush on the mounds of 

Caucasia. 
(~., p. 12) 

This is possibly a veiled reference to onanism, the turning 

inward of one of man's energies; also perhaps an allusion to 

the historical fact that incest on the part of one of the 

Emperors. once provmked one of the many breaches between 

east and west. Primarily, however, it is an emphasis upon 

the right use of the capac.ities of the body. Treated as an 

end in themselves they become, 

rudiments or relics, disappearing! appearing, 
live in the forlorn focus of the 1ntellect, 
eyes and ears the turmoil of the mind o~ sensation. 

. t 
(~., p. 12) 
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From warped vision grows the abuse of creation at 

large. From the individual's mental and physical self-abuse 

arises abuse of his fellow beings. Thus, "lost are the 

Roman hands",112 the hands which in the Eucharist at 

Lateran, celebrate and reveal · to all the "sudden flash of 

identity",ll3 and 11lost are the substantial instruments of 

being"• 114 

"The Vision of the Empire" closes, however, with a 

litany of the body. 

The organic body sang together; 
the Acts of identity adored their Lord; 
the song sprang and rang in Byzantium. 

(TTL., p. 12) 

All the members of the body, and all the themes of the 

Empire, unite to "bless him, praise him, magnify him for 

ever"~ll5 Appropriately the reader is returned to a vision 

of a unified Empire, which exists to praise and reflect the 

glory of its creator, for it is under this aspect of the 

cosmic setting rather than that of P'o-l'u that the 

narrative unfolds. 

Thus far, attention has been focused upon only 

three poems, the "Prelude" from each of the two volumes and 

112Ibid. t p. 12. 

113Ibid., p. 9. 

114Ibid., p. 12. 

ll5Ibid., p. 13. 
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"The Vision of the Empire" from Taliessin through Logres, 

as being those best suited for an introductory exposition 

of Williams' thought and symbolism, while at the same time 

containing virtual1y al1 the information necessary to a 

fuller contemplation of the symbolic design of the whole 

cycle. 

This chapter, as the title and opening passages 

indicate, has been concerned to expound only that material 

which constitutes the genera1 setting of the Arthurian 

cycle. It has not attempted to outline all the themes 

which the author bas introduced into the poems here 

discussed. Many of the themes are better left till the 

poems of the cycle themselves demand £urther elucidation. 

On the other hand, major themes which are basic to 

interpretation have been dwelt upon at considerable length· 

in the hope that as complete a treatment as possible at 

this stage will obviate the necessity for further discussion 

at inconvenient junctures. Obviously, in dealing with a 

work of any complexity, this hope can only partially be 

fulfilled. The ·later poems incorporate themes and symbols 

which have merely been touched on here and which will 

demand further exp1anation in terms of the perspectives of 

particular poems. 



CHAPTER IV 

"THE EXTREME THEME": INTERNAL SETTING 

In those poems which have been considered thus far, 

the references to the traditional site of the Arthurian 

tales are brief. In the first volume, Taliessin through 

Logres, the reader is told that "the word of the Emperor 

established a kingdom in Britain",1 and something of the 

sweep of chronological events is sketched in the lines: 

The blind rulers of Logres 
nourished the land on a fallacy of rational virtue; 
the seals of the saints were brokenf the chairs of the Table . 

reeled. 

Galahad quickened in the Mercy; 
but history began ••• 
lost was the glory, lost the power and kingdom. 

(~., p. 1) 

The character of such descriptions is, of course, 

recapitulatory and hence ~ghly condensed and allusive. 

A slightly more detailed and orderly picture of the 

growth and development of Britain as a new province of the 

Empire under Arthur is found in "The Vision of the Empire" 

of the same volume. 

1Taliessin through Logres, P• 1. 



Merlin defines in blazons of the brain 
shield upon shleld, station upon statio~· 
and the roads resound with the galloping'lords. 
The swords flash; the pirates fly; 
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tihe Table stands rigid in the king's hall, 
~d over thei~ seats the plotted arms of the soul, 
Which are the1r feats and the whole history of Logres. 
Down the imperial highroad the white nuntius rides 
to heighten the hearts of Lateran, Gaul, and Logres. 

(~., p. 8) 

And ultimately, 

the dialect of Logres was an aspect of Byzantium; 
the grand art was taught in the heart of the harbours 

· of Arthur. 
(~TL., p. 9) ......... 

The degree to which Arthurian Britain is successfully 

incorporated within the Empire is indicated by its 

inclusion in the litany of the · organic geography at the 

end of the poem: 

bless him in Caucasia, bless him in Lateran, 
bless him in the blazons of London-in~Logres, 
if there be worlds of language beyond Logres, 
bless him, praise him, magnify him for ever; 

(TTL., p. 13) 

The "Prelude" of the second volume makes no reference 

whatsoever to the region, or to its purported history. 

Readers of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight in the 

Tolkien and Gordon edition will doubtless recall that the 

word Logres is glossed as the name of that part of Britain 

which lies roughly to the south of the Humber.
2 

The word 



was used as early as the Historia Regum Britanniae of 

Geoffrey of Monmouth, who asserted that it was derived 

from the name of the eldest son of Brutus, who ruled the 

middle portion of Britain after his father's death.3 
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Noting that the word was first used to designate Arthur's 

territorial holdings in the Lancelot ot Chretien de Troyes, 

Williams observes that it is derived from the Welsh Lloegr, 

which indicated "a land of faerie which was also Britain or 

within Britain".4 In Williams' cycle it presumably encom

passes all Britain, tor nowhere does he precisely define the 

borders, deliberately perhaps, in order to preserve the 

associations of "faerie" by leaving the region, like its 

name, as nebulous and suggestive as possible. 

Its general position within the total geography of' 

the Empire is, however, most significant. On the end-paper 

map the new province lies in the very north-east corner, 

just below Thule, which is first mentioned in the "Prelude" 

of Taliessin through Logres as one of' the two extremes of' 

the Empire. Thule is the legendary land or island which 

typified the unknown and represented a kind of' proto

paradise in classical literature and Williams places it at 

the very edge of the known world. From the disposition of 

4"The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, P• 53. 
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the woman whose figure is superimposed over the chart, it 

is clear that Logres, as a constituent of the symbolic 

geography, bears some relation to the head and hence to the 

intellect and the capacity to know. It lies: 

South from the sea-bone, Thule, the skull-stona, 
herbage of lone rock, · 
the scheme of Logres, the theme of the design of the Empire, 

(TTL., p. ?) 

Protected by Thule, the skull, Logres is thus the symbolic 

rendering of the faculty which is potentially able to unify 

the experience of the body and the imagination into some 

sort of significant whole. 

Before the design of the Emperor becomes known or 

is made manifest, Logres exists in a state of constant 

tribal warfare, continually the prey of invading barbarian 

hordes. The forces of the Roman occupation have long 

withdrawn, leaving only the Roman roads as mute testimony 

to their former presence in the land • 

• •• Logres lay 
without the form of a Republic, without letters or law, 
a storm of violent kings at war - smoke 
poured from · a burning village in the mid-east; 
transport had ceased, and all exchange stilled. 

(!§2.' pp. 8-9) 

From ••the anarchy o.f yet unmade Logres"5 the reader 

progresses to the more tightly organized and concentrated 

5The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 9. 
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picture of the sombre situation within Logres as depicted 

in "The Calling of Arthur" of the first volume. 

The waste of snow covers the waste of thorn; 
on the waste of hovels snow falls from a dreary sky; 
mallet and scythe are silent; the children die. 

(~., p. 14) 

under the snow that falls over brick and prickle, 
the people ebb ••• 

(~., p. 15) 

For the purposes of this poem, the "storm of violent kings" 

is reduced to one tyrant, Oradlemas (the name of one of the 

many contending kings in Malory), who manifests all the 

trappings of oppressive despotism. Callous and degenerate, 

living in "the comfort builded I in London's ruins", 6 the 

aged king has even assumed the practice o£ wearing a 

gilded mask and, like Nero, an emerald monocle. Against 

this king, under Merlin and Arthur, "the people marched" 

and "in the snow 1 King Oradlemas died in his litter. n? 

Though victory is by no means complete, a move towards 

union has begun, under the direction of Merlin and 

according to the design of the Emperor. 

Quite apart from the obvious appeal which Logres 

might have held for any ruler with benevolent, civilizing 

instincts, or an appetite for creating an empire on a 

6Taliessin through Logres, P• 15. 

?Ibid. 
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hitherto unprecedented scale, this wilderness of warring 

tribes exerted a still more important attraction for the 

Emperor. It will be recalled that in "The Figure of Arthur" 

Williams characterized Lloegr as a "faerie" land. Later, 

in the same study, he resumes discussion, expanding on 

the rather ambiguous character of the region. 

Logres, which is Britain in an enlarging world -
[is] Britain and more than Britain. It is mol:'e 
like that mysterious Albion of which Blake wrote 
in another geograpby.B 

He does not elaborate on the similarity between 

his concept of Logres and Blake's Albion, but goes on to 

explain the manner in which the area is something "more 

than Britain". As the cbaracter of the Empire eastward 

from Logres is a Christian one, which may be verified by 

reference to historical fact, to what Williams calls its 

"historic relation",9 so in the opposite direction there 

exists a state which be opposes to this: "westward from 

Logres - there is the mythical1110 relation. Beyond 

asserting that its only requirement is "interior 

eonsistency",11 Williams does not refine this idea of the 

811The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, P• 80. 

9Ibid. 

10Ibid. 

11Ibid. 
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mythical. In that he so patently opposes the term to 

"historical", however, it may be inferred that he is using 

"mythical" in a very general sense as indicating the realm 

of shadowy, legendary events and people, which has not 

yielded any evidence of historical existence in spite of 

thorough, systematic investigation. 

This entire passage is useful in isolating an 

important aspect of Williams' general interpretation of 

the Matter of Britain. If the "historical relation" is 

conceived as lying to the east, and the "mythical" relation 

to the west, then Logres itself lies at the junction of the 

two categories, in part to be identified with one, a~d in 
' 

part with the other. Consequently, it not only partakes of 

both modes of existence, but may perhaps be said to 

represent the meeting point between the actual and the 

potential in human experience. The latter category, 

though never manifested in actual event, nevertheless 

Partakes of human affairs as the product of man's dreams, 

desires, and aspirations. The events of Logres thus occur 

under the conditions dictated by historical circumstance 

while still retaining their own inherent mythic character. 

Such a view of the setting of the cycle may use

fully clarify thinking about the general intention or the 

two volumes of poems. Some readers have attempted to read 

the Arthurian poems as a kind of tract for the times; 
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others have seen them as another in a long series of re

workings of the medieval romance, a poetic exercise with 

little or no reference to contemporary affairs. The truth 

probably li~s between these two extremes. Certainly, 

general social situations typical of the '30s and the '40s 

may be educed from passages in the cycle, but to interpret 
I 
i 

the ~ork as a thorough-going allegory on modern life gains 

little support from what we know of the author's declared 

intention. Probably Williams had in mind, in conformity 

with his personal interpretations of Christian teaching, 

an evocation of an ideal society as it is generally depicted 

in the myth. Certainly this is confirmed by his first 

:formal statement of intent: that the poems "express states 

or principles of experience", both "common and profound".12 

The statement is confirmed by his poetic presentation of 

Logres as the meeting-point of history and myth, a land 

both shadowy and dim, yet with certain definite and 

historically verifiable characteristics imposed upon its 

form. Thus realized, Logres is a most appropriate setting 

for the paradigm of events which myth constantly expresses 

for men of all ages. 

In discussing in "The Figure of Arthur" the location 

of features of his internal setting, Williams is careful 

12Quoted by Anne Ridler in "Introduction .. , ~ 
Image of the City, pp. lxiv-lxv. 



to preserve the distinction between the two modes of 

experience. 

There lie ••• near Logres - and they must lie to 
the west, for to the east we come into history and 
doctrine and Europe - other places of the myth. 
There is the mysterious forest of Broceliande: there 
are the eeas on which the ship of Solomon is to 
sail; beyund them is Sarras.l3 
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As one commentator of the Questa del Saint Graal has 

observed, the Grail story, "despite its Arthurian setting, 

is not a romance, it is a spiritual !able".14 In Chapter 

II of this thesis it was suggested that Williams was most 

emphatically at pains to make this distinction in his 

treatment of the Matter of Britain and its narrative 

components. Furthermore, in his use of an external setting 

in the shape of an Empire which awaits the Second Coming, 

he contrived to have its inhabitants look for the fulfilment 

o:t their hope "across the sea",l5 anticipating the arrival 

o:t the Grail as a prelude to the event. The progress of 

the vessel, moreover, was to commence at "the extreme verge 

o:t the west and the east".16 Sarras, of course, in 

Williams' scheme of things, lies in this general direction; 

but between Sarras and the main body of the Empire is 

Logres, the meeting-place of myth and history. 

13"The Figure of Arthur", Artburian Torso, PP• 80-1. 

14-p.M. Montarasso, "Introduction", The Quest of the 
Holy Grail, p. 9. 

15"Prelude", The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 3. 

16Ibid., p. 4. 
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The notion of Logres as the mid-point between two 

somewhat abstract concepts is rendered more concrete by the 

description in "The Calling of Taliessin" in which a road 

is visualized as separating the wilderness that is "unmade" 

Logres and the wilderness that is the forest of Broceliande. 

Broceliande is first mentioned in the fifteenth-century 

account of Robert de Borron; and a modern gloss which is 

generally representative of subsequent interpretation 

reads thus: 

A magic forest in Brittany, which figures in the 
Arthurian legend • • • in thl.s place • • • Merlin \'las 
enchanted by Nimue or Viviana ••• The name ••• is 
often employed as symbolic of the dim unreality 
of legendary scenery.l? 

Ignoring the division ot opinion as to whether Brittany 

refers to the modern region in France of the same name or 

to the general south-west portion of Britain, Williams sets 

the forest in Logres, between the sea and that part of the 

land which is inhabited. Indeed, by virtue of this position 

he further conceives of it 

both as a forest and as a sea - a sea-wood; in 
this sense it joins the sea of the antipodes 
which lies among its roots.l8 

Williams had devoted some thought to what he calls 
! ~ ~: ~: .(~ 

"the image of a wood" in its various literary contexts, and 

17Lewis Spence, An Ep;elopaedia .of Occultism, p. 80. 

18"Notes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of the 
· Cit;r, p. 179. 
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one of his most comprehensive statements on the subject 

serves as a useful general introduction to discussion of the 

concept as it appears in his own cycle. 

The forest itself has different names in different 
tongues - Westermain, Arden, Birnam, Broceliande; 
and in places there are separate trees named, such . 
as that on the outskirts against which a young 
Northern poet saw a spectral wanderer leaning, or, 
in the unezplored centre of which only rumours 
reach even poetry, Igdrasil of one myth, or the 
Trees of Knowledge and Life of anothe~. So that 
indeed the whole earth seems to become this one 
enormous forest, and our longest and most stable 9 civilizations are only clearings in the midst of it.1 

Williams considers that, of all the forests named, 

Broceliande is the greatest, "because of its bidden 

mysteries".20 Again, there is an aura of nebulousness 

about his commentary, but this time for the reason that 

Broceliande, of all the woods mentioned, is perhaps the 

least accessible in literature for the ordinary reader; if 

one will, the most "mysterious". Moreover, as Williams 

chose .to reconstruct it for his cycle, the various 

attributes may initially seem confusing and even difficult 

to reconcile with one another, as may be seen when Williams 

mentions that the wood of Milton's Comus may profitably be 

compared with his own conception of Broceliande, since 

Milton's wood is 

l9~e Figure of Beatrice, P• 10?. 

20"The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, P• 81. 



••• poetically a part of it, except that 
it is a holy place and uninhabited by such 
sorcerers. But some part of the outlying 
parts might be given up to him ••• 21 
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It is this hasty qualification, almost self-correction, 

which contributes to the general impression of indecisive

ness and makes precise description of Williams' idea of 

the wood occasionally difficult. ~be idea of holiness, 

almost a sense of the numinous, is not fully explored in 

his prose, but is realized most vividly in his poetry in 

the associations of the wood with Druid activities. 

Before Logres has formally become a theme of the 

Empire, Broceliande is the scene of certain sacred rites • 

••• while the great oaks stood, 
straining, creaking, around, 
seven times the golden sickle 
flashed in the Druid •ood • .. ... , 

As I came by Broceliande 
a diagram played in the night, 
where either the golden sickle. 
flashed, or a signalling hand. 

(~., p. 3) 

(~., p. 4) 

In practice the more sinister overtones of Comus are also 

incorporated in Williams' idea of the wood, becoming, with 

the Druid associations, a part of the heritage of 

Broceliande, where "Circe's son I sings to the truants of 

towns".22 

21Ibid. 
22Taliessin through Logres, P· 3. 
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The somewhat ambiguous character of Broceliande is 

both tempered and intensified by Williams' desire to derive 

a part of its nature from Dante's wood in the Commedia. 

A nobler comparison is with that forest which 
Dante found at the foot of the Mount of Purgatory 
and where he came again to Hmself, or that other 
on the height of the Mount where Beatrice came 
again to him.23 

Thus it becomes a wood in which man can either lose himself 

and suffer untold anguish, or find himself to go on to 

undreamed-of bliss and revelation. 

The best general introduction to Broceliande is 

provided by the poem "Taliessin • s Return to Logres", which 

demonstrates his expert creation and enrichment of symbol 

by cumulative allusion. Here, Broceliande .is partially 

penetrated by "the blindfold track, I the road that runs 

from tales",24 that is, the road leading away from the 

body of literary and legendary associations, and towards a 

different kind of tale, a tale of fact and doctrine, and 

ultimately, Christian dogma. 

The passage through these tales takes the traveller 

past that portion where the Miltonic "shape-changing Comus"
2
5 

sings seductively, past the Keatsian forest of the nightingale, 

23"The Figure of Arthur", Arthurian Torso, PP• 81- 2. 

24Taliessin through Logres, P• ·3. 

25c.s. Lewis, Artburian Torso,_ P• 159· 
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and past the Wordsworthian "spectral shapes ••• 1 propped 

against trees"26 and the "light o~ flooding seas".2? 

Although the road will lead the traveller ~rom all these 

threats, its passage is "harder than death11 , ~or it 

contains, above all, "the beast ••• I that bad lost the 

man's mind", 28 an allusion simultaneously to the Beast o~ 
Revelations, to the Great Beast of Satanic tradi tiona, and 

to the three beasts which Dante encountered in his dark 

wood. The note of positive menace is also apparent in one 

of Williams' prose comments. 

There is, in that forest, as deep· as any poet has 
yet penetrated towards the centre, one especially 
wild part; worse than anything known in verse ev~n 
by Spenser or Milton. There is a valley ••• where 
no path can be kept; the true path ••• does not 
lead through it, but side paths do, less and less 
easy. more and more dark. A man on his journey 
through the strange growths of the ~orest, may 
inattentively turn aside down these paths; perhaps 
many men do, and perhaps some die there, for the 
sense of the valley is like death itsel~.29 

The symbolic meaning of the forest or wood in the 

general body of literature, myth, and legend is very 

complex. It is obviously the place where man's control is 

26Taliessin through Logres, P • 4. 

27Ibid. 

28Ibid. 

29The Figure of Beatrice, P• 108. 
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minimal, where vegetable life thrives unfettered by the 

trappings of civilization. The luxuriating vegetation renders 

the atmosphere of the forest dim and shadowy, a state which 

man has symbolically opposed to the radiance of the sun, 

since the dense growths blot out the diffused solar rays. 

This contrast of physical states, which became in symbolic 

terms a spiritual polarity, was intensified quite naturally 

by many ancient systems of belief. One scholarly work on 

symbolism traces the development;thus: 

In Druid mythology, the forest was given to the 
sun in marriage. Since the female principle is 
identified with the unconscious in Man, it follows 
that the forest is also a symbol of the uncon
scious. It is for this reason that Jung maintains 
that the sylvan terrors that figure so prominently 
in children's tales symbolize the perilous aspects 
of the unconscious, that .is, the tendency to 
devour or obscure the reason.;o 

Williams appears to hint at some such identification 

of the wood with the power of the unconscious when be 

mentions the "valley ••• where no path can be kept" and the 

"centre" from which men may stray by inattention illto 

labyrinthine side-paths. Thus, in "The Calling of 

Taliessin" there is this description: 

Dangerous to men is the wood of Broceliande. 
Hardly the Druid, hardly a Christian priest, 
pierced it ever; it was held ••• 
by those few who in Britain study the matter of the marches 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3°J.E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, P• lO?. 



• • • [who 1 know 
their correspondence, and live in a new style -
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
but those fewer, now as then, who enter 
come rarely again with brain unravished 
by the power of the place ••• 

(RSS., p. 9) 
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Even the traveller along the road which runs away from 

these menacing aspects of the wood may experience something 

of the dangers of the whole area and 

••• feel before him the road threaten ravage 
and the power of universal spirit rise 
against him to be wild and savage on his lonely spirit; 

(!!§§.' p. 10) 

The note of· menace is struck again in still more 

vivid terms in "The Departure of Merlin". By virtue of its 

eoastal location, Broceli&Dde can be observed, one might 

even say experienced, from the distance of the decks of 

passing Byzantine galleys, but even this remove is not 

necessarily a safe one. In a stanza which is strongly 

reminiscent of Coleridge's Ancient Mariner, it is related 

how, at the sight of Broceliande, 

The sailors stared at the wood; one, 
ghastly and gaping, despaired of joy; be yelled 
for horror and leapt from the deck of the phosphorescence, 
to the wreck of wisdom, the drowned last of love. 

(~., p. ?6) 

The incident is recounted without any apparent relation to 

the main concerns of the poem and without any further 

eomment. The sailor has acted, or rather reacted, according 
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to his particular interior state. But it is clear from 

this incident that the terrors, which in pre-Jungian times 

embedded themselves in ideas of the valley of death or the 

Dantean wood at the foot of the Mount, hold positive 

dangers for the ill-equipped or unwary traveller. The 

sinister character of the wood is further intensified by 

its proximity to the octopods of P'o-l'u as well as the 

sea of the general region of the antipodes, and it should 

be noted that the waters of the forest share with the waters 

of P !;o-1 'u the quality of phosphorescence. The changed 

mode of perception which was initiated by the Fall, when 

deliberately embraced, leads the individual to P'o-l'u, but 

it may reassert itself equally in the experience of others, 

rendering the perception of Broceliande mind-searing. 

It should be remarked, however, that the dangers 

of Broceliande are not so much manifestations of inherent 

evil as reflections of the beholders fallen state, as is 

indicated in "The Departure of Merlin": 

••• there no strife . 
is except growth from the roots, nor react1on but repose; 
vigours of joy drive up; rich-r1nged moments . . 
thick in their trunks thrive, young-leaved the1r vo1ces. 

(TTL., P• ?5) -
In the wood only dispassionate sounds are to be heard as 

11 • t trunks re-'oicen, 31 
r1ch-ringed, young-leaved, mons rous ~ 

31Taliessin through Logres, P• 76. 
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and here 

Time•~ president and precedent, grace ungrieved 
float1ng through gold-leaved l1me or banked behlnd beech 
to opa~ue green, through each membraned and tissued ex-

per1ence 
smites in simultaneity to times variously veined. 

(TTL., p. ?6) 

For there is no time in Broceliande, just as there is no 

essential evil. 

Moons and suns that rose in rites and runes 
are come away from sequence, from rules of magic; 
here all is cause and all effect ••• 

(~., p. ?6) 

Symbolically, Broceliande is neither in opposition 

to the state of P'o-l'u (for it lies too close to that 

region and shares the same seas), nor an aspect of the 

infernal zone (for geographically it lies on the same plane 

as the Empire and Logres), but is rather the totally neutral 

and impersonal source of "all natural becoming",3
2 

the 

subsequent development of which proceeds according to the 

state of affairs beyond the boundaries of the wood. As 

Lewis remarks, its closest parallel might well be "what 

the Greeks called the Apeiron - the unlimited, the formless 

origin of forms."33 

Quite apart from the wood's function in other 

areas of the cycle, its significance as a place of 

32Ibid., p. ??· 

33c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 101. 
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emanations is important to Williams' conception of the Grail 

story, for Broceliande contains within its borders the 

Castle of the Hallows, Carbonek, '~th its keeper, King 

Pelles, the Fisher King of certain versions of the Grail 

episode. In this castle is celebrated the strange rite of 

the procession of the Hallows. A train of the castle's 

retainers moves through the great ball bearing the seven

branched candelabrum, the spear which bleeds continually 

from the tip, and a vessel to which the lines of the 

"Prelude" in The Region of the Summer Stars made reference. 

Because the House of the Grail lies within the wood, 

••• it is ordered that soon 
the Empire and Broceliande shall meet in Logres, 
and the Hallows be borne from Carbonek into the sun. 

(!!§§. t p. 12) 

Such is the design of the Emperor and the reason for the 

ultimate incorporation of Logres within the protective 

boundaries of the Empire. Hence the Emperor wills the 

creation "in Logres of a throne I like that other of Carbonek, 

of King Pelles in Broceliande" ?'" 
The creation of the Empire as the external setting 

for the narrative, and the provision of the Emperor as 

external ruling and designing force can now be more fully 

appreciated as pr.c53riding a fitting context for and plau·sible 

34The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 12. 
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explanation of the emergence of the Grail. When one 

recalls that the Byzantine Empire was chosen because of its 

capacity to embody certain Christian doctrines in which 

Williams was interested, it will be appreciated how central 

these doctrines are to a coherent interpretation of the 

Grail episode in his treatment of the Matter of Britain. 

The significance with which he chose to invest his symbols 

of the wood, Logres, and the Empire is fully in accord 

with his convictions regarding basic Christian doctrines. 

This is not merely achieved by setting the whole in the era 

of general expectation of the Parousia, but also by keeping 

the Nestorian controversy about the two natures of Christ 

in the forefront of the action and meaning o! the poem. 

In older versions of the Arthurian material, not 

only was there little or no reason for the Grail's 

emergence in Arthur's court and the involvement of his 

knights in its Quest; there was also, at the heart of the 

Grail itself, a deep mystery as to its precise meaning. 

This is doubtless a concomitant of the mystical associations 

of the vessel, but there is also a failure or disinclination 

on the part of the first authors and their anonymous 

continuators to indicate, beyond the usual accounts of its 

lineage, its exact nature in any consistent manner. 

In Williams' scheme, the Grail functions as a 

prelude to the second Coming, an event which in some sense 
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will fulfil the expectations and beliefs previously defined 

in the Church's decision on the two natures of Christ. 

Thus, the Grail, both in 5.ts lineage as that vessel tothich 

held the blood of Christ shed during His Passion (the 

relic which more than any other stresses the physical 

nature of Chris~'z sacrifice), and also in its role as 

precursor, is doubly a symbol of the divine "twy-natured"35 

Christ. It will emerge from the castle of the Hallows in 

Broceliande, the place of "the formless origin of forms", 

into the kingdom of Logres, whose borders have been 

"shapedn36 by the design of the Emperor and by the magical 

powers of Merlin. The result will be the symbolic union 

of Pelles and Arthur, which will be the realization of the 

ideal of Kingship on earth, and also the reunion of the 

spiritual and the material aspects of human affairs. 

In the activities which initiate the actual 

incorporation of Logres as a theme of the Empire, the 

reader encounters another symbolic figure whose identity, 

in spite of not infrequent allusions throughout the cycle, 

remains almost as enigmatic as that of the Emperor. It 

was suggested that Williams' concept of Broceliande 

embodies connotations of the unconscious and also something 

35 .. 
Ibid., P• 3. 

36Ibid., P• 14. 
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of the female principle from traditional forest symbolism. 

Appropriately, his wood is ruled by Nimue, "lady of lakes 

and seasn,3? but unlike Malory's character of the same 

name, Williams' Nimue is not the seductress of Merlin but 

rather the mother of this creature of supernatural origins. 

She is also the mother of Brisen, another supernatural 

being who shares in her twin-brother's magical abilities. 

Both of Nimue•s offspring function as full-blooded 

characters in the cycle, but also, according to Williams, 

represent abstract qualities, Merlin being Time and Brisen 

Space.38 Their roles in the narrative are directly related 

to their symbolic meanings. 

Nimue herself, as their mother, is not so much a 

flesh and blood personage as the manifestation of the 

various processes of "becomingn39 in Broceliande. And 

while Nimue .cannot be said to participate directly in the 

affairs of Logres, she exerts influence on others, 

particularly her children. As Merlin explains, 

• • • we are free . . d 
of the forest parthenogenetical 1n Brocel1an e 
from the Natu~e from Nimue our mothar; sent are we 
to build, as is'willed, Logres, and in Logre~ a thron~ 
like that other of carbonek, of King Pelles 1n Brocel1ande, 

3?Taliessin through Logres, P• 77. 

3B11Notes on the Arthurian Myth"' The Image of the 
Citz, p. 1?9. 

39Taliessin through Logres, P• 77. 
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the holder of the Hallows; my sister shall stand in his house 
to tend his daughter in the day of her destiny but I 
make haste to Logres, to call and install King'Arthur; 

(~., p. 12) 

and again, 

• • • Nimue our mother directs in Oarbonek 
the maidenhood of Pelles' daughter Helayne, and I 
go to prepare Logres for the sea-coming . 
from Sarras ••• 

(~., p. 12) 

As O.S. Lewis has suggested, Nimue may be equated 

symbolically with Nature, but to apply this identification 

rigidly is to ignore other aspects of the character. A 

broader idea of her identity is perhaps better acquired by 

consulting the various poems in which her presence is 

invoked. Thus, in "The Departure of Merlin", it is she who 

receives Merlin again when his work has been done in Logres. 

As other commentators have observed, Williams was influenced 

by Swinburne's conception of the relationship of Merlin 

and Nimue and considered that the nineteenth-century poet 

had "saved" Merlin "from the "lrteakness of the older talesu 

by investing this relationship with "a new force". 40 In 

withdrawing to Broceliande, Merlin 

••• knows the soul that was his soul at one 
With the ardent world's, and ~ th~ spi~it of earth 
His spirit of life reborn to DlJ.ghtl.er bl.rth 41 
And mixed with things .of elder life than ours; 

40"The Making of Taliessin", Image of the City, P· 182 

41A 0 s · b "Trl.·stram of Lyonesse", Collected • • Wl.D urne, 
Poetical Works, li.., 98. 



As he ~akes his strange rest"42 in Broceliande 
' 

He hears in spirit a song that none but he 
Hears from the mystic mouth o£ Nimue 
Shed like a consecration; and his heart, 
Hearing, is made for love's sake as a part 
Of that far singing, and the life thereof 
Part of that life that feeds the world with 1ove:43 

Mystical mistress, as Swinburne chose to view her, or 

mystical mother, as Williams recast her, the feminine 
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aspect of her identity predominates, as is illustrated by 

the description of one of her functions in the cycle. Nimue 

brings all natural becoming to her shape of immortal being, 
as to a flash of seeing -the women in the world's base. 

(~., p. 77) 

The last line is repeated in "Taliessin in the Rose-Garden" 

during Taliessin's meditation on the meaning of queenship 

at the instance of Guinevere: 

Let the quean's majesty, the feminine headship of Logres, 
deign to exhibit the glory to the women of Logres; 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bring to a flash of seeing the women in the world's base. 

(~. 'pp. 27-8) 

It may be remembered that according to the end

paper map, the Empire as a whole is feminine in form. 

Williams states, "I left it female in appeara:nce because 

the Emperor must be masculine, but this is accidental".
44 

42Ibid. 

43Ibid., pp. 98-9. 

44"Notes on the Arthurian Myth .. , The Image of the 
Citl, p. 178. 
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Although it may require no little temerity to disagree with 

such authorial pronouncement, one might well question 

whether the feminine form of the Empire is, in fact, 

entirely accidental. In view of the obvious weight of 

Taliessin's words in the passage quoted above, the importance 

of the female principle in the universe which the Empire 

constitutes cannot be lightly discounted. This is 

especially so when one examines the role to which Williams 

would assign women in this poem. Here be is most explicit: 

••• as I looked on the stretched Empire 
I heard, as in a throb of stretched verse, 
the women everywhere throughout it sob with the curse 
and the altars of Christ everywhere offer the grails. 
Well are women we~ned from serving the altar 
who, by the nature of their creature, from Caucasia to 

Carbonek, 
share with the Sacrifice the victimization of blood. 

(~., p. 26) 

women's flesh lives in the quest of the Grail 
(~., p. 26) 

Blessed is she who gives herself to the journey. 
(RSS., p. 27) ......... 

By way of this rather bizarre physiological parallel 

Williams makes the assertion that women, in their moments 

of fullest realization, partake of the Christ-like 

sacrifice. o.s. Lewis' comments on this poem are most 

perceptive and stimulating. 



Whethe~ consciously or not Williams is here 
recall1ng the Greek doctrine that Form is 
masculine and Matter feminine ••• The earth is 
full of potential life ••• The whole City, the 
Divine Order, is a marriage between the will of 
the Emperor and the response to that will in 
His creatures. Caucasia itself, the body1 the 
world of the senses, is feminine in relat1on to 
Carbonek, the Spirit ••• Nimue, terrestrial 
Nature ••• in obedience to her lord the Third 
Heaven, brings the potentialities of Earth to 
perfection; just as she also ••• makes suddenly 
visible to our senses - the ultimate femininity 
of the created universe ••• [andl·sete before us 
••• the unfathomable feminine principle which 
would otherwise lie invisible at the very roots 
of Broceliande.45 
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For the sake of discussion, Nimue may thus be 

labelled Nature, though with the understanding that she 

embodies much more than the vulgar connotations of Mother 

Nature. For even in his first contact with Merlin, 

Taliessin experiences her power as "the mother of all 

operation".49 It should be noted, however, that Nimue is 

not herself the energy or the source of that operation. 

As Lewis remarks, she is obedient to the Third Heaven. 

In spite of Lewis~personification, the Third 

Heaven is not, of course, a character but rather the final 

constituent of the cosmos which was discussed in the 

previous chapter. In that it corresponds to our haziest 

45c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, PP• 147-9· 

46The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 18. 
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notions of a heaven, a something above and beyond all 

terrestrial concerns, it may be provisionally interpreted 

as being opposed to the antipodean zone of P'o-l'u in the 

total universe which Williams created for his Arthuriad. 

But the more closely one examines the Third Heaven the 

more one comes to realize that it is the most remote of all 

those of his cosmos, and that while its aims may impinge 

upon the affairs of Logres and the Empire, its concerns 

are essentially other, even incomprehensible to the earth

bound inhabitant. Dorothy Sayers bas held that Williams 

and Dante are mutually illuminating in many areas,47 and it 

is true that the Third Heaven of Williams' cosmos derives 

even more directly from Dante than does his concept o~ 

Broceliande. The derivation is apparent in the very first 

reference to the sphere, when Taliessin in delivering his 

riddling explanation of his origins says, ni rose to the 

third heaven with her of the penitence".
48 

It was mentioned in Chapter III that when Williams 

assumed the Ptolemaic cosmography for his own cycle he 

brought with it many of the principles governing that vision 

of the universe. Hence, when he describes the evening on 

which Merlin begins his magical invocation to form Logres: 

47Dorothy Sayers, Further Papers on Dante, P• 190. 

4811The Calling of Taliessin", The Region of the 
Summer Stars, p. 7. 
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Done was the day; the antipodean sun 
cast earth's coned shadow into space· 
it exposed the summer stars ••• ' 

(~., p. 13) 

and again, 

The cone's shadow of earth fell into space, 
and into (other than space) the third heaven. 

(RSS., p. 13) 
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Williams is not simply alluding to the physical phenomenon 

of the planet earth casting its shadow in the shape of a 

cone into ou~eerspace, but is referring also to the belief 

of medieval cosmologists that "the conical shadow cast ••• 

reached as far as the sphere of Venus".49 The reference can, 

in fact, be traced directly to Canto IX of the Paradiso: 

By this heaven, - touched by the shadow's point 
which your world casteth ••• 50 

The Third Heaven was sometimes termed the last 

sphere of the Active Life (the first two being those of 

the Moon and Mercury respectively) and passage through it 

leads directly to the first sphere of the Contemplative 

Life (held by some to be actually the highest form of 

activity), that of the Sun. Like the spheres directly 

below it, the Third Heaven is governed by an intelligence 

which bears some likeness to its earthly counterpart. 

49 p H w· k t ed "Notes on Dante's . H. Oelsner and • • 1c s e , 
Paradise", The Divine Comedy, P• 401. 

50The Divine Comedy:, Canto IX. 



Collectivel3, the three heavens, sometime$ called the 

infra-solar spheres, may be said to preserve the last 

vestiges of earthly modes of experience, manifesting the 

souls of those "whom some earthly weakness or strain has 
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so far shorn of what once were their spi~itual possibilities".5l 

The Third Heaven is the sphere of those who 

partially substituted earthly for heavenly love, and 

although "the quality of their joy is entirely pure and 

unalloyed, it is of lesser intensity than it might have 

been had they been altogether true".52 It is thus 

appropriately named Venus, although as Dante observed, the 

name was first derived through the error of ancient 

idolatry, and the Third Heaven is actually ruled by Divine 

Love, a truth which is made manifest to him when he sees 

Beatrice (who symbolizes Revelation rather than Earthly 

Love) grow even more beautiful once they enter this sphere. 

Williams obviously embraced these attributes in 

large part, but to these he brought still another set of 

ideas. 

In the third heaven are the living unriven truths, 
climax tranquil in Venus. 

(RSS., p. 14) -

51 d p H w1• cksteed, "Notes on Dante's H. Oelsner an • • 
Paradise 11 , The Divine Comed.y, P• 401. 
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For an explanation of this poetic statement c.s. Lewis 

directs the reader to Spenser rather than to Dante, pointing 

to the lines from the Faerie Queene (III. vi. 12) which 

describe Venus as "The house of goodly formes and faire 

aspect Whence all the world derives the glorious .. Features 

of Beautie".53 For Williams, the sphere of Venus represents 

the heaven within which the pattern o~ archetype of the 

material universe resides. Like Spenser's Venus, Williams' 

is one of inherent beauty in spite of the manner in which 

Fallen Man on earth may perceive it. 

In the initial stages of their ceremonial magic to 

prepare Logres, 

••• Merlin and Brisen 
heard, as in faint bee-like humming 
round the cone's point the feeling intellect hasten 
to fasten on the earth.~s image; in the third heaven 
the stones of the waste glimmered like summer stars. 
Between the wood and waste the yoked children of Nimue 
opened the rite; they invoked the third he~ven, 
heard in the far humming of the spiritual 1ntellect, 

(RSS., p. 14) -
The faint humming is, in the first instance, an 

allusion to the music of the spheres which Dante was able 

to hear after he bad ascended with Beatrice to the sphere 

of fire between the Earth and the sphere of the Moon. But 

it is also equated with another concept in the work of 

another poet, Wordsworth~ In book XIV of the Prelude he 

53c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 102. 
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relates how he made the ascent o~ Mount Snowdon by night, 

and describes the vision which was dramatically revealed to 

him by the abrupt clearing of the ground mist and the 

rising of the moon. Of the sight below him Wordsworth 

declares: 

••• in calm thought 
Reflected, it appeared to me the type 
Of' a majestic intellect • •.• 54 

More exactly, he says: 

There I beheld the emblem of a mind 
That feeds upon infinity, that broods 
Over the dark abyss, intent to bear 
Its voices issuing forth to silent light55 

Later, still dilating upon this experience, be refers to 

the individual acts and experiences of several varieties of' 

love, subsuming them under one category: 

This spiritual Love acts not ·nor can exist 
Without Imagination, which, in truth, 
Is but another name for absolute power, 
And clearest insight, amplitude of mind, 
And Reason in her most exalted mood.56 

Towards the conclusion of' the poem he begins his summary of' 

the meaning of his vision, sf the revelation of the powers 

of the mind in terms of his experience of' love. 

54william Wordsworth, The Prelude, XIV, 65-?. 

55Ibid., XIV, 70-3. 

56Ibid., XIV, 188-91. 



Imagination having been our theme 
So also bath that intellectual Lo~e, 
For they are each in each, and cannot stand 
Dividually ••• 5? 
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Then follows the famous pronouncement on the distribution 

of such power: "··· 'tis thine, I The prime and vital 

principle is thine I In the recesses of thy nature n 58 
• • • • 

For the individual who will pursue its development in the 

face of discouragements and setbacks, 

All shall be his: and he whose soul hath risen 
Up to the height of the feeling intellect 
Shall want no humbler tenderness ••• 59 

The concepts of two poets so widely separated by 

centuries of cultural difference are not felt by Williams 

to be as disparate as at first they m:ig ht be supposed. He 

seized upon Wordsworth's e::tuation of "the feeling intellect" 

with the "absolute power" of spiritual or intellectual love. 

It is this love that Williams held to reside in the Third 

Heaven of Venus, and it is the unique blend of emotion and 

intellect emanating from this sphere which generates the 

energy and the pattern of all earthly creation. 

This reading is confirmed by another allusion to 

the two concepts in "The Son of Lancelot", when Merlin 

5?:rbid.' n:v, 206-9. 

5B:rbid., XIV, 214-6. 

59Ibid., XIV, 225-?-



••• sent his hearing into the third sphere -
once by a northern poet beyond Snowdon 
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seen a~ the ~ising of the moon, the mens sensitiva 
the feeling 1ntellect, the prime and vital principle 
the pattern in heaven of Nimue, time's mother on earth 
Broceliande. Convection's tides cease ' 
there, temperature is steady to all tenderness 

(TTL., p. 55-6) 

And when the Empire is most threatened, its danger is 

described in analogous terms as "the red I carnivorous 

violation of intellectual love",60 the violation of what 

both Wordsworth and Dante in their respective visions had 

discovered, and which, in Williams' cycle, -is the formative 

and governing principle of life in Logres and the Empire. 

The total ptolemaic cosmography depicting the ten 

heavens, from the sphere of the Moon to the Empyrean, is 

not utilized by Williams, but in "The Coming of Ga1ahad11 

other spheres in addition to that of Venus are invoked. In 

the very difficult speech of Taliessin on the ultimate 

meaning of the relationship between the Empire and its 

Creator, he describes how the planetary heavens impinge 

upon the Empire's development. 

Mercury, thinning and thickening, thirsting to theft; 
Venus preference - though of the greatest, preference; 
0 Earth between, 0 seen and strewn by the fou~l 
Jupiter with a moon of irony and of defeated 1rony, 
and Saturn circled, girdled by turned space. 

(TTL., P• 74) -
60Taliessin through Logres, P• 59· 



Logres is come into Jupiter; all the zones 
circle Saturn, spinning against the glory, 

(~., p. ?4) 
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Although the rendering of the traditional arrangement of the 

spheres is, in this poem, incomplete (there is no mention 

of the first heaven of the Moon, nor of the intervening 

fourth heaven of the Sun), some knowledge of the governing 

intelligences traditionally ascribed to those planetary 

heavens which are named may be helpful in interpreting this 

passage, which has posed problems for most readers. 

C.S. Lewis has volunteered that Mercury was the god 

of theft, and he submits that its use here refers to the 

stage of development in which "the Houses are in crude 

competition, each anxious to steal the whole glory".
61 

In 

the Paradiso the sphere of Mercury also symbolizes ·ambition, 

and it is there that the souls of those whose spiritual 

capacities were taintea by desire for personal recognition 

and gain on earth are made manifest to Dante. 

Of the sphere of Venus little more need be said, 

except to note that in this poem Williams brings to his 

concept of intellectual love the notion of "preferencen. 

That is, to love involves a choice of persons, however ·· 

involuntary the choice may seem to be. This idea of choice 

61o.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 1?1. 
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or preference, has, of course, been dwelt upon by the poet 

at some length in an -earlier section of the same poem, and 

Chapter II of this thesis discusses certain aspects of his 

treatment. 

Jupiter, in Dante an terms, is the planet of kingship . 

and justice, and in Canto XVIII o:r the Paradiso the 

qualities are epitomized in the motto "Love righteousness 

ye that be judges of the earth", 62 and embodied in the form 

of an eagle, the earthly symbol of Roman law and justice, 

which demonstrates to Dante that "our justice is the effect 

of the heaven thou dost engem".63 In tbe following Canto, 

Dante hears also the long denunciation by the just kings 

who collectively make up the eagle of Jupiter of those 

contemporary Christian monarchs who violate the heavenly 

concept of justice. Thus, ~hen Williams says "Logres is 

come into Jupiter" he is plainly indicating that the new 

theme now has access to that heavenly Justice which 

emanates from this sphere, and which is manifested on earth 

in tbe throne of the Empire and in the potential of the 

kingship of Arthur. This may also serve to explain the 

concern with justice in tbe poem "Taliessin in the Rose

Garden". Taliessin says: 

62H. Oelsner and P.H. Wicksteed, "Introductory Note 
to Canto XVIII11 , The Divine Comedy, P• 515. 

63The Divine Comedz, Canto XVIII. 
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Libra in the category of flesh is the theme of Caucasia 
the mesh of the net of the imperially bottomed glory· ' 
and the frame of justice and balance set in the body' 
the balance and poise needful to all joys ' 
and all peace. 

(~., p. 25) 

Similarly, when Taliessin refers in this poem to the fact 

that "Pelles bleeds I below Jupiter's red-pierced planet",64 

Williams is equating the wounding of the Fisher King with 

the perversion of justice which bas come about in spite of 

Arthur's assumption of the throne in Logres, since Pelles 

will bleed from the Dolorous Blow until Galahad comes to 

heal him. 

The moons of irony and defeated irony which circle 

the planet of Justice are Williams' own invention. They 

refer to the manner in which man interprets his experiences 

in Logres and the Empire. The moon of irony,· which shines 

on Lancelot, is an allusion to his apparently ironical 

overthrow at the hands of Merlin and Brisen• His whole 

being had been directed towards the honouring of Guinevere, 

and in spite of the adulterous nature of their love, it 

had the great virtue of total loyalty, even, in its own way, 

chastity • . Yet it is precisely this great virtue which is 

lost when the otherwise perfect knight lies with Helayne, 

the daughter of Pelles, after being deceived by a potion 

64The Region of the Summer Stars, P• 27. 
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prepared by Brisen. From this union springs Galahad, the 

most perfect of all the knights of Logres, and the achiever 

of the Grail. But he is also the son of one who first 

loved adulterously, and then, according to his own code, 

was unfaithful even to that love. 

The moon of defeated irony, on the other band, 

symbolizes something more complex, the final turn of the 

wheel of fate which reverses that which was previously 

experienced as irony. Blanchefleur, who had rejected 

personal fulfilment to enter a convent, accepts the "taunt" 

to Lancelot, his son Galahad, into the convent at Almesbury 

and carefully rears him till he is the perfection of man 

who enters the court of Arthur. There his presence must be 

acknowledged for its worth, and merely personal suffering 

and humiliation, "taunts", must be forgotten or abandoned 

in the greater Quest. With these twin aspects of fate 

before one, the extent to which Logres is indeed "come 

into Jupiter" may be more fully appreciated, for in these 

events lies one of the most supreme demonstrations of 

Divine Justice: that through his son Lancelot, despite his 

adulterous love, attains a measure of sanctity by sharing 

in the Achievement of the Grail. 

The ruling intelligence which was traditionally 

ascribed to Saturn was Temperance. This last of the seven 

Planetary heavens is also the last sphere of the 
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Contemplative Life, and in this sphere are made manifest to 

Dante the souls of ithose saints who spent their days on 
I 

earth in that highest form of activity. Named after the 

Roman god under whose rule Rome, in its legendary history, 

prospered in the age of gold and splendour, the seventh 

heaven contains the ladder on which the souls of the blessed 

constantly ascend and descend in the shape of myriad lights. 

It is by way of 'this ladder, the archetype of the ladder of 

Jacob, that those who practised abstinence and contemplation 

rise to the Stellar Heaven, that of the Fixed Stars. 

Taliessin's observation that Saturn is "circled, girdled by 

turned space"65 is a ~ef'erence to the much slower movement 

of the Fixed Stars in relation to the daily revolution of 

the planetary heavens. 

Huddlestone suggests, however, that 11turned space" 

is a reference to Galahad: "Galahad himself is 'turned 

space' ".66 Although the evidence which he offers in 

support of this assertion is not particularly convincing, 

the interpretation of Galahad as being representative of 

that sphere in which all the souls were traditionally 

assembled would seem to gain some support from certain 

isolated prose statemenwof' the author. In discussing 

65Taliessin through Logres, P• ?4. 

6h... "The A -'-burian Poems of ~inden Huddlestone, ~-v 
Charles Williams", p. 250. 
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Galabad's lineage, Williams observed that his father 
' 

Lancelot, was "eighth in succession from Christ" and that 

"8 is the number of the Christhood".6? Thus, the eighth 

heaven, that of the Fixed Stars or "turned space", may be 

seen as the appropriate heaven for Galahad's final 

manifestation before he ascends to that ultimate Heaven of 

light and love which is beyond space and time. The 

interpretation of the single phrase "turned space" aids in 

the general interpretation of the entire passage in which 

it occurs. 

As "Logres is come into Jupiter", so Galahad, who 

represents "that in the human soul which finds Cbrist",
68 

represents also the potential era or zone into which Logres 

and the whole Empire may pass. Such an interpretation is 

further supported by a line in "Taliessin at Lancelot's 

Mass", in which Taliessin sees, at the elevation of the 

Host at Eucharist, that 11the ruddy pillar of the Infant 

was the passage of the porphyry stair".69 The stair is, of 

course, generally understood to be that which descends from 

the Throne of the Emperor to the city of Byzantium. 

6?"Notes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of ·the 
City, p. 1?6. 

68"Mal.ory and the Grail Legend", The Image of the 
Cit;r, p. 190. 

69Taliessin through Logres, P• 91. 



the logothetes run down the porp~ stair 
bearing the missives through the area of empire. 

(TTL., p. 6) 
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The stair, though an actuality, does bear a likeness 

to that ladder which runs from Saturn to the Fixed Stars, 

just as the Throne of Byzantium is like the entire realm of 

the Fixed Stars, and the Emperor is like the Creator in his 

character of Operative Providence. In the light of 

Taliessin's assertion that "all the zones I circle Saturn",7° 

it may be inferred by the reader that up to this point in 

Logres' growth all the zones or stages of development in 

Logres and the Empire, from that of which Mercury is ruler 

to that which is governed by Jupiter, culminate in that of 

Saturn, which first symbolized Rome's golden age. When this 

era has been;fully realized all men will perceive clearly 

that Galahad's function is to lead them on to the heaven of 

the Fixed Stars, that sphere which is one level beyond the 

furthest reach of the Contemplative Li~e and the one in 

which the full community of souls is manifested. 

The interpretation seems to conform generally to 

Williams' note on this section of the poem: "Taliessin sees 
.p •t• n 71 The the process and triumph of the soul's .ru1 10n • 

?OJ:I)id., p. ?4. 

71c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 171. 
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authorial comment may also confirm a broad parallel with 

the intention of the Paradiso as a whole, for as Dante had 

reached the heaven of Saturn and perceived that he had 

arrived at the culmination of all other planetary heavens, 

beyond which intimations of the triumph of Christ would be 

granted him, so also may revelation come to the Empire and 

Logres when it finally passes through Saturn. 

The poem concludes with the lines: 

Emeralds of fire, blank to both, his eyes 
were points of the Throne's foot that sank through Logres. 

(~., p. 74) 

They are often interpreted as an expression of Taliessin's 

ultimate inability to probe further into the mysteries of 

divine purpose; but if one pursues the logic of the reading 

suggested above, these lines may be seen as the turning 

inward of Taliessin's vision to the sight which will be 

revealed to him. At the conclusion of his meditation, 

Taliessin falls silent (as the music of the spheres was 

silenced for Dante when be entered Saturn) and his eyes 

(like the smile of Beatrice) become ostensibly voided of any 

ability to communicate further with his two companions. 

In the intensity of inner vision, they are turned inwards 
" h.,,. t to become like "points of the Throne's foot , ~r~--~an ' 

jewel-like, still probing for the sight which will relate 

the fate of Logres to the designs of heaven. For when he 
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asserted that "Four I zones divide the empire from the Throne's 

firmament",72 he demonstrated his awareness of the fact that 

although the Empire is separated from the heavens which 

contain the ruling intelligences, there exists a corres

pondence between the two planes. The firmament where the 

arChetype o~ the Throne resides, where the Throne of the 

Divine Creator is the pattern for that on earth, is linked 

to the Empire by the seven planetary heavens through which 

all earth must pass to achieve the vision of beatitude. 

In this perception of the ·ultimate correspondence between 

the patterns of heaven and earth, Taliessin 's vision is not 

unlike that of Dante as he ascended, sphere by sphere, to 

the Empyrean. 

?~aliessin through Logres, P• 74. 



CHAPTER V 

THE CITY AND LOVE: TWIN INTELLIGENCES OF LOGRES 

Both Preludes of the cycle contain, in apparent 

allusion to Byzantium, references to "the City". 

the metaphysicians, sitting to note him, heard 
from the City, the roar of burning and bundled torches 
rise through the fixed stars ••• · 

(RSS., p. 2) 

Call on the hills to hide us 
lest, men said in the City, the lord of charity 
ride in the starlight ••• 

(TTL., p. 1) -
The capitalization indicates that the word for Williams has 

a significance be~ond its conventional connotations. In 

fact, the word embodies several themes which are central to 

the whole system of his thought and to which he returns 

again and again, in both his expository and creative 

writing, and in both discursive and symbolic modes. 

It is scarcely unusual that a poe.t of the twentieth 

century should manifest such a preoccupation with the idea 

of the city, of course, and many major poets of the present 

century have chosen that "the image of a City" shall dominate 

their work. This feature of modern poetry is concisely 

treated in the following critical comment: 



The importance of urban and mechanical imagery in 
forming the sensibility of the modern writer and 
the modern reader, has often been stressed, if not 
over-stressed. But we limit the imaginative scope 
of our criticism if we interpret these tendencies 
solely in historical and sociological terms. The 
significance of. the image of the City is rather as 
an organic symbol of the pattern of relationships 
imposed, for good or ill, on the life of men once 
they have left the state of innocence. The City is 
thus organically conceived, above all in the work 
of Joyce ••• and, in the same way, the City of 
London, with all other historical cities seen in 1 and through it, dominates T.S. Eliot's Waste Land. 
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Thus is the City manifested in Williams• Artburian 

poems: as an "organic symbol" of the web of inter-relations 

of Lapsarian Man. It should be observed at the outset, 

however, that Williams' symbol of the City differs both 

from that of most contemporary poets, and also from his own 

simbolic practice as established in the creation ~f a cosmic 

setting for the cycle, in that it refers the reader to no 

specific geographical location. Although many attributes 

of the City may be inferred from descriptions of .particular 

cities, especially Byzantium, no one city completely 

fulfils all the necessary requirements to the extent that 

it can be considered as the pattern for all others. 

Williams' City is wholly symbolic of an abstract set of 

values not yet realized within his Empire and is, in this 

sense, at one remove from his symbolic geography, which is 

1John Heath-Stubbs, "Introduction", The Faber Book 
of Twentieth Century Verse, P• 30. 



capable of indicating simultaneously both a specific 

location and a mode of experience. 
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Generally, Williams characterized the City as "the 

sense of many relationships between men and women woven into 

a unity".2 No reader who has some knowledge of Williams' 

theological principles will fail to realize that it is the 

last phrase, "wo•en into a unity", which is the indication 

of the distinctive nature of his concept of the City. 

Initially, however, he appears to experience some 

difficulty in further explaining what he means by the 

phrase. Although in "The Image of the City" he begins an 

exposition of his ideas in an ambitious and confident 

manner, he soon feels compelled to remark that the City "is 

not a thing that can be easily defined".3 And in spite of 

a wide-ranging analysis of allusions in English verse, he 

appears to sense defeat when he nears the conclusion and 

says, a trifle· defensively, "all that this ·paper has 

attempted to do has been to indicate a few points in the 

mass of English poetry where there have appeared hints of 

that great and very moving image of the City".
4 

In this essay 

2"The Image of the City in English Verse", ~ 
Image of the City, p. 92. 

3Ibid., P• 100. 

4Ibid. 
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the difficulties he experiences are largely those imposed 

by his chosen method of exposition; that of culling great 

literature for references to a concept which is peculiarly 

his own, and which he bas not satisfactorily outlined in 

his own terms. 

Nevertheless, he successfully makes several 

important points in this essay. Predictably, he finds in the 

lines from the Apocalypse, 11I saw the Holy City, the New 

Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from God", the greatest 

image of the heavenly 9ity, and it is this image that 

apparently shapes his concept of all great earthly cities. 

Thus he discerns aspects of the New Jerusalem in a variety 

of literary passages. Civil justice as seen in Measure for 

Measure is the "order which holds and is a necessity of the 

City in this world".5 The "perfection of earthly labour"6 

is conveyed for him in the line "the singing masons 

building roofs of gold" from Henry v, while the figure of 

Caesar ~n Anthony and Cleopatra is himself a symbol of "the 

peace and union of men which he represents and sustains .. ,? 

by virtue of his belief that the "time of universal peace 

is near./ Prove this a prosperous day, the three-nooked 

world I Shall wear the olive ~reely". Even in Milton 

5Ibid., p. 96. 

6Ibid., p. 92. 

?Ibid., p. 95-
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Williams finds a kind of "'civic' relationship" in "the 

courtesy which the figures of the poem display towards each 

other; a kind o:r divine charity moves in them".8 Of T.S. 
The · -Eliot's~Family Reunion, the very title of which has for him 

"a profound meaning", be says, "I do not recollect any 

other modern work which throws so strange a light on the 

true relationship of the generations, and therefore on the 

great principles of the City11 .9 In this pla:r he finds 

11poetie hints o:r the civil union of the living and the 

dead"10 and "the continual intereh~ge of courtesies of the 

spirit"11 which distinguish Eliot's treatment of the Cit:r 

from that of other modern poets, who have generally 

treated it "inadequately-", even though they have been 

sincere and serious. Finally, in this analysis, Williams 

returns to Wordsworth's description of the "feeling 

intellect", which he submits as "the expression of the 

state of mind which ••• be [i.e., Wordsworth] saw as the 

best nature of men. It is also the best maxim of the 

desired Oity".12 

8Ibid.~ pp. 99-100. 

9Ibid., p. 101. 

10Ibid. 

11Ibid. 

12Ibid., p. 101. 
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However readers may judge this essay as a whole, 

when Williams abandons his favoured method of literary 

analysis in favour of comparatively straight-forward 

~heological exposition, his line of argument becomes much 

more lucid. In "The Redeemed City", published a year 

later, he provides in theological terms as concise a 

description of the City as will be found anywhere in his 

prose, at the same time relating the idea to certain of 

his other themes. 

The Holy Ghost moves us to be, by every means to 
which we are called, the Images of Christ, the 
types of that Original, in or out of the flesh. 
It is the intercourse of those free Images which 
is the union of the City. The name of the City 
is Union ••• The process of that union is by the 
method of free exchange. The methods of that 
exchange range from childbirth to the Eucharist 
the two primal activities of the earth and the 
Church.l3 

In this essay be also resumes the general description with 

which he had begun his previous essay, and explicitly 

defines "unity": Christ in his Resurrection and Incarnat~on 

was a restoration of the union of the two natures of man, 

flesh and spirit, and 

the Holy Ghost ••• drives us towards a union with 
the Union. · What he created, we must choose
accepting in Re-creation the original creation.l4 

l3"The Redeemed .City", The Image of the City, 
p. 103. 

14Ibid., p. 104. 
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Thus Williams·- isolates the chief characteristic of 

the City,- its "name",' ··as · being the· t · accep ance, ~eassert1on, 

and daily living- expression of the most ·basic of Christian 

articles of faith. - .When men · acknowledge the existence of 

the union within their ·. individual natures, . and within their 
. - . . 

social structure ',in -their . relations with each other, the 

cornerstone of the City will have been laid. . This 

fundamental principle -of unity ·will colour all the other 

attributes of the ·. City, such filS justice, peace, courtesy, 
. .., ... .. , .... 

the exehange of duties .andlabours • 

. Be .fore. • turning to . the . Arthurian cycle in order to 

see how such prose · -explanations are helpful to · an interpre

tation of the . poE:t:t;ry, it -is worthwhile ·. to consider ·b~iefly 

the source of .Williams • ·notion of the City; which Lewis 

avers .. haunted .· the , poet all . his life. l5 The symbol 

obviously has · its -~ roots · in Williams • well~known personal 

attachment to the · city o~- ~London. By midd~e.;..age the attach-
- ·:. ~ ' ... .:: . 

ment was so dee'p ·that -he regarded himself exiled · by -~he 
' ~- : 

move to -Ox.fo;d \llh:ich the wa~ - necessitated~ - and he returned ... . -

to London as oft~n as - ~~nditions - would permit~ · As this 
. .. . 

attachment intensified throughout his life, he sought and 

found a deeper significance in that city, and the many 

references to it in his novels testify to the importance 

which it came to assume in his thought and creative work. 

15c.s. Lewis, Arthurian -Torso, P• 104. 
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It is by now nearly a commonplace of Williams' 

criticism that the City is an image or symbol of Order. 

Lewis, who probably first made the observation, maintains: 

On many of us the prevailing impression made by 
the London streets is one of chaos; but Williams 
;ooking on the same spectacle, · saw chiefly an 
1mage - an imperfect, pathetic,. heroic, and 
majestic image - of Order.l6 

Lewis goes further and relates this philosophical approach 

to Williams' concept of Byzantium. 

Such is Byzantium - Order, envisaged not as 
restraint nor even as a convenience but as a 
beauty and splendour.l7 

In support of these opinions he quotes the well-known 

passages from two of Williams' novels, War in Heaven and 

The Greater Trumps.18 In her "Introduction" Anne Ridler 

refers to Lewiss views on the subject and expands his ideas 

by bringing additional observations to bear on the matter: 

••• as there is relationship within the Deity, that 
'primary act of Love' which ig the Trinity, man 
must reflect this order in his fellowship with 
other men ••• Augustine saw an ideal Rome as the 
likeness of the heavenly City: Virgil had seen it 
as the pattern of earthly order. The conc~pt~on 
of the Roman order meant much .to ·Charles ·W1ll1ams 
••• Byzantium, Rome, Christendom, London, Amen 
House ••• these were all aspects of the City:_and l9 
it was an order at once hierarchic and republ1can. 

16Ibid., p. 105. 

l7Ibid. 

lBwar in Heaven, p. 66, and The Greater Trumps, 
pp. 55- 6. 

l9Anne Ridler, "Introduction", The Image of the 
Citl, pp. xlv-xlvi. 
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Finally, Charles Moorman, probably using the observations 
Mrs. · · 

of bothLRidler and Lewis as convenient points of departure, 

enlarges the concept of Order until it dominates the entire 

cycle. 

Perhaps the greatest single image that Williams 
develops in remaking the Arthurian legend is that 
of organic unity and order .~. The Arthurian · 
!orld is ••• marked by order at every phase of 
1ts existence ••• its presence in Williams nearly 
always denotes the·sacred, the holy ••• Order, 
in Williams' terms, is always the mode of God's 
existence and its manifestations in the world are 
His handiwork.20 

The value of such critical pronouncements is 

scarcely contestable. They provide essential guidelines 

for the reader who first approaches Wilmiams' cycle, and 

they also successfully isolate what may well be WilliamP' 

most unique poetic invention. Nevertheless, once this debt 

has been acknowledged, it seems desirable to take the 

analysis one step further, re-examining the material with a 

view to unearthing other aspects of the symbol and the 

concepts which underlie it. 

Of all the novels in which Williams either utilizes 

a city as setting or invokes the City as symbol, All Hallows' 

~ stands pre-eminent, for in this work is to be observed 

the progression from concrete locality to symbolic state of 

that city in which Williams first saw significance. On one 

20charles Moorman, Arthurian Triptych, PP• 67-8. 
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level, its setting is contemporary London. The novel opens 

\dth the heroine, Lester Furnival · , standing on Westminster 

Bridge, looking out over the city. The time is the evening 

of the day on which peace with Germany has .. been concluded. 

But although she does not immediately realize it, Lester is 

dead. Recently the victim of a freak plane crash over the 

Embankment, it is her spiritualized body, which is rap$dly 

relinquishing its material nature, that stands gazing out 

over the 0.ity ~ of , ·~~· ~, Westminster. This actual city, .full 

of light, activity, and all the sounds· of human commerce, 

is for Lester strangely dim and silent, empty of people and 

devoid even of the sensation of passing time. 

It lay there, as it always does - itself offering 
no barriers, open to be trodden, ghostly to this 
world and to heaven, and in its upper reaches 
6~ostly also to th?se in its lower reaches where 
(J..f at all) hel1 l1es ••• mostly those streets are 
only forthe passing through,: of the newly_ dead_ ••• 
One day perhaps . it wil:l ind~ed break through; 1 t 
will undo our _solidity, which belongs. to e':rth ~d 
heaven, and all of us who a~e then ':l1ve WJ..ll fJ..nd 
ourselves in- it and alone t1ll we w1n through 1t 
to our own place.21 

There exist, then, two separate levels of action: 

the City of Westminster (which by convention is always 

capitalized, of course) and its environs, and the City which 

Lester now inhabits. Were Williams Roman Catholic rather 

than Anglican, one might unhesitatingly characterize the 

latter City as Purgatory. Indeed, when one recalls the 

21All Hallows' Eve, PP• 72-3. 
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various corre~pondenoes between Williams' thought and the 

work o~ Dante, the possibility that it does bear some 

resemblance to the Purgatory of the Commedia becomes less 

remote. A note on the background to Dante's Purgatorio may 

throw some further correspondences into relief: 

••• the life of Eden, had ·man persevered, was to 
have been an earthly life? including what may be 
thought of as natural rel1gion, · - a consciousness 
of the love and nearness of God, a perfect 
spontaneity of human joy and goodness, and a 
knowled$e of all earthly wisdom. Bat the higher · 
revelat1ons which would complete the life ·of man, 
not as an earthly but as a heavenly being, were 
to have been subsequently added. Therefore, when 
man fell he forfeited immediately the perfect 
earthly life, and' ultimately the perfect heavenly 
life. His first task, then, must be to recover 
the life of the Earthly Paradise • • • the type o:f 
the "blessedness o:f this life.~ ~~·22 

The resemblances between Dante's Purgatory and Williams• 

City in All H~.l.lows' Eve are scarcely as marked as those 

other parallels discussed in the previous chapter. There 

is no mention of any mountain in Williams, nor any allusion, 

however veiled, to an Earthly Paradise like that of the 

Garden of Eden. Nonetheless, there are in this novel brief 

glimpses of a state that is not unlike that state which the 

soul seeks in its ascent of the mount of Purgatory, glimpses 

that convince one that whatever the differences in details 

of locale, the spirit of Dante's Purgatory lies 'behind 

Williams' concept of the City in this work. 

22H. Oelsner, "Note on Dante's Purgatory", ~ 
Divine Comedy, pp. 189-90. 



As another character of All Hallows' Eve, Betty 

WaDingford, goes forth into the City, 

She went lightly and gaily; these times were 
always happy and fortunate ••• All but these 
joyous hours were secluded from her. Ignorant 
of what she:· obeyed, but in perfect volition of 
obedience, she went along.23 
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The lines recall the "perfect spontaneity of human joy and 

goodness" typical of the perfect earthly life mentioned 

above. She further experiences, .as she makes her way 

through the spectral streets, . the "cleared and fresh" 24 

sensations of sight and smell so that the City, even in 

its most ordinary activities, appears as "the ground-bass 

of the whole absorbed music with which the lighter sun and 

sky mingled11 •
25 A station-porter going about his tasks seems 

endowed with heightened powers, for "Golden-thighed 
. . 

Endurance, sun-shrouded Justice, were in him, and his face 

was the deep confluence of the City".26 And when she must 

leave the City and resume once more her earthly body and 
. . f 1. . t It . 27 h 

existence, quitting the "prec1ncts of e 1c1 Y , . s e 

looks back. 

23All Hallows' Eve, P• ?2. 

24Ibid., p. ?4. 

25Ibid. 

26Ibid., p. ?6. 

27Ibid., p. 77• 



She was already on the edge of the shadow over 
the Hill's height, and all before her the sunset 
over the City - another sunset another sun - ' 
glowe~ not as if t~e light wer: going but as if 
the n1ght were com1ng, a holier beauty, a richer 
mystery.28 
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Yet, in spite of these intimations of a paradisal 

life, this City is after all the City of the newly dead; 

and while it contains many hints of the Earthly Paradise 

which man for~eited by the Fall, it still. remains essentially 

a part of the life of the soul after it has left its earthly 

limitations behind. By entering the City those few 

privileged living persons like Betty Wamingford at least 

are afforded a glimpse of an alternative to the life they 

actually experience on earth, and an intimation of bow it 

still may be • 

All Hallows •. Ev!, provi.ces still another such 

insight, this time through the medium of art and the 

inspiration of an earth-bound artist, who though incapable 

of explaining the source or cause of his vision, nevertheless 

stands by it, affirming its validity. 

It was a part of London after a raid - he thought, 
of the City proper for a shape on the right re
minded him dimly of St. Paul's. At ~he.back were 
a few houses but the rest of the pa1nt1ng was a 
wide stretch'of desolation. The time was late 
dawn; the sky was clear; the light cam~, it seemed 
at first from the yet unrisen sun beh1nd the 
single g~oup of houses. The light ••• seemed ~o 
stand out from the painting, and almost t? d?m1nate 
the room itself •• ,. it so governed the pa~nt1ng.th~t 
all other detail& and elements were conta1ned WJ.thJ.n 

2~bid., p. 79· 



it. They floated in that imaginary light as 
~he earth_do~s in the sun's •••• It was everywhere 
1n the pa1nt1ng - concealed in houses and in 
their projected shadows, lying in ambush in the 
cathedral, opening in the rubble, vivid in the 
vividness of the sky. It would everywhere have 
burst through, had it not chosen rather to be 
shaped into forms, and to restrain and change 
its greatness in the colo11rs ofthose lesser 
limits. It was universal, .and lived.29 
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One vie~er, Richard, comments that it is nlike a 

modern Creation of the World, or at least a Creation of 

London",30 and, indeed, in the last lines quoted above the 

light functions virtually as a creator. It is interesting 

to note further that in this role, the light conforms to 

the Christian idea of the Creator who deliberately chose to 

"restrain and change its greatness" by bringing mankind 

into existence and His Son to Incarnacy. Moreover, this 

same creative light still reposes within the confines of 

the Fallen world, still waits to be discovered' by the 

perceptive and. enlightened. When Williams had defined the 

City as Union, · and had asserted that F~llen man, by virtue 

of Christ's Incarnacy and Resurrection, is directed by the 

Holy Ghost to seek and establish it within himself and 

between his fellows, he was proposing nothing less than the 

recovery of the pre-Lapsarian state of true vision and 

bliss. nWhat He created, we must choose - accepting in the 

29Ibid., PP• 29-30. 

3°Ibid. , p. 30 • 
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Re-creation the original creation.u3l The light in the 

passage above is unmistakably symbolic of the Divine nature 

which still resides in creation, the revealed divinity of 

the universe as it was in primeval times and as it still . 

may appear. 

When one turns .from the prose expositions to the 

cycle, the first references to the City do not appear to 

offer substantial support for the ideas outlined above. 

On the contrary, they apparently confirm Lewis' opinion 

that the City simply symbolizes Order and that its 

significance is totally encompassed by Byzantium. There 

is the rather ambiguous reference in the "Prelude" of 

Taliessin through Logres to "the lord of eharity"32 from 

whose sight men in "the City" hide themselves. And in the 

"Prelude" of The Region of the Summer Stars there occurs 

the historical allusion in "the roar of burning and bundled 

torches"33 to the iconoclastic activities and the Nestorian 

controversy in "the City"; all of which appears to point to 

the actual city of Byzantium as the type of the City. 

Lewis is further supported in his contention that the City 

symbolizes Order by the .fact that "the ancient line of 

3l"The Redeemed City", The Image o:f the City, P• 104-. 

32Taliessin through Logres, P• 1. 

33Tbe Region of the Summer Stars, P• 2. 
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imperial shapes"34 derives its authority from 11the Throne 

of primal order"35 and that in consequence the Empire lies 

"in the imposed order"36 thus reflected in Byzantium. 

It must be admitted that it is tempting to interpret 

such allusions literally and concretely, as Lewis has done. 

Simply to assume from the beginning that the City consist

ently refers to Byzantium, that Byzantium actually contains 

the "Throne of primal order" and that it is literally 

surr.ounded·.; by "the visionary zone of clear light", 37 would 

certainly eliminate the necessity for constant vigilance in 

a large and by no means clearly defined area of interpre

tation. Unfortunately, this is not possible. The City 

embraces something more than the qualities o~ Byzantium, 

impressive though they be. The City is more than any 

particular locality yet realized in the Empire, and even 

Byzantium is not the perfection which Williams envisaged 

as the City. The City is perfection, but Byzantium 

"expecte·d perfection; it awaited the Second Coming I of the 

Union~.38 And it is, of course, in expectation of the 

fulfilment of this event that Logres is reclaimed from 

wilderness to become a theme of the Empire. 

34Ibid. 

35Ibid. 

36Ibid., P• 3. 

3?Ibid. 

38Ibid., 'PP• 2~3. 
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Hence, when Taliessin determines to go to Byzantium 

after hearing of both the Empire and the "myth11 of 

Christianity which is its foundation, and when he seeks 
11 the sea and the Oityn,39 he goes in search of that place 

where he believes he will learn about "the Cityu,, that is, 

the City via the city of Byzantium. The desire to learn 

more about the "rumour" is so intense, moreove~, that when 

he dreams of Byzantium he dreams also of the City, 

visualized, like the painting in All Hallows' Eve, in 

terms of all-pervading light: 

• • • a clear city on a sea-site 
in a light that shone from behind the sun; the sun 
was not so fierce as to pierce where the light could 
through every waste and wood; t:ge c~ty and the light 
lay beyond the sun and beyond hJ.s dr~am ... , 

(~., p. 15) 

Further descriptions of the City utilize similar 

imagery. Later, when he recall~ his experiences at 

Byzantium, Taliessin speaks o:£ ::light I compact in each 

fitting act o£ justice -in tbe _City";40 individual cities 

such as "Carbonek, Camelot, ••• were gates and containers, 

intermediations of light";41 and the account of Arthur's 

last battle to establish his supremacy, ."Mount Badon", 

39"The Calling of Taliessin", The Region o:f the 
Summer Stars, p. 8. 

40"Taliessin i:r;t the Rose-Garden", The Region o:f the 
Summer Stars, p. 25. 

4l"Prelude", .Taliessin through Logre.§_, P• 1. 
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vibrates with light as the poem hurtles towards its 

conclusion in a rush of apocalyptic imagery. At the height 

of the battle are invoked the 

hierarchs of freedom, golden candles of the solstice 
that flared round the golden-girdled Logos, snowy-haired 
brazen-footed, starry-handed, the thigh banded with the · 

Name. 

The trumpets of the City blared through the feet of brass; 
the candles flared among the pirates; their mass broke; 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
the paps of the day were golden-girdled; 
hair, bleached white by the mere stress of the glory, 
drew the battle through the air up threads of light. 

(TTL., p. 18) 

And the poem closes on the line, 11the candles of new 
. . ld"' 42 Camelot shone through the fought .f1e . • 

The light which was first an attribute solely of 

Byzantium is now to be associated with Camelot. So, at 

the coronation of Arthur, which immediately follows his 

victory, the spectacle is conveyed chiefly in imagery of 

light. 

and 

The king stood crowned ••• 
midnight striking, torches and fires 
massing the colour ••• 

••• thick-tossed torches, 
tall candles flared ••• 

(TTL., p. 19) -

ri;;i_~g·~;;;·;ii.th;·k:i;;g's dragon ramped. 
(TTL., P• 19) .-

42Taliessin through Logres, P• 18. 



As Merlin witnessed the scene, 

He turned where the fires, amid burning mail, 
poured, tributaried by torches and candles, 
to a point in a massive of colour, one 
aureole flame ••• 

(TTL., p. 19) 

Even his foreboding of failure is expressed in terms of 

light: 

Doom in shocks sprinkled the burning gloom, 
molten metals and kindling colours pouring 
into the pyre ••• 

(TTL., p. 21) 
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And the final stanza clearly exhibits part of the 

significances of the light imagery, as the reader realizes 

that the fate of Logres is by no means secure, but hangs 

in very delicate balance. 

Att,.the door of the gloom sparks die and revive; 
the spark of Logres fades, glows, fa4es. 

(TTL., p. 21) 

The climax of the Quest of the Grail is also couched 

in this kind of imagery. 11The Last Voyage" describes 

Galahad in the following terms: 

Fierce in the prow the alchemical Infant burned, 
red by celerity now conceiving the woite; 

(TTL., p. 85) -
As the three Quest lords in the ship of Solomon "sped to 

the Cityu,43 Galahad o~fers himself in prayer to ease the 

death of Dinadan, who is dying martyr-like in Logres "on a 
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bed of coals".44 As he does so, the veil over the martyred 

Blanchefleur's bier glows with the light of divine 

recognition: 

••• a low light 
covered with flame the spread saffron veil; 
the heart of the dead Dinadan burned on the sun, 
and gathered and fled through the air to the bead of 

Perciva1e, 
flew and flamed and flushed the argentine column. 

(TTL., p. 87) 

It is, however, in the final poem of the cycle, 

"Taliessin at Lancelot's Mass", that the light imagery, 

though perhaps less striking, yet achieves its full 

cumulative effect. During the Mass, 

••• the festival of flames 
fell from new sky to new earth; the light in bands 
of bitter glory renewed the imperial lands. 

(~., p. 90) 

At the elevation of the Host, when the assembled company 

"exalted the Unity; prismed shone I web, paths, pointsn,45 

they see suddenly 

Over the altar, flame·of anatomized fire, 
the High Prince stood, gyre in burning gyre; 

(~., p. 91) 

and in Taliessin's words, 

the ruddy pillar of the Infant was the passage of the 
pc;>rpbyry stair. 

44Ibid., p. 87 • 

45Ibid., P• 90. 

(~., p. 91) 



In Taliessin's description is an almost literal 

restatement of the traditional association of light with 

spiritual revelation, which for the Christian has its 

background in the scriptures, from the first recorded 
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divine utterance, .. Fiat lux", to John's characterization of 

Christ as "the true Light", and the flames of Pentecost, 

culminating in the vision of' the Apocalyptic City. In the 

prominence which Williams gives to the general symbolism of 

light and its :supporting imagery his poetry may be considered 

to be very much in the mainstream of' Christian literature, 

both doctrinal and mystical. The same characteristic of 

his City is reminiscent not only of the vision of the New 

Jerusalem of Revelation; . or of Dante's Purgatorio and 

Paradiso, but also of the many utterances o£ the seventeenth

century English metaphysicals, especially those of' Traherne • 
.. 

In Centuries of Meditations,_ recalling his childish 

impression of God's immanence, he wrote: 

The men! 0 what Venerable and Reverend Creatures 
did the Aged seem! Immortal Cherubins! An~ young 
Men Glittering .and Sparkling Angels and Ma1ds 
strange Seraphick Pieces of Life and Beaut~! ••• 
I knew not .that they were Born or should.D1e. ~ut 
all things abided Eternaly as they · wer~ 1n the~r 
Proper Places. Eternity ~as_M~ifes~ 1n the L1~ht 
of the Day, . and somthing_1nf1n1t BebJ.nd.evry thJ.ng 
appeare~: which talked w1th my Expecta~J.on and moved 
my Desire. The Citie seemed to stand J.n Eden, or to 
be Built in Heaven.46 

46Tbomas Traherne, Centuries of' Meditation, Cent. 
ll!, 3, 8-18. 

'". 
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Even more striking parallels with Williams' 

imagery may be found in poems of Henry Vaughan which reveal 

what amounts to a virtual obsession with light as an image 

of eternity, revelation, and the state of spiritual 

ecstasy: "I saw eternity the other night I Like a great 

ring of pure and endless light, I All calm as it was 

bright",4? "The whole creation shakes off night, I And for 

thy shadow looks the light"~48 and, of course, "They are 

all gone out into the world of light"~49 to quote only a 

few of the most obvious. .The same strain may be discerned 

even in certain of Giles Fletcher's poems, notably the 

stanzas from "Christ's Triumph After Death" which describe 

the vision of the Holy City.5° While Williams' presentation 

of the City as a symbol .of Order may constitute his most 

original contribution, . ~~e City as a revelation of the 

"blessedness of this life", with its echoes of the heavenly 

City of the Apocalypse, Dante, the mystics and the English 

metaphysicals, shows him to be well within the traditions 

of the greatest Christian poetry. 

47Henry Vaughan, "The World", 1-3. 

48Henry Vaughan, .. The Dawning", 16-7 • 

1. 
49Henry Vaughan, (poem titled after the first line), 

5° Giles Fletcher, "Christ's Triumph After Death", 

Stanzas 15, 38, 39, 47. 
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This City £or Williams lies behind all the various 

earthly manifestations of civic relationship, but its 

character implies still other qualities. As Williams 

observed in his remarks on The Family Reunion, it also 

implies a union of the living and the dead, and he means 

this in a very specialized and literal sense. In prose he 

asserted: 

••• Re-creation was presented to us, in the 
Apocalypse;, under the image o£ a Oity ••• . The 
feast of Christ the King .is also the feast of 
Christ the City. The .principle of .that City, and 
the gates of it, are the nature of Christ as the 
Holy Ghost exhibits it and inducts us into = it; it 
is the doctrine that no man lives to himself or 
indeed, from himself.5l 

The last statement recalls Williams' earlier assertion that 

the "process of that union is by the method of free 

exchange",52 and, indeed, ·the word "exchange" is to be 

found again and again throughout the cycle: 

for the hall is raised to the power of exchange of all 
by the small spread organisms of your hands · ••• 
there are the altars of Christ the City extended. 

(~., p. 43) 

Many a mile ·Of distance in the Empire was to go 
to the learning, many a turn of exchange in the need 
of himself or others or the Empire ••• 

(!!§§.' p. 15) 

••• the taking o£ another to itself . 
in degree, the making of a mutual beauty ~n exchange, 

(!i§.§.. t p • 38) 

5l"The Redeemed City", The Image of the City, p. 104. 

52Ibid., p. 103. 

. ·l 
·· ·; 
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Passing re~erences are even more frequent: "Blanchefleur, 

/mother of the nature of lovers, creature of exchangen,53 

athe two kings were one, by exchange of death and healingn,54 

"He was set on the marble of excbangen,55 "Money is the 

medium of exchange", 5G •a frankness of honourable 

exchange • • 57 

As the range of quotation demonstrates, the term 

means various -things depending upon its context. 

Basically, however, Williams intended to convey by his use 

ot the we&d (or the word "substitution",- which he used 

synon~ously) the .. time-proven principle that no man is 

self-sufficient. As he wrote in "The Redeemed City": 

It was by an act of substitution that He renewed 
the City ••• this is the. inscape of the _Divine 
Oity. It is elementar.T enough' in our simp1e 
natural lives- from .ehildbirth everyone _who is 
not 'a god or a beast' lives by that; there is · 
no other way t .o live. We · are, simply, utterly 
dependent on others • • • 58 

The Biblical indunction that we should bear one another's 

53"The Last Voyage", Taliessin through Logres, p. 86. 

54:rbid.' p. 88. 

55"Taliessin on the Death of Virgil", Taliessin 
through Logres, p. 32. 

56"Bors to Elayne: on the King's Coffins", Taliessin 
through Logres, p. 44. 

5?"The Founding of the Company", The Region of the 
Summer Stars, p. 37. 

5S"The Redeemed City", The Image of the City, P· 105· 
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burdens is not delivered merely as a guide to civil 

courtesy, although because of "the universal nature of the 

applicationa59 it does become this; it is also made in 

recognition of "the supernatural nature of the principle".60 

Man is a Divine image and bears in his relations with 

others, as well as in his individual nature, an analogy 

te ~he Trinity, which %tself eXists in a harmonious state 

of interdependence of the· Three Persons. Interdependence 

between man and his Oreatoro was • substantiated even in the 

vulgar irony o:t the taunt fl~g at Christ during His 

Passion, aHe saved others; himself he cannot save".61 The 

basic unity o:t the material and the divine which .williams 

saw in the figure of Christ is thus visited, in ever

widening circles, upon all aspe~ts of creation in his cycle. 

The "methods .of that exchange", Williams submitted, 
. . 2 

"range from childbirth to the Euch8:t'ist";6 not, it will be 

noted . to death ' :tor · he was at some pains to demonstrate 
t ' . . . 

that physical exposition of the principle is not to be 

confined to earth, just as spiritual exposition is not to 

59Ibid. 

60Ibid. 

61Mark, 15: 31 

62"The Redeemed City", The Image of the Oitz, P• 103· 
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be con~ined to heaven. In ~act, even on earth the 

boundaries between the . living and the dead may be 

obliterated by the workings o~ divine purpose and the 

application o~ aspects o~ Exchange. The clearest 

demonstration of what Williams intends by all this may be 

seen in "The ~ounding o~ the Company". In obedience to 

Merlin's command Taliessin has goae to B,yzantium, where be 

is indoctrinated in many· principles o~ the City. Years 

later, in fu1~ilment o~ Mel.'lin's . prophecy~. he f'inds that 

members o:r Jais household. exhibit and practise so devotedly 

the principles of which be learned in B.yzantium that almost 

by accident they form::.~.a microcosmic .version of the City. 

Though this group of believers is known as "the Company" , 

it does not possess thef'ormality of a religious order. 

Grounded in the Acts o~ the Throne and the pacts of 
the themes, 

it lived onlyby conceded recollec'!iio~, 
having ·no .decisiO.~t n:o · :vote . or .adml.:ss:Lon, 
but for the :. single · note ~bat any-. soul -
took of its own election .of' the Way; ·the whole 
shaped no f'rame nor titular claim to place .• 

. (RSS., P• 36) -
The "single note" is, of' course, the consciousness on the 

Part of' the indi vid:Ual of what he do.es, the exercise of 

choice and "decision"63 which is a mark of the City 

("decision ••• was the mind's election, I the arbitration 

63"The Coming of Galabad", Taliessin through 
Logres, p • .. 71. 
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of faith, the erection of the Oity").64 Having no vote of 

admission, the Company is open to members of both the 

secular and religious community, and its only rule is "the 

making of man in the doctrine of largessen,65 "the 

indwelling, of the mansion and session of each in each".66 · 

The methods of exchange are practised on many levels, but 

in this poem they are separated "for convenience of 

naming•67 into three categories ~r degrees • 

••• So, at the f~st station, 
wer& those who lived by a frankness of honourable exchange, 
labour in the kingdom· devotion in 1?he Church, the need 
each had of other; this was ·the measurement and motion 
of process - the seed of all civil polity . 

(~., p. 37) 

At this level of spiritual progress is to be 

witnessed the -most literal interpretation of the command 

that man should bear his brother's burden. In the resultant 

exchange of labours, .such as -Williams had detected in the 

image from Henrz v. there is the spontaneity and perfect 

volition of obedience to the needs of others which would 

have distinguished the Earthly Paradise • 

~"The Calling of Taliessin", The Region of the _ 
Summer Stars, p. 5· -

65"Tbe Founding of the Company", The Region of the 
Sgmmer S1;ars, p. 37 • 

66Ibid. 

67Ibi·d. 
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••• servitude itself 
was sweetl7 ~ee'd or :~fre•4& by the willing proffer 
of itsel~ to another, the taking of another to itself 
in degree, the making of a mutual beauty in exchange, 

(~. t pp. 3?-8) 

On the second level the ·~abour and fruition"68 of 

the ~irst level is carried further • 

••• it exchanged the. proper self 
and wherever need was drew breath daily 
in another's place ••• 
'd71ng each other's li~e, living each other's death'. 

(RSS., P• 38) 

The implications of this second mode ot exchange arise out 

of Williams' idea o~ the union of the generations, living 

and dead, which he perceived, for example, in Eliot's .. 

Famil:r Rermion. 

The best prose eXposition of this idea, which is a 

difficult one for most readers to grasp, is to be found in 

his novel, Descent into . Hell. This work takes as one of 

its themes the release of redemption from all temporal 

restrictions, and .describes the way .in which exchange may 

be effected not only· between living persons but also between 

those separated by vast periods of time, both past and 

future. Pauline Anstruther has finally brought herself to 

confide in Peter Stanhope her fear of her doppe!ganser. 

His reply is 

••• I don't quite understand ••• You have friends; 69 
haven't you asked one of them to carry your fear? 

68 Ibid., p. 38. 
69Descent into Hell, P• 96. 
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And in answer to her obvious perplexity at this suggestion, 

he elaborates on the meaning of the Biblical in~unction to 

bear one another's burdens, concluding: 

It's a fact of experience. If you give a weight 
to me, you can't be car~ng it yourself; all 
I'm asking you to do is to notice that blazing 
truth.?O 

In practice, the utilization of this "fact of 

experience" is subtle and not without tts difficulties. 

To assume Pauline's burden of terror and dread Stanhope 

must "recollect" the impression of the girl,imaginatively 

experiencing the appearance of her doppelsanger, together 

with all her accompanying emotions • 

••• he summoned through all his sensations an 
approaching fear. »elibere_tely _ h$ opened_ him-
self to that tear, la1fng aside for awhile e,very 
thought of why he was doing it, forgetting every 
principle and la:w·, _ absorbing .• only the · strangeness 
and the terror of that separate identity • • • it 
was nec·easary~'-·first 1ntensel;y to receive all her 
spirit • S ' conflict •• :~His·:::awn eyes · began to seek and 
strain and shrink-; his -own feet, quiet though 
they . actua~ly we~e, -b~g2l)l to weaken with the 
necessitY. of advance upon the road down which th~ 
girl was passiDg• · The bocq ot J:Lis flesh ;received 
her alien terror, , his mind · carr1ed the ~urden of 
her world. The .burden was inevitably l1ghter for 
him than for her, for the rage of a personal re
sentment was lacking. He endured her sensftiveness, 
but not her sin • • • His goodwill went to ~ts 
utmost, and utmost goodwil~ can go very far. It 
went to all but actual vis1on ••• ?1 

?Oibid., p. 98. 

7libid., pp. 100-1. 
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In the midst of his concentration he is interrupted; and 

though he would return to the contemplation and reception 

of Pauline's burden, in fact, 

the act of substi~ution was fully made; and if 
it had been necessarily del~ed · for years · ••• 
but not by his fault, still tu result would 
have preceded it.. In the · place of the 
Omnipotence there is ·· neither before nor after· 
there is only act. ?2 · · - ' 

Elsewhere i.n Descent into ·Hell the same act, made after the 

example of Christ's Passion, · tU:es place between the dying 

Margaret Anstruther and a suicide .of some ·generations 

earlier and between Pauline an·d her martyred ancestor of 

the sixteenth century. 

It is in just this manner that those members of the 

Company who are at the second station practise exchange. 

Terrible and lovely is the gane~al substitution of souls 
the J'lesh-taking ordained for ·its mortal images 
in its first creation; and now in Its sublime self . 
shows, since It .. deigned to be dead in the stead of each man. 

(!m§. t p. 38) 

Within the cycle there is the example of the salvation of 

Virgil by exchange which was discussed in Chapter II, but 

there is also the more. extreme instance in Blanchefleur's 

spontaneous gift of her very life blood to save the life of 

another, which stands as a literal and physical expression 

of the act of substitution. 

?2 . . 102 . Ibl.d., p. · • 



The third station of spiritual development is 

achieved b~ those who are granted the vision 

••• where the full salvation of all souls 
is seen, and their co7inher!:neH, as when the Trinity 
first made man in Thel.r image, · and now restor:;.;:d 
b;y the one adored substitution ••• 

(~., p. 39) 
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Here is the vision which man lost in the Fall, and which 

the Incarnation and Passion of' Christ restored to him. 

Obviously the most dif'ficul t of' the three degr.ees to 

attain, it is experienced, without regard to function or 

civil status, only by a select few; Dindrane . (Blanchefleur), 

a serving girl, the Archbishop, Percivale, a mechanic, 

Dinadan. Taliessin himself perceives the state only 

occasionally, and then indirectly; when he achieves in 

verse the ·successful imaging of Camelot as the potential 

City, or when be se.•s the true meaning in Broceliande. At 

such times the state appears as 

a deep, strange isl~nd . of' granite Folf-th, 
thrice charpd with. massive .· light 1n change, 
clear and ·golden-cream and rose tinctured, 

(~~. p. 39) 

Again, imagery of' light predominates, and is the more 

effective as it heralds the riddle of' divinity, which 

states the paradoxes of' the vision as it must appear for 

mortals, in a dense, almost tortured structure of semi-

theological terms. 
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in the land of the Trinity, .the land of the perichoresis 
of separateness !ithout separation, reality without rift: 
where the.Basis .1s in the Image, and the . Image in the Gift 
•he Gift 1s in the Image and the Image. in the Basis ' 
and Basis and Gift alike in Gift and Basis. ' 

(~ •• p. 39) 

Such a vision of the Trinity is vouchsafed only to 

those souls who have ascended through the degrees of the 

doctrine of largesse, whose sight has been renovated from 

the warped state imposed by the Pall. This clear, 

undeviating perception of the nature of man, society, and 

the Godhead is dependent upon the f~e and conscious 

acceptance of all aspects of the created universe. The 

opposite state of affairs is s)"mbolized by Williams in 

Descent into Hell as that other Oity of the plain, GomaDrah. 

We know all about Sodom nowad~s, but perhaps we 
know the other even better • .. Men can be in love 
with men, and women with ·women, and still be in 
iove and make.· sounds and speeches·, but don't you 

· know how quiet the streets ofGomorrah are? 
llaven't you .aeen the pools that everlastingly 
reflect the taces 'of those who walk with their 
own phantasms' but the phantae~m~ aren't r,e- . . 
fleeted, . alld can •t be . : •• ,,here •s no distinct1on 
between lover and-beloved; . th:ey: beget themselves 
on their adoration of themselves, and by them
selves too~ :tor creation . -•• is the me;-c:.r of God, 
and they won't have the facts of creat1on.73 

Though Gomorrab is not invoked in . the Arthurian 

cycle, the state. it represents clearly exists in the spirit 

of certain individuals, and the chilling monologue of 

Mordeed best conveys it. The parallel between his fantasies 

'l3.;;;;;.Ib-=i~d., p. 174. 
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and those o~ Lawrence Wentworth of Descent into Hell is in 

some respects almost exact. Both re~ect the external world, 

preferring to live in their own self-made worlds. Both 

populate their creations with products of their perverted 

desires; phantasms who will conform to their every desire 

(for they are the very shape of these desires), never 

offering any threat of individuality nor the resistance of 

external e.uthorit,-. But Mord.red, unlike Wentworth, who 

merely sinks deeper and deeperinto Gomorrah, is eventually 

deluded into attempting to bring his world of fantasy into 

actual existence. 

He sought his vision by mere derision of the vision. 
He drew into the ordained place of the Table 
the unstable pagan. chiefs ••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • he assuaged his ow imtlge . 
with the image of the .Throne, setting both aga1nst the 

· . Empire 
and begetting by the succubus of its longing, in a worid 

of pagans; . . . 
the falsity of all images and their 1ncoherence. 

. (~., p. 55) 

When Mordred denies the aabhority of .Arthur as king 

of Logres; he has set his foot on the path which will 

shortly lead him to re~ect the separate identity and 

integrity of any created thing which thwarts his personal 

desire. The city of Gomorrah is perhaps the surest route 

to Hell, if not Hell itself, for it has as its principle 

the deliberate and conscious aeassertion by the individual 
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of pre~erence ~or the Pallen state, a denial of the union 

effected by the Incarnation, a denial o~ the mutual 

indwelling of the Trinity and the co-inherence of all men 

in this Deity. Such a denial works, after its own fashion, 

for if a man pre:ters no external authority, if h~ with

draws spiritually into his own autonomous world to exclude 

all the other irritating divine images, he will be alone in 

the fullest sense that he could possibly desire. And by 

so shutting himsel~ o~:t and denying the existence of others, 

he has closed the avenue o~ assistance by which others 

might have entered to help. 

In the course of the centuries since the establish

ment ot the Church there has emerged a substantial body of 

literature dealing with the personal religious experience. 

Part of this vast corpus treats the ways by which the human 

soul, in the absence of the Second Coming, but under the 

direction of the Holy Ghost, may come to knowledge of and 

communion with the Godhead. One of the earliest literary 

formulations of these ways is to .be found in the writings 

of the "Pseudo-Dionysius" or, as he was once known, . 

Dionysius the Areopagite. From his work, which outlines 

two separate methods of apprQach ~o God, are derived the 

terms Via Negativa and Via Positiva. Both ways begin by 

acknowledging the existence of the universe as a divine 

image of the Creator; but .the Way of Negation has been the 
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more fully documented in literature, and certainly the more 

emphasized by the Church, since this is the way of denial, 

both of the self and the pleasures of this world, and as 

such constitutes an aspect of monasticism. It is also the 

way of the ascetic individual, who would deny to all 

phsnc~ana of this existence the ability adequately to 

express the glory and nature of God, and as such claims 

amongst its chief exponents such prominent figures in the 

tradition of Christian mysticism as St~ John of the Cross, st.. 

Thereaa of Avila, and St. Hugh of Victor. In their own 

manner, all these saints pursued the method which Dionysius 

himself had preferred. In the pursuit of the Via 5egativa, 

• • • the miDd begins by denying of God those things 
which e.re • ·farthest removed ·from Him • • • and proceeds 
upwards progressiv~ly denn.ns .. of. God the attributes 
and ~alities of. creature.s, until it reaches 'the 
super-essential Darkness~ • .•• .. When . the mind has . 
stripped away from its .idea .of God the human modes 
o:r thou~t and inadeq11~te conceptions ~f the lleit~, 
it enter~.· upon the 'Darkness of UnknoWl.ng', wherel.n 
it 'renounces all the app~ehension of the under
stan~ng and.. is .. wrapped. in that .which is wholly 
illtangible ~d. ·. invisible • • • united • • • to Him that 
is wholly unknowable ••• '?4 

This same Dionysius not only named but also e~plored 

the possibilities of the Affirmative Way or the Via Positiva, 

and at least one work, the Divine Names,is given over to 

its exposition. To follow this Way 

II, 95. 
?4Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy, 



••• means ascribing to God the perfections found 
in creatures, that is, the _perfections which are 
compatible W1th ~he spiritual Nature of God, 
though ~ot ~xist1ng in Him in the same manner as 
they eXJ.st 1D creatures, since in God they exist 
without imperfection ••• 75 

Dion~sius pursues the Af~irmative Way by 

••• showing how namea ·sueh as ·Goodness, Life, 
Wisdom, Power are applicable to God in a 
transcendental manner and how they apply to 
creatures only in virtue of their derivation 
from God ••• 76 

Dorothy Sayers, who has commented upon Charles Williams' 

place in the ~stical tradition, has remarked of these 

approaches to God, 

••• the followers of the two ways are not nearly 
so sharply and antago11is~ically divided as the 
philosophers. Ne8.rl7all of th~m tend, at some 
point in this journey, · .to use the language 
belonging to the other w~;y ~ some~imes using both 
simultaneously with a strong effect of paradox, 
as in that phrase which ·charles · Williams thought 
he quoted, but perhaps invented:. "This also is 
Thou; neither is this Thou."?? 
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In his own.treatment of the two ways, _Williams bad 

suggested that man may follow the example of Christ, .who 

in his own life had recourse to both methods. "The tangle 

of affirmation and rejection which is in each of us has to 

75 Ibid., p. 94. 

?Gibid., P• 93. 

7?norothy Sayers, Further Papers on Dante, 
pp. 185-6. 

-· . 
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be drawn into some kind o~ a pattern". 78 While he 

certainly accorded a place to the Way o~ Negation, he 

especially wished to recommend the other to his readers, 

because he was convinced that the doctrines o~ the Church, 

particularly those o~ the Resurrection and li~e-everlasting, 

sanction and support use o~ the Af~irmative Way. Possibly 

in allusion to death, he said, "After the a~~irmations we mJY 

have to discover the rejections, but we must still believe 

that atter the rejections the greater affirmations are to 

returnn.79 In this belief Williams again looked to Dante, 

who was in his opinion the greatest exponent of the 

Affirmative Way. He found support for the above remark, 

for example, in the medieval poet's experience as he 

ascends to the Beatific Vision. As Dante passes through 

the many spheres of heaven1 the image o~ Beatrice is always 

kept firmly in eight except when he moves from the heaven 

o~ Jupiter, the last heave~ of the Active Life, to that of 

Saturn, ·the ~irst heaven o~ the Oontemplati ve Life. Then 

all sensory manifestations, even the image of Beatrice, 

fade and .disappear; but when he leaves the last heaven of 

the Contemplative Life and ascends to the true heaven, the 

Empyrean, all the images return "complete in bodily form 

78The Figure of Beatrice, P• 10. 

79 Ibid., pp. 10-1. 
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and Substance".80 This 11 b h · may we e w at Williams saw as 

the last discovery of the rejections and the final recovery 

or the images which were first affirmed. 

I~ has been suggested that the Way of Affirmation 

is "the more characteristically ·Cbristian"81 of the two 

ways, since the other has also been utilized by religious 

systems of all ages. Certainly, it is the way which most 

encourages man to recapture his heritage of exact vision, 

which was lost in the Fall, and. to experience correctly 

the created universe, rediscovering the "blessedness or 

this life" by perceiving that it is a vast interlocking 

"web" of glory that includes the co-inherence of all 

creatures. Dorothy ·sayers has summarized the · importance of 

the Affirmative Way in the following stat.ement. 

It lays do~ with no -- uncertain voice tha'!i tor 
those. who live · in matter and space and t1me, the 
right w:a7 t .. and the . only s~e way' to approach 
the Pow.ers is b7 means of . the images. : It 
distrus:t~J ~ ·1n eye:~' co:r11;•xt ~ the "Flight of the 
alone ' to the · Alone. • for it is not goo.d for Man 
to be alone.· ·his way lies thr.ough the. streets . 
of the oity; through J'lorence or through London, 
t~ougl:t . tJ;le ._ :a,publ:l:~ . ·or thro.ugh the. Ei!lPire, to82 
that one City of wh1ch we ·are all c1t1zens ••• 

"The Departure of Dindrane" contains the most elaborate 

exposition of the concepts inherent in the two ways and 

80norothy Sayers, Further Papers on Dante, P• 186. 

81Ibid., p. 188. 
82Ibid., p. 203. 

, 
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also explores their possible inter-relationship. For 

those like Dindrane, who are about to enter the seclusion 

of religious orders, their choice brings them to "the court 

of separation, affirmation into rejection";83 but in 

Williams' opinion both ways ·have the same end in view, both 

are "Ways upon the Way•.84 Thus the avenue of approach to 

God can be seen to run 

between city and convent, the two great vocations, 
the Rejection of a11 images before the unimaged, 
the Affirmation of all images before the all-imaged, 
the Rejection affirming, the Affirmation rejecting ••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••• either no lessthan the other the doctrine of largesse; 

(~., p. 32) 

At their parting, Taliessin wishes Dindrane n a safe passage 

through all the impersonalitiesn,85 but she in her turn, in 

spite o:t her chosen vocation, wishes "the return of the 

personalities, beyond I the bond and blessing of departure 

ot personality",86 which restates Williams' conviction that 

ultimately "the greater . Affirmations are to return" • A 

servant-girl, who learns lessons about the true nature of 

servitude and freedom from witnessing their parting, sees 

83Tbe Region of the Summer Stars, P• 30. 

84Ibid., p. 32. 

S5Ibid., P• 34. 

86:rbid. 
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the two cloaked and moUnted figures ri~g along the Roman 

road as centaurs. The mythological beast thought to 

possess two natures becomes for her a symbol of those whose 

natures are united in Christ and who can thus reconcile the 

apparently disparate ways to a basic unity. 

The Affirmative Way may be the most characteristic

ally Christian; in Williams• opinion it was also the wq 

best suited to the . situation of the average individual. In 

his Arthurian cycle he attempts to demonstrate how this way 

may be applied to virtually every aspect of one's daily 

life by creating in widening circles a whole range of 

relationships between men; in the Company, in the cities of 

Byzantium, Rome9 and Camelot, and in the Empire as a whole. 

But the basic unit of this structure is the one-to-one 

relationship between individuals. In assessing and paying 

tribute to the work ot .Dante as the greatest record of the 

practice of the Affirmative Way, Williams remarks: 

The. • • • p.oint · about the .. work .. of· this great poet 
is that ·it · refers ·· us not· to a · rare hum~ . 
experience but to a ~ommon; or rather1t beg1ns 
with one that is . common· and continues on a way 
which might be . more common then it is.B? 

The particular common experience under discussion is 

that of falling in love, which Williams sees as the root 

8?The Figure of Beatrice, P• 11. 



cause of all Dante•s~ting from the Oonvivio to the 

Oommedia. The act of falling in love, to which we shall 

turn presently, involves, of course, choosing one image 

rather than the universal affirmation of all divine images. 

Perhaps tbis mus~ always be so. Certainly, it is not the 

only kind of choice that is open to the individual, nor the 

only method of the way. other images, other types of 

experience are equally worthy of affirmation. In a public 
• ! 

lecture the author once indicated at least five varieties 

of such experience: .~he religious experience itself, the 

image of women (the experience of romantic love), the image 

of nature (as, for example, revealed in the poetry of 

Wordsworth), the experience of great art (upon which he does 

not elaborate, nnless one is inclined to include here his 

observations on the nature and creation of poetry), and, of 

course, the image of the Oity.88 It may be objected that 

his separation of experience into such categories is an 

arbitrar.T one, but such a list a~ least serves to indicate 

the many areas of human affairs to which he felt the Way 

of Affirmation was applicable. Primarily, however, Williams' 

views on the importance of the .Affirmative Way are eXpressed 

in terms of the experience of individual, personal, sexual 

love, the basic unit of the City, and, in hie opinion, the 

most common of images. 

88John Heath-Stubbs, Charles Williams, PP• 18-9. 
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Because he asserted so strongly tha basic integrity 

of the body, the importance in its own right of the 

material, substantial nature of man as well as of his 

spiritual nature, and because he was equally convinced of 

the divine imagery of~ creatures, Williams' instincts 

again led him to the work of Dante. Historically, 

••• Dante came at the close of that century which, 
speaking loudly and clearly through the lips of 
the Provencal poets; ' had discovered the image of 
the Lady • • • ( which 1 was alrea~ . charged with the 
values o:t honour and courtesy ana. gentlehood, 
obedience and faith, solace and joy and devotion, 
when Dante, walking along a street in Florence 
and receiVJ.Dg the salutation of Beatrice, felt 
himself consumed with such a flame ot charity 
that he forgave all who had ever injured him ••• 89 

For one of the chief implications of the Incarnation is that 

it relates the experience of love in mortal terms to the 

experience of Divine Love. By virtue of the Incarnation, 

Christ became man and 

In that flesh .His Glory dwelt, and was seen so 
••• [by the apostles] at the Transfigu~ation, 
when their eyes were opened to behold 1t. It 
was always there -it was not really He that.was 
changed, . but their sigh~. From the Incarnat1on 
springs the whole doctr1ne or sacraments ·- the 
indwelling of the mortal by the immortali of the 
material by the spiritual, the phenomena by the 
real • • • It is this that lies at . the bottom of 
Dante's whole Beatrician Vision: because be l?ved 
the mortal Florentine girl, it !as given to h7m 
to behold her, as it were, walk1ng the earth 1n . 
her body of glory ••• ~his is why,.in the Oommedia, 
a stress so disconcert1ng to the m1nds of those 

89norothy Sayers, FUrther Papers on Dante, P• 189. 



!ho like their-:.religion··· to be ··very ~spiritual n 
1s l:id c~ntinually upon her bodily beauty ••• 
the ·.· ._holy:. 'Sllcl glorious flesh" t· . e\ . ·aDd .:indeed . ••• 
all material things ••• are sacraments and 
symbols : o.t · the ·. DiviDe glory • 90 . · . ·· - · . 
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It is .,worthwhile ;: to . not~_::· -that, :as , Williams 

interp:r:-ete¢ it, -'1;~e Via :-Positiva, . as .applied to any of the 

categories . o.t images, is not .merely· a ,sanguine solution to 

the . difficulties :presented·.by the existence of evil and 

death • . ~ . Indeej9 ·he· asserted: .· ·. 

· • It i$ ·: not to·.·:·be :rasU:r. :· .~ssumed _ ;that .. the ·Way of' 
Affirmation is much easier than the· Way of' 

· R~ject.ion;. ... ,To:·:'a.t,t.i%-m;:=:the ! validity;_.of .-.an image 
one does not at the moment happen to like or 
want ··• ~ r~uch·::as ~rtha1;.-; .o~ one~.s -.ine~ ;·.door:d;:leighbour .. - .·. 
is as harsh as to reject an image - such as 

· ones•lt .·as .:·.successhl ,,,~ ,- ~which •. one ' does happen to 
like and want. · 'To fashion this abilitr' is a 
personal;· ... ·seQret 1 : ~d,:-Srd.uous business. 91 

Once acco~pl:$-~he~; · - t~e .: .. a.tf.irmation .-must : neverthele_ss be 

held .to;- .even .• t~o.ugh .. the :: image ;mayt_·,change . or emerge as 

somewhat . less than ·. one ·:might p~ef'er; even, ·in fact, -if that 

image ,· se~ms 1· to .. all · intents :.- and :_purposes, to have with~awn 

from : .the . itllDle.diate • scope of ·. the · vis.ion ·· of' the . affirmer • 

. · __ ,In it.sel.t, the : Beatriciall <:Visj.on · may not be lasting• 

In ,.tact, r.Will~~ms· believed . that :·:it .. \was .· normally transitory, 

but : that · the v.alidity of the initial response must never

theless still be affirmed. It did once ~appen; it still 

90Ibid., P• 187. 

9lThe Figu7e of Beatrice, P• 13. 
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exists as an intimation of the way, despite its apparent 

withdrawal. Only if acted on in a particular way, however, 

is the original vision of beatitude (which is often intense 

enough to arouse the state of caritas tha~ Dante experienced 

towards all things) capable of leading to the final 

Paradiso of permanent vision. The experience can be the 

invitation to what Dante called "the new lite", but the 

progress towards that final goal has its own difficulties, 

even perils. The individual who bas discovered such love 

must guard not only against the assumption that it will be 

everlasting, but must also beware of the assumption that 

it is the personal possession of the lover alone, or that 

it is, in itself, sufficient. 

Again, Williams found the pattern tor these beliefs 

in Dante. Beatrice was seen, loved, and then, tor the poet, 

was no more. Her withdrawal did not ultimately impair the 

authority of that vision, the consequent state of caritas, 

or the awareness of the Divine behind. the woman. Further

more, once the "authority of the glory has been admitted",
92 

on_e can no long~r lay claim to possession of the original 

experience. As Williams was fond of remarking, "love does 

9~e Came Down from Heaven, P• 80. 
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not belong to lovers, but they to it 11 .93 The greater 

divine love lies behind each individual Beatrician Vision· 
' 

the lover only possesses his identity as lover by virtue 

of his participation in, and recognition of that greater 

fund of love. The lover who is egocentric manifests ''a 

desire to retain the glory for oneself, which means that 

one is not adoring the glory but only one's own relation to 

the glory".94 

The quotation which Williams used as an epigraph 

to the whole of Taliessin through Logres is a general 

application of this belief. It is taken from Dante's 

De Monarchia, I, iii, and may be translated as follows: 

Hence it is that the proper operation does not 
exist for the sake of the essence, but the 
essence has its being for the sake of the 
operation.95 

Experience which has been affirmed as a divine image, from 

personal love between individuals to the office of kingship, · 

should not be viewed as one's personal achievement, but as 

a means ~o appreciation of the totally inter-related 

character of the universe as divine creation, and as a 

method of bringing about the Union which is the proper 

endeavour of all men. 

93Ibid. 

94Ibid. 

95c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 112. 
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Hence, in "The Crowning o.f. Arthur", the new king, 

"Who stood to look on his city",9G though unaware of the 

question which even then looms large ("the king made for 

the kingdom, or the kingdom made for the king?")~7will 

find that he is at cross purposes with those larger 

intentions of which Merlin is the chief executor ("Thwart 

drove his current against the current of Merlin").98 Later, 

when the Grail has entered the picture to become to those 

practitioners of the Way of Affirmation t~e instrument of 

the sal vat·ion of Logres, Arthur's distorted view of the 

nature of his office becomes more marked. At the 

celebration of the Eucharist, in which the ambassador of 

Byzantium sees a vision of "a new direct earth ••• I and 

its fusion with a new heaven",99 ironically, "the king in 
. 100 

the e1evation beheld and loved himself crowned". Thus, 

when Merlin is .later enmeshed in the business of the birth 

of Galahad, and sees with supernatural visichn 

96Taliessin through Logpes, P• 21. 

9?:rbid. 

9Sibid. 

99Ibid., P• 4?. 

100Ibid. 

..~ ....... ... ,~ ... · 
-~ 



••• the king 
dreaming of a red Grail in an ivory Logres 
set for wonder, and himself B.yzantium's rival 
for men's thur1bled and throated worship ••• 

(TTL., P• 55) 

he goes on his way 
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past the roy~l doors of dream<, where .Arthur, pleased 
with the Gra1l cooped for gustation and God for his glory, 
the aesthetic climax of Logres; softly slept; 

(~., p. 58) 

For personal ambition and perverted aesthetics have no 

place in the ultimate destiny of Logres~ 

What most decidedly does have a place, what in 

fact constitutes the whole pattern of the development and 

fulfilment of Logres, is the .ruling intelligence of the 

Third Heaven, Love. In this sphere exists the pattern for 

creation on earth, here is the "climax tranquil .. of all 

that Logres should become. Of the danger of regarding the 

personal experience of this love as an end in itself Williams 

had remarked: 

We love - what more? This love, each for all, 
has .everywhere·· due proportion and intensity. 
Knowledge _ increases · • • • this, with other. . 
incidents, leads on to the eventual knoW1ng, in 
a flash, of the last great riddle.lOl 

The sentiment is echoed in the line from "The Departure of 

Merlin" (and used again in '!raliessin in the Rose-Garden''), 

"a flash of seeing the women in the world's base",
102 

which 

lOlaeligion and Love in Dante, PP• 34-5. 
102Taliessin through Logres, P• ??. 
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restates in a different context the conviction that 

personal love is the pattern for all other relations, the 

Beatrician Vision which reveals the first glory of the 

universe. 

While the influence of Dante upon Williams' theme · 

is obviously the dominant one, there is also the influence 

of Coventr,J Patmore to be considered. It will be recalled 

that one of Williams' first acquaintances in the Press was 

Frederick Page, and Page had always bad a great interest 

in Patmore's work. Williams was indisputably familiar 

with Patmore·•s ~itings, perhaps first through the 

influence of Page, and The Rod, the Root, and the Flower 

contains many sentiments which, if not the direct source 

of his inspiration, he must have found most congenial. For 

example, Patmore remarks: 

Men and Women ••• in conjunction ••• are the modes 
and means of God's fruition of Himself in Nature, 
and the more they conf~ss to disc:ern thai~ o~ . 
nullity, the greater W111 be the1r share 1n H1s -:-~ 
power of felicity.l03 

An even more striking correspondence is evident in the 

following pronouncement: 

••• the weakest purpose of mutual love, in 
married partners, is enough to make them 
effectual ministers .to each other of tha~ . 
'great sacrament•, which represents and 1s 1n 
little the union of Christ with the Ohurch.l04 

103ooventry Patmore, The Rod, the Root, and the 
Flower, p. 116. 

104Ibid~, P• 115. 
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And Williams would doubtless have been in general agreement 

with Patmore's conviction of the unique nature of Christian 

belief. 

Th~re is one ~ecret, th~ greatest of all ••• 
wh~ch no preV1ous relig1on dared, even in 
en1gma, to allege fully ••• the doctrine of the 
Incarnation, regarded not as an historical 
event which occurred two thousand years ago 
but as an event which is renewed in the body of 
every one who is in the way ~o the fulfilment 
of his original destiny.l05 

Patmore was, of course, pre-eminently the celebrant of 

married love. Williams would not confine such experiences 

of love ~tween the sexes to the_ married state, although he 

had remarked that 

It may be said perhaps of marriage ••• that its 
lights of nature and .faith are subordinate John 
Baptists to bring us to Christ the City.106 

It will have been observed that thus .far the 

discussion has avoided use of the descriptive phrase which 

Williams adopted to cover his views on love. This is 

because;the _term "Romantic Theology" (or "the ~heology of 

Romantic Love") does not seem, in spite of his explanation 

of his usage, to be particularly t~;~aitous or helpful for 

the average reader. It is true that it is a label which 

within certain limits will cover adequately the concepts 

involved, and in this sense its use is apparently well 

10?tbid., p. 124. 
10E5!The Redeemed City", The Image of the Cit:y;:, 

pp. 10?-8. -
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justified. He says in his explanation of the phrase that 

interpretation of the word 'Romantic' should "not be too 

narrowly confined to a literary manner".10? But although 

he goes on to cite as his sanction and precedent o.s. 
Lewis' use of the word in the phrase "that Romantic species 

of passion" from The Allesory of Love, his own use of the 

word gives greater prominence to a vulgarization which, 

even in the first instance, was not particularly desirable, 

prominence which perpetuates an abuse of scholarly 

terminology which seems at best ill-judged. To assert, as 

he does, that Dante is a Romantic, or to denounce a certain 

departure from his own concept o:r love as "false 

Romanticism"108 is to create at one stroke a neologistic 

anachronism which must inevitably distract the reader from 

the ultimate seriousness of his particular concerns. 

Williams must have been aware that many readers 

would, in :tact, take issue with his wilful perversion of 

the term, for he goes to some lengths to eliminate any 

misunderstanding about his usage. He states in his defence 

that the word *Romanticism' "defines an attitude, a manner 

of receiving e~erience".109 · With this no one would quarrel. 

lO?The ~gure of Beatrice, P• 14. 

108Ibid. 

l09Ibid. 
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But to continue his argument with the statement, "I do not 

see any grounds on which, if we are to call the young 

Wordsworth a Romantic, we can deny the term to the young 

Dante",110 is to adopt an irritatingly simplistic pose 

which is almost calculated to alienate the more scholarly 

sector of his audience. His use of the term amounts to 

irresponsibility and simply runs counter to all rules of 

~t~ usage and common courtesy. The concluding remark in 

his necessarily elaborate defense of his usage is not, 

therefore, without its ironic twist: 

••• the false does not abolish the true or the 
value of the true, any more than the cheap use 
of the word Romantic spoils the intellectual 
honour which properly accompanies it.lll 

acce-

Nor does the choice of the word 'Theology' seem a 

particularly happy one, though its use is acceptable enough 

if the word 'lay' is understood to stand before and qualify 

it. As Williams observed in expounding his ideas on the 

relation between eros and agape, the Church has never 

officially condemned equation of the two. On the other 

hand, it has never officiall7 endorsed the equation to which, 

Williams held, it was committed by the very nature of its 

essential doctrine.s. Apart f'rom such considerations of 

110Ibid. 

111Ibid. 



orthodoxy in the strictest sense, however, the word bas 

the effect of imparting to his ideas a dogmatism and a 

deep philosophical gDounding of which they are entirely 

innocent. 
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It m~ be thought that in registering these 

objections the present writer holds Williams in some 

contempt. It is sincerely hoped that this is ·not the 

consensus of judgement. The objections are offered merely 

in the interests .of balanced criticism, for it must be 

app~ent to many readers that the quality of Williams' work 

is uneven, and evident to others that be possessed a talent 

for irritating many scholars in the field of Arthurian 

studies by his idiosyncratic approach to his material. To 

ignore this or gioss over the reasons for it is ultimately 

to do a disservice to the seriousness and originality of 

his remarkably thorough system of thought. 

Williams• Arthuriad has been well described as 11 a 

vision of the life of love"~112 for, as the City is pre

eminently the pattern for all cities in the Empire, so the 

love ·epitomized in the Beatrician Vision is the archetype 

of the many loves described in these two volumes. Under 

the general theme of courtly love, the early versions of 

the Matter of Britain had subsumed several pairs of lovers; 

112A.M. Hadfield, An Introduction to Charles 
Williams, p. 146. 
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Arthur . and Guinevere ·· perhaps, more certainly Lance lot and 

Guinevere; ·Tristram <·and Iseul t, . Merlin and Vi vi en, Lamorack 

and Morgause; and a · whole host o.t less important lovers. 

Williams' account .>introduces, in addition to a new concept 

of love, ··at. · l.e~~~ -::· ~ne . completely new relationship, that of 

Taliessin and ·DiDdrane (Blanchefleur) , and one that is 

much expanded ·and · changed, . that of Bora and Elayne. The 

relationship ·- ·between Merlin ·and Vivien is eliminated 

entirely, .and Vivieil'-s :place is assumed by ,Nimue (who also 

appears ·. in :later:·versions), who in Williams' hands becomes 

the mystical ruler 'of .. Broceliande ·· and ·the mother of Merlin. 

The affair between: Tristram and Iseult he once described as 

superfluous, but, .. :on :the other hand, Palomides' hopeless 

passion :· .. .tor : Iseult :is given unusually full treatment, as 

is the .doomed ·.:·love· of Lamorack for Morgause. The fabled 

love : of Lancelot for :: Guinevere stands, o.t course, as the 

backdropr·to ·ithe·<,:·whole .rise ··and collapse · of · Logres, as it 

did in Mal.oryl':.:b1it ':direct treatment is eschewed in favour 

ot frequent ::. allusioru~ ·:to the affair. In the varying treat

ment :accorded:'this wide .range of loves can be seen the many 

variations to . which the Beatrician Vision is subject in 
... , . ... , · ···· ·" ., -...... ,.,., .. ·•.· ... , .. , .. ........ . . · .. . 

human experienc4!J, ranging from that which is truly fulfilJ.ed 

to that ·whicb is . aborted and twisted from its very inception. 

O.t allthese, _the love between Borsand Elayne 
- .··. ·-. 

emerges, if . not'" as t he portrait of the ideal Beatrician 

~ , 
•i 
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Vision, at -least as,:··the ,_.one . which, within its limits is 
. ' : .. . ·. .. ... . . t 

most happily -realized• ' In a somewhat ambiguous comment upon 

the nature of the enchanted ~orest Williams remarked: 

The huge•·-shapes emerge ~rom · B(roceliande), and 
the .. w~ol~ . ma;t~er . of.~ ~h.~ .to~, :~f _the . Empire; and 
all this · is-'·telt--·in ·the beloved.ll3 

Thus; .tor: Bors~ 'the song: of Tai"iessin celebrating Broceliande 

"meant all things to ·all me~, and you [i.e., Elayne] to me.n114 

With this statement Bors beginsthe ·equation o.t an indefin

able q1JEJ.lity_- , whi~h:; li~. , P~~ceiv;'s ~J.()-\re w.ith the feeling o~ 
. ~ . • • ••• • . • • • . ·- - : , . .• • .: .• :. . ' · • ! • ' • •• • • • . •• • . • •••. • • . • • • • 

vast . potential . \\?hich .. m-&n• sense .. emanates from Broceliande. 

For the·· purpose·a··cof'"the: poem'' it ' is premised that a creature . 
·. . . ~ .· \' ·' .: . .· . ' .: . . 

~rom the • n sea-t-ooted western:. wood" t ll5 . a ~ish, may represent 

this · aspect ~f' - ' hfj:f i"ove for ::EiaYite·.;. . For one moment, the 

~ish completely symbolizes that part of Bors' feeling which 

he cannot ~the~se . isolate or define. Then, elusive as 
., -." : ._. , ' : :.-;·.::· .: . .. :·.: ·.:··. 

is that spark of identity, it becomes a part 0~ her own 
. ~ •, 

nature ancl ' i~ . reab.sorbed into the greater pools and streams 

which ~e ~;~t~ri~~sly a part · o~ Elayne • s · being. Dropped 
. <· ~ · . .... . , .. .': . ._·, . 

by her love~ as a ·gift into her "hand's pool", it flicks 

"up th~ , ·· ~hannel"116 o~ her arm, 

113nNotes on the Arthurian Myth", The Image of the 
City, p. lr;i9 • 

. \ . . '. ':· · · 

114"Bors to Elayile: The _Pish o~ Brocelia;tden, 
Taliessiii tirougli:·Lof5res, p. 24. · 

. ' .. i15±bid. 

116Ibid. 



••• the piercing entry to a land 
where,no matter how lordly at home is set the dish, 
no ne~ can catch it, nor hook nor gaff harmt 

(~., p. 24) 

In these lines may be seen the same approach to 

the body which led Williams to the poetic invention of his 

organic geograpb7, and appropriately so, since he had 

remarked that "the whole matter of the form of the Empire" 

is also sensed in the one who is loved9 • Thus the fish 

••• darts· up the. muscles ·ofthe arm, to swim 
round · the clear · bou~der . · o·f the· shoulder, stung with spray, 
and down ·the cataract . ofthe backed spine leaps 

into bottomed waters at once clear and dim, ............... ~ ......................... . 
yet it slides through. the mesh of the mind and sweeps 

back to its haunt in a fathomless bottomless pool; 
. (~., p. 25) 

The fish, of course, is· also a traditional Christian 

S111lbol for Christ, an identification which is made in the 

poem, especially in the following stanza, in. which is 

described the visual symbol of the Greek alpha. incorporated 

in the figure of the fish found on the walls of the 

catacombs: 

••• where the Oatacomb'.s stone 
holds its diagr~ over .the happy dead 
who f1ashed in living will through the liquid wish. 

(~., p. 25) 

The link between the two concepts embodied in the fish 

symbolism is forged in Bors 1 inquiry into the identity of 

the creature: 

·.- .... 
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is there a name then, an anagram of spirit and sense 
that Nimue the mistress of the wood would call it by? 

(~., p. 25) 

He is forced to the conclusion that it has no name and must 

forever defy all attempts at definition and defeat any 

effort to evoke at will this union of "spirit and sense": .• 

What he does realize, however, is that it is composed o~ 

two parts: 

• • • one, where the forked dominant tail 
flicks, beats, .reddens the smooth .plane 

of the happy flesh; · one, · . where the Catacomb's stone 
holds its diagram .•.•• 

(TTL., p. 25) 

Here, once more, is the statement of Williams' 

conviction or the unity in love of the two ways: the world 

of sacrifice of the community of saints and martyrs, and 

the world of frank and innocent sexual delight, which duly 

acknowledges tbe integrity of the body and its needs, and 

which, no· less than· Dante's experience, is an affirmation 

of a divine image. These are the "double tracksnll? or 

"the Ways upon the Wayn118 that lead to the .realization of 

the Union that is .Ohrist the City; and in due proportion 

this condition may be seen by the lover in all things: 

ll?:tbid., P• 25. 

118"The Departure of Dindrane"' The Region of the 
Summer Stars, p. 32. 

,
' 

' 

' 
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••• the wood in the wild west of the shapes and names 

probes everywhere through the frontier of head and hand• 
everywhere the light through the great leaves is blown ' 
on your substantial flesh, and everywhere your glory f~ames. 

(~., p. 26) 

Moreover, as Williams had asserted it must be, the . 

'Vision is drawn into a pattern. The affirmation, indeed, 

the celebration of the physical. nature of Elayne, as well 

as the intimations of the me~aaphysical union to be achieved 

in such a love;, has begun: it is · one .of the . first steps in 

a series which will involve expanded awareness of 

all qualities in the beloved, culminating in Bora' vision 

of her as "the sole figure of the organic salvation of our 

good".ll9 Returning from a journey to London, where he 

has been involved in matters of state, · Bors describes his 

impressions of homecomi~g~ 

I came in; I saw you. stand_, . 
in your .hand the bread of ~ove, in your head lightness 

of law .• 
· The uprightness .of the multitude stood in your figure; 

. - (~., p. 42) 

It will be remembered that Williams intended that 

Bora, in his participation in the Grail Quest, should 

represent Everyman, and it is in terms of the basic 

necessities of everyday life that Bora' sees the goodness 

· · d "I am come again I to live from the of Elayne man1feste • 

119"Bors to Elayne: on the King's Coins11
, Taliessin 

through Logpes, p. 43. 



founts and fields or your hands!~;l20 

corn comes to the mill and the flour to the house, 
bread of love for your women and my men; 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

25? 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
for the hall is raised to the power of exchange of all 
by the sma11 spread organisms of your hands; 0 Fair, 
there are the altars of Christ the City extended. 

(TTL., pp. 42-3) 

His vision is the more poignant because he has just come 

from "ration and rule, and the fault in ration and rule"121 

of government in London. There he had been deeply disturbed 

by a plan to mint coins for which the kingdom had not 

previously felt any need. In spite of the Archbishop's 
. " 122 correction that "money is a medium of exchange , .not 

~the medium of exchange", 123 Bors is still full of 

reservations and forebodings for the scheme. 

I have come now to kiss each magnanimous thumb, 
muscles of the brain, functions of the O~ty. 
I was afraid the Council had turned you 1nto gold, 

(TTL., P• 45) 

Against the apparent riddle of how to maintain the delicate 

balance between bureaucracy and exchange he can only set 
t 
the figure of Elayne. 

120~bid., p. 42. 

121Ibid., p. 43. 

122Ibid., P• 45. 

123Ibid., p. 44. 

' 
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What without coinage or with coinage can be saved? 
0 lady, your hand held the bread 
and Christ the City spread in the extensor muscles of 

your thumbs. 
(TTL., p. 45) 

"The Coming of Palomides" describes another variety 

of the Beatrician experience, probably the most vividly 

communicated, in spite of the fact that it is also one 

which is doomed to frustration. The Saracen knight, journey

ing to Logres, stops on the way at Cornwall; and there sees 

at a banquet the Queen Iseult• Her image immediately 

"fired the tinder"124 of his .· br~in .. "to measure the shape 

of man again".125 A Moslem by birth apd upbringing, he has 

been taught "the measurement of man"126 of the Prophet's 

doctrine. Williams, of course, . saw Islam as opposed to 

Christianity since it denies the Incarnation and hence the 

divinity of Christ's humanity. Like the blade of Moslem 

conquest, this .doctrine "cuts the Obedience from the 

Obeyed",l2?that is, it removes from the believer any 

inclination to .relate his own nature to that of his Creator. 

At the sight of Iseu:Lt, ·Palomidesmust reassess the 

implications of his native :religion in the light of "this 

124"The coming of Palomides", Taliessin through 
Losres, p. 34. 

125Ibid. 

:£26Ibid., P• 33· 
127Ibid. 
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new-awakened sense"128 o~ "unions metapbysical".l29 

The imagery in which this reaction to Iseult is 

couched makes it without doubt the most striking of all the 

descriptions of the Beatrician Vision. Utilizing the 

mathematical basis of the philosophy of the Pythagoreans, 

Williams endows Palomides with the habit of seeing and 

formul.ating intense experi'ences in mathematical terms • 

••• till to-dayno .eyes .have seen 
how curves o~ gold~n . lite ·. define 
the straight~ess · ·o:r:· a _.pe:rf.ect line, 
till the · que•n~' s .'·:·b.l-~s.e(l :'::a.rm :became 
a rigid ·l)ar o·~ · go:Lde_n )tl~~ . · .· 
where well mf.gh:t; :#chi~ede's ·:prove 
the doctrine·· ·o:r:.EUc:t1;Q:vclll-:: lo:ve, · 
and draw his demonstrat·ions right 
against theunmathematic night 
of ignorance··. arid· in'dolence 1 

(~., pp. 34-5) 

Williams had weitte~ at some leagth on the ability, 

or rather the inability o~ the conventional mind to visual

ize as well .as . conceptualize particularly intense moments 

of spiritual revelation. 

The word gl.ory, to EI:lglish ear~, usually means 
no more than a kind · o~ . m~z:r -~r1ght blur •. But 
the maze .·.should .be, · thought _1t generally 1s not, 
exact and ·the brightness should be that of a 
geome~rical pattern .130 · · 

128Ibid. t P• 35· 

129Ibid. 

130He came Down :from Heaven, P• 33. 
i 
I . 

' 
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In the Old Testament, he continues, the descriptions of 

heaven and of human commerce with the Deitpygradually 

developed from 11a rift of light11 to 11a prism of the colours 

of divine goodwill 11 to n a light of metaphysical exist

encen.l3l The visions of Isaiah and Ezekiel were in more 

complex terms: wheels within . wheels, many-winged and 
,. 

multi-eyed creatures which were the ~living complexes of 

radiancy11 •
132 

• • • they are a myth of a · vi:~al pattern of 
organisms. · 'God. a1ways geometrizes'~ said 
Plato; and the Hebrew proph$t• th9ught no 
less ••• . ·· The prophets art'. ·sent ·. out from the 
visible math•matics ofthe ·glory to ·proclaim 
the moral mathematics of the glory.l33 

It is in the New Testament, however, that the significance 

of these descriptions is fully expounded. 

·•• the word that defines the yonder side of the 
demanded caritas, is glory. It is a g~ory which 
in the Old Testament from a · general br1ghtness 
becomes a mathematical splendotir; . it is a glory 
which • • .- accompanies . the . Cit~ · that slides from 
the utmost heavens into the s1ght of Patmos.l34 

For Palomides, this -sense of a discovery of glory 

is conveyed in mathematical terms which are compatible with 

his native religion and training, but it is also the 

l3libid., P• 34. 

l32Ibid. 

l33Ibid., pp. 34-5 

134Ibid., p. 96. 



presentiment of something new. 

Did, to this new-awakened sense 
he or some greater Master sweep' 
his compass? · 

(~., p. 35) 

Thus, he sees the natural, sensual beauty of Iseult in a 

blaze of ·geometrical images: 

••• fiery circles leap 
round finger;.. point and shoulder; arc 
with arc encount~ring strikes a spark 
wherefrom the dropping .chords of fire 
fashion the cRagram of.·. desire. · 
~here flames rrfi heart, there. flames . my thought, 
either to double .po'i#ts i ·s · .caught; 
1e, on the arm • s base tor a sign, 
the single . equilateral.· trine I 

{~., p. 35) 
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The significance. o.t_ ·the tri~gle should not, however, be 

overlooked. This graphic symbol admits of many interpre

tations, but the most ·obvious, that of' the Trinity, is 

certainly the most important in this instance. In the 

lines which follow, one can scarcely overlook the repeated 

emphasis upon the equality of its three constituent sides, 

for it i~ an equilateral triangle which leads to the 

intimation of "unions metaphysical" • 

••• the intellectual power 
saw triple angles, triple sides 1 • 
and that proceed which naught d1V1des 
through their great centre, by the stress 
o.t the queen's arm's blissful nakedness, 
to unions metaphysical; 

(~., p. 35) 
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The sensation of both feelings and intellect being 

kindled simultaneously is analytically arranged in a manner 

which is typical of Palomides. 

blessed the unity of all 
authorities of blood and brain, 
trip~y obedient, each to twain, 
obedience in th& mind . subdued 
to fire of fact and tire of blood; 
obedience in the blood, exact 
tJo :tire of mind and fire of fact; . 

(~. t pp. 35-6) 

But scarcely is the vision captured when it is withch-awn. . . 

Necessary demands. ·Qf tbe ego dominate the still "uncrossed" 

Saracen, and even as he gazes and mentally analyzes his 

sensations, the geometrical pattern alters slightly. The 

equilateral triangle . shifts s~ress and balanc~ to become a 

along isoscles I from finger-point· and shouldern,l35 almost 

seeming to stretch itself forth in · appeal to him. In that 

split second he abandons the ob~ective, impersonal sight 

and yearns for even the briefest of' signs of' recognition 

from Iseult• 

let the queen:s . grace but yi~ld her hand 
to be by such ·strong measure ·spanned-

•' . (~., p. 36) 

This, of course, is not ,to be permitted him, f'or the queen's 

place in both the traditional accounts and Williams' cycle 

135 .. ·!rhe comiJ:lg of Palomides" , Taliessin through 
Losres, p. 36. 
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is between Mark, her husband, and Tristram, her lover. 

Williams held that after the fading of the vision, 

the lover must strive to become, "by his own will, the 

caritas which was, by_ .God's will, awakened in him by the 

smile o~ Beatrice•.1 36 This Palomides cannot do. So, when 

"the sign withdrewnl37 and when -the· sudden awareness of 

the complete impossibility of such a love breaks on him, 
he sees only that 

••• di~sion stretched· .'between . 
the queen' s identitt -an~ :: the, qu~en. 
Relation vanished, . though.: beauty , stayed;· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ····• .................................. . 
················ ···~·····~········· ········ the · queen 's arm lay there ·.dest;1tute, 
empty of glory; · 

(~., p. 36) 

The poem conclt1des with an allusion to Ma1ory's 

questing ·beast. Palomides' "new-awakened sense" is replaced 

by the experience of what C.S. -Lewis has called sexual 

jealousy;l38 ~d by the emotions o:r aJlger and disappointment, 

all of which· are radically opposed to caritas • 

••• aloof in the roof, beyond the feast, 
I heard the ·2;1queak of the . questing beast, 
where it scratched itself in the . blank between. 
the _queen's ·substance and the queen. 

(~ •• p. 37) 

13~eligion and .Love in Dante, P• 13. 

137Ta1iessin through Logpes, P• 36. 

138o.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 126. , . 

' -
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The union he once perceived in Iseult bas fled. The vision 

of the co-equal, co~inherent Trinity also disappears. 

three lines in a golden distance shone, 
three points pric~ed golden and were gone. 

(TTL., p. 3?) 

Immediately there follows another monologue on love, 

which serves as the strongest possible contrast with both 

the description of Bora' happy achievement and Palomides' 

vivid experience. c.s. Lewis characterizes the love 

described in "Lamo,_:-;ack and the . Queen Morgause of Orkney" as 

the "heavy fetters of an obsession",l39 holding that, 

unlike even the love of Palomides, it does not begin with 

the Beatrician Vision at a11.140 Without doubt the poem 

conveys nothing of the sheer beauty of first passion which 

both the third Quest Lord and the· Saracen felt. Instead of 

conveying the sense of "unions metaphysical", Lamorack 

says of Morgause; 

Her hand discharged catastrophe; I was thrown 
before it• I saw the ·source of all stone, 
the rigid'tornado,.the.schism and first strife 
of primeval rock .wl.th 1tself ••• 

139Ibid., p. 129. 

140Ibid., p. 128. 

(~.' p. 38) 



Interpretation of this poem is, however, a more 

difficult ·. task than might at . first be supposed, for the 

emphases which the reader chooses to place upon the 
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characters and their actions may raise problems concerning 

a basic philosophical element in .Williams• beliefs. The 

"first strife I o.t primeval rQck with itself" recalls the 

line, "the good lusted against the good", and Williams• 

explanation o:t . the loss of innocence. 0 .-s. Lewis explains 

the line !D. question by saying.that Lamorack's experience 

of Morgause "was like a 'second :Fall o:t Man"t141 and there 

is much in . the · poem ·to support his view. For example, 

Lamorack, in his exploration of the islands to the north, 

describes how 

••• the extreme theme . . 
of . Logres rose ~ harsh . cries and ~ungry storms, 
and there, hewn 1n a cleft; were h1deous huge forms. 

. (~,, p. 38) 

These are the same forms which .the contingent knowledge of 

the Emperor holCls, . and the ·same forms whose experience had 

been denied man be tore the · Fall. When Lamorack returns to 

M h "i her long eyes the humanized shapes of orgause e sees. · , n ., 
142 the cleft n , · · ·and 

141Ibid., p. 129. 

142"Lamorack and the Queen Morgause of Orkney" , 
Taliessin through Logres, p. 39. 
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Hued from the livid everlasting stone 
the queen's hewn eyelids· bruised my bone; 
my eyes splintered, as our father Adam's when the first 
exorbitant flying nature round creation's flank burst. 

(~ •• p·. 38) 

The shortcoming of Lewis' commentary on this poem 

is that it offers no exact formuiation of what Morgau~e 

represents. ·obviously,. ·she . is on one level . simply the 

object of Lamorack's helpless devotion, a woman like 

others, who has made ·no effortto · claim his love, and gives, 

it seems, ver;r little encouragement subsequently. Yet, if 

the experience of her is. to be taken _as a kind of ·seeond 

~all, she might reasonably be expected to represent some 

aspect of that mythical wrong turning; perhaps that 

1aiowledge or experience which properly is the prerogative 

of no man, . or perhaps the divi.sion itself which results 

from the Pall. 

Whatever her precise characterization or symbolic 

value·, . if she · is to be equated with a re-experience of the 

Fall, the burden of guilt must fall on the shoulders of 

Lamorack, the new Adam of the poem, f .or it is he who has· 

made the choice, however ·slight a part his will ma;y.have 

played in it. Williams makes no reference to guilt, however, 
) 

and conveys not the slightese hint of censure of his act. 

Indeed, it is apparent that Morgause, who is also party to 

the incest which creates Logres' traitor, Mordred, is the 

more blameworthy. Lamorack's love at least has the virtue 
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of complete devotion and loyalty. And while it may be 

argued that, in any case, the monologue form does not 

easily tolerate such authorial comment, there is nothing in 

Lamorack's words to indicate feelings of guilt, no 

indication that, like the Adam of the first Pall, he is 

aware of having done evil. 

The matter of the precise rendering of Morgause's 

symbolic value in the poem and the nature of Lamorack's 

reaction to her in this symbolic c~pacity also raises the 

rather awkward issue of the exact nature of Williams' 

concept of evil. According to Williams' equating the Pall 

with e.n Alteration . of Knowl~dge, Lamorack should logically 

be cursed with the distorted Vision that is the ·heritage of 

all the children of Adam. If this is so, then the· vision 

of Morgause which he records in .the poem may be simply 

inaccurate: her value and true nature may be unintelligible· 

to the fallen observer. · This, · of course; does not square 

with the facts · given ·· to the reader concerning Morga use' s 

character and her role in the future of Logres. The 'part 

in the total fate · of Logres •whicb she plays is clearly a 

destructive one, as also is her influence over Lamorack, 

f'or he is later .slain by her . son, Gawaine, to avenge his 

father's honour. Such considerations must inevitably lead 

readers of this poem to wish that Williams bad clarified 

his position. 

l . 

I 
! ·· 

I 
1: 
j:: 
I : I . 
I ! . 
I 
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Is the evil which man may experience latterly, 

willingly and with full consent, or unwillingly and in 

apparent ignorance, merely a product of his inability as 

Fallen Man fully to comprehend the total pattern? Such 

appears to be the general burden of argument of the cycle 

as a whole (as is indicated in the discussion in Chapter II 

of the purpose of Garlon, the Invisible Knight, who 

provokes the last battle). Or is there a case :for ~cruing 

the phenomenal existence of evil? This would justify 

Williams' ~reatment of Morgause (and later, her son, 

Mordred) as the very epitome of the wrong which man 

committed in the Fall, as she clearly is intended to be 

seen in this poem. 

Before ·Lamorack perceives the "carved contingent 

shapes n 143 . of . the .· Emperor! s knowledge, they were 

experi~nced only by "Ooelius Vibenna and his loathly fewll ·;
144 

Now Lamoracksees them reflected in the eyes of Morgause, 

and sho . is; in this way, "schism and the first strife". ·If 
~ 

she is not . the ve~ incarnation of evil, s.be is at least 

one of the most awesome manifestations of it this side of 

the pit. The opposite of Elayne and Iseult, who were for 

143Ibid. 

144Ibid. 

,. 
· ·~ 
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theirlovers the means of perceiving union, Morgause is the 

means whereby Lamorack perceives division. There is no 

hint that her evil is only apparent, or that she serves an 

obscure purpose which will only become clear at the end; 

and it is perhaps significant that she is not mentioned as 

being present at the last Mass in Logres. 

This apparent ambiguity in Williams' formulation of 

his philosophy of evil and the Fall, which the character of 

Morgause throws into prominence, only slightly flaws the 

poem as an j..ndividual. work, for the inconsistency becomes 

evident only when one contemplates the relative symbolic 

positions of Lamorack and Morgause within the total frame

work of the cycle. And then the confusion is, at worst, a 

small discrepancy in a remarkably complete and thorough 

systematization of Christian doctrine. It does nothing to 

detract from the vivid contrast which Williams intended that 

this poem should makewiththose variations of love which 

begin with the Beatrician Vision, those of Bors and Palomides. 

This contrast is the more . ironic in .. .:that ·Palomides, in spite 

of his vision and temporary insight, is ,ready to deny its 

validity and go in pursuit of the "questing beast", while 

Lamorack, with no vision, perseveres, affirming at the 

conclusion of his monologue, "I am the quean's servant", 

even though "whil~ :t live 1 down my eyes the cliff, the 
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carving, the winged things driven.l45 

It may be noted before leaving this poem that the 

manner in which Williams derives its imagery from the 

subject, undoubtedly one of the dominant factors in its 

effective contrasting -of the two types of love, owes 

something to the influence of Swinburne which is so evident 

in the treatment of Morgause. Swinburne had described her 

thus: 

Her face, a spell that knows _nor age nor youth, 
·······························~··············· With lips that mock the doom her eyes presage, 
Hath on it such a light of cloud and fire; 
............ ~~····························· And over all a ·fearless look of fear 
Hung like a veil across its changing cheer, 
Made up of fierce foreknowledge and sharp scorn, 
That it were better she had not been born. 
For not :Love·' s · se:tf c.an help a face which hath 
Such insubmissive · angtiish of wan wrath, 
Blind prescience and self~contemptuous hate 
O:t her own soul and·heavy-.titQted .fate, 
Writ broad upon its beauty:l46 

And later he makes the cause of her forebodings more explicit, 

deriving the imagery surrounding the appearance of Morgause 

directly from her fatal role in the downfall of Lo~es: 

••• she, that .splendour girdled round with gloom, 
Orowned ·as with iron darkness of the tomb, 
And clothed with cloudingconscience of a monstrous doom, 
Whose blind incestuous love brought forth a fire 14? 

145Ibid., p. 41. 

146A.c. Sinlmburne, 
Poetical Works, p. 22. 

147Ibid., p. 102. 

"Tristram of Lyonesse", Collected 
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The correspondences betwee~ Williams• poem and 

Swinburne's are numerous and striking, especially those 

between Swinburne's description ot her tragic act as "The 

sin bolm blind, the sightless sin UDknownn148 and "Blind to 

him blind his sister brought torth seed" , 149 and Williams • ·· 

description of "an eyeless woman",150 and "The shape of a 

blind woman under the shape ot a blind man" •151 The 

imagery of Swinburne's version stems in large part from the 

antithesis of knowledge and ignorance which he sees at the 

centre of the sin . of incest. williams borrows much of 

this, but he also brings t.o · his :Poem a quality that is 

totally new, . though it still derives from t~e incestuous 

act .which had .pi-"ovided Swinbtirne with most of his imagery. 

Lewis has · suggested that there is ·. "a mineral quality 

in Morgausen,l52 obserVing at the same. time her resemblance 

to the wife .of the Biblical .Lot, . who was tu~ed into a 

pillar o:t salt • . ·Throughout -the poem .her affinity with 
. . . 

stone :is repeatedly ';emphasized~ · The traditional symbolic 

148 . . 
IbJ.d• 1 P• 23. 

149Ibid., p. 25. 

150Taliessin through Log;oes, P• 40. · 

l5llbid. 

152 L · Arthurian Torso, P• 129. c.s. ew1s 1 '
. 

' 
. 
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values attached to rock and stone are those 0~ .L permanence, 
integrity and solidity, but 11when shattered it signifies 

dismemberment, psychic disintegration, infirmity, death and 

annihilation".l53 In her characterization as 11the schism 

and first strife I of primeval rock with itself11 , Morgause 

partakes of this inverted symbolism of rocks. Her eyelids 

are 
11
hued" ~rom the lividness of "everlasting stone 11 , and 

also "hewnn,l54 severed from the bedrock of the very earth. 

Lamorack's sight of her is h$ralded by a storm in which the 

violence "over us obliquely split rock from rock11 • ·155 Her 

destructive role in the <affaii-s of Logres and in the · life 

of Lamorack is thus clearly reinforced in .terms of 

traditional symbolism and its related imagery. 

Still anQther aspect of the many facets of love in 

Williams• · cycle is to be seen i.n his treatment ·of 

Taliessin' s love ·for Dindrane. Certain elements of this 

episode have already ·been. ~.sclissed in . Chapter 1! . ~~om the 

point of view of their narrative function. In that context 

it ·was necessary to give some indication of Taliessin's 

symbolic value as well as his function within the narrative 

153J.-E. Oirlot, A Dictionary of S:ymbols, p. 299. 

154Taliessin through Logres, P• 38. 

l55Ibid., p. 39. , - ' 
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scheme, and it was observed, without undue elaboration, 

that the court poet's position was opposed to that of 

Dindrane. Taliessin's role as the prime exponent of the 

Way of Af~irmation can perhaps ~ow be better appreciated in 

the light of what has already bee~· said in this chapter 

about the two traditional ways. -Little; however, has been 

said about the exact nature of the love between these two 

figures, which is best approached in a somewhat oblique 

fashion. 

It will be recalled ~hat Williams indicated five 

categories of ~xperience to which the Way o:r Affirmation 

might .be applied, including the experience of great art. 

Now~ere, however; · does he methodically expound his views on 

the latter. ·· :Siographical -accounts assure the reader that 

he possessed little ~or no mtisical sense, . . several anecdot.es 

attesting to . the fact that he was· v±rtually "t.one-deaf". 

Nor; :in . these· sources, is there any evidence of a particular 

appreciation of the · visual arts~ His enthusiasms are 

almost exclusively literary, and his most .important 

observat:loris>O:il art are limited to poetry, its uses, its 

nature, and the office of the poet.156 Through the figure 

of Taliessin, the court poet of King Arthur, Williams 

presents a remarkably coherent poetic exposition of certain 

_ 15~0r a study of Williams' poetic theory as se~n 
in his literary criticism, theological works, and cg:-t~!:e". 
writing, see Jobn Gigrich, "An Immortality for its 

··', 
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ot his views. Though Taliessin functions to a large degree 

as narrator, taking the reader "through" Logres, he is also 

the subject of much authorial comment, and there are 

several instances in which Taliessin is treated with the 

same objectivity accorded ·any other character in the cycle • . 

His origins are sketched in "The Calling ot 

Taliessin". As a found1ing whose first song comes through 

"river-mated rhythmsn157 (for he was first discovered 

"coracle-cradled" at the riv~r weir); he already shows 

signs of instinctive knowle~e · . of the ·"correspondence · and 

the law of siuP.litudes"·t l5S :which . tbe.·Druid religious rites 
. . . 

presumably articulated. He . "had seen the · cauldron I of 

poetry and plenty", l59 · an~ .. ·. a~~~-a~y he is 

8 striving in his. young bqdy 11ith the . double liv~ng 
of the breath in t .he lung and the sung breath 1n the brain, 

. the .· growing . and laiowillg .·.and the Union of both in the . 
· shoW1ng, 

the triune union in each line of verse, 
(~., p. 6) 

Yet Taliessin is aware of the fate of the poet as well as 

his heritage. Though . poetry exhibits an aspect of divine 

identity .(the "triune union"); its office apparently 

157The Region of the Summer Stars,. P• 5. 

l5Sibid., p. 6. 

l59Ibid. 

~ 
·~ 



excludes him from the personal and mutual experience of 

love en~oyed by other men. 

It is a doubt if my body is flesh or fish 
therefore no woman will ever wish to bed ~e 
and no man make true love without me. 
All the doctors come to stand about me, 
yet I shall never have any near, me to need me. 
Every.king shall call me Taliessin, 
and t1ll the· doom I am handfast with all the dead. 

(~ •• p. 7) 

"Taliessin's Song of the UniQorn" amplifies both 

characteristics. of "the ~and art11 • 160 The poet is 
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symbolized by the un~corn, which in fable can only be caught 

by the chastity which a virgin possesses. Once the unicorn 

is captured, however, the maid turns to the 11true man",161 

and the much-pr~zed horned head of the beast is hung in 

trophy fashion over their .couch: 
. . I 

• • • the .. spoiled head displayen~ -
as Lesbia tied horned Oatullus - of the cuckold of the wood; 

(~., p. 22) 

For the poet 1 s ·. craft provide.s, for most people, the point 

of depart~e, the impetus to emotion which is directed 

towards 'other ends. The virgin is obeying her truest 

instincts when she ~urns away from the unicorn, which is 

"to her no good11 •
162 As o.s. Lewis comments, "the fatal 

160Ibid., p. 9. 

16lTaliessin through Logres, P• 22. 

162Ibid. 
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defect of the genius as lover" is that he 11is apt to make 

of the flesh-and-blood woman a mere starting point for his 
• • n 163 h . own Vl.SJ.ons • · T e maJ.d who at:bracts the unicorn can 

derive no fulfilment from the love of the creature but 

needs a relationship with one of her own kind. 

Williams observed in prose that 

••• tke women who have seriously affected great art 
have been few and fewer those who have affected 
great theology in great art - happy if ••• they 
know of what .they were the cause, happier if they 
take an active part in the result.l64 

Thus, in this poem, though the maid -in the normal course of 

events will reject the unicor~ ("such, west from Caucasia, 

is the will of every maid"),165 there is also the 

description of the hypothetical situation in which the 

virgin does not ultimately flee. If she "should dare set 

palms on the point",166 though she perhaps would suffer 

and sacrifice much, 

••• she to a background of dar~ bark, where.the wood 
becomes one giant tree, were pl.nned, and plJ.ed 
through hands to heart by the horn's longing ••• 

(TTL., p. ·23) 

163c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, p. 114. 

164aeligion and Love in Dante, P• 12. 

165Taliessin through Logres, P• 22. 

166Ibid. 
"1111 

-~ 
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Finally she may emerge, changed, and in another light, part 

of something much larger than her own personal desires or 

sensual needs • 

••• 0 she 
translucent, planted with v~ues, lit by throes, 
should be called the Mother of the Unicorn's Voice, men see 
her with awe, her son the new sound that goes 
surrounding the City's reach, 

(~,, p. 23) 

In these lines the latent Christian associations in 

the traditional symbol of the unicorn are made more 

explicit. Poetry exhibits a distinctly divine aspect, as 

was intimated in "The Calling of Taliessin", and the poet 

as unicorn is a reflection of the chastity of Christ. 

Behind the Marian echoes of "the Mother of the Unicorn's 

Voicen167 lies the phrase "the Mother of God11
; and, of 

course, "the Voice" may be equated with "the Word11 ·Or 11Logos", 

the theological terms for the second person of the Trinity, 

the Son. 

Should the maid initially consent to become the 

source of the poet's inspiration, it will certainly be at 

the cost of her mere personal happiness ("the thrust to 

stun I her arteries into channels of tears beyond blood"),
168 

but her sacrifice will become analogous to the Passion of 

Christ: "O twy-fount, crystal in crimson, of the Word's 

167Ibid., p. 23. 

168Ibid. t P• 22. 

., 
~ 
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side".lG9 I th· n 1s venture, there will be 11no way to rejoice. 1 

in released satiation".l?O Rather, 11the new sound", 11the 

sound of enskied I shouldering shapesn171 will be the 

product of union which is 11by intellectual nuptials 

unclosed".172 This, then, is the portrait of the woman 

who, like Beatrice, "affected great theology in great art 11
1 

but who, unlike the mortal Beatrice, accomplishes it in 

full awareness of and with willing participation in what 

she does. It is a most curious poem. The obvious overtones 

of sadism, which Anne Ridler has observed on occasion in 

Williams' work, might greatly interest the psychoanalytically 

oriented critic, though that need not detain us here. The 

slight ambivalence of tone is, however, of some interest. 

c.s. Lewis has commented on the poem's conclusion, 

"It is usually better that these nuptials should remain 

intellectual. Would Beatrice have borne The Divine Comedy 

to Dante if they had been · married?ul73 Probably not, but 

lG9Ibid. 

l?Oibid. 

l?libid., p. 23. 

l?2Ibid. 

1?3c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, p. 114. , . 

' 
-
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the observation scarcely provides an adequate gloss on the 

conclusion of the poem, and intentionally or not, Lewis has 

skirted the main issue, which is certainly not a matter of 

marriage. Rather, it is the choice between immediate and 

personal fulfilment in a full-blooded, sensual relationship, 

end the opportunity of a much greater, even undreamed-of 

fulfilment, after the sacrifice of identity and personality, 

in an impersonal role. 

The terms in which the entire speculative passage 

(beginning with the words "tet if any ••• 11174 to the end of 

the poem) is expressed are a mixture of overt sexuality and 

equally overt religiosity, of which, despite the unmistak

able nature of the doctrinal allusions, the sexual images 

constitute the greater part. Certainly the sacrificial 

references, "she to a background of dark bark ••• were 

pinnednl?5 and ••palms on the point, twisting from the 

least I to feel the sharper impress, for the thrust to 

stun",l?6 express the 11intellectual nuptials" in physical 

terms· which seem curiously at odds with the presumed goal. 

Such a juxtaposition may strike the reader as incongruous, 

but one must recall that Williams, far from negating the 

demands of the flesh, accordei full recognition to man's 

material nature. 

174Taliessin through Logres, P• 22. 

l?5Ibid., P• 23. 

l?6Ibid., P• 22. 



Eros need not forever be on his knees to Agape· 
he has a right to his delights· they are a part 
of the Way. The division is n~t between Eros of 
the flesh and the Agape of the soul; it is be
tween the moment of~ove which sinks into hell 
and the moment which rises to the in-Godding.l77 
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Williams• concern with the bodily nature of man can, of 

course, be seen at Virtually every stage of his thought, in 

his concepts of the City, and of exchange and substitution, 

in his interpretation of the doctrines of ~he Incarnation 

and Resurrection, and in his views on the true nature of 

love. It is one of the most distinctive features of his 

system of belief. 

Although it is doubtless a highly presumptuous view, 

it is nevertheless easy for modern man to react to the 

testament of the mystics and the recommendations of the 

Church's ascetics with a large measure of scepticism, and 

to persist in the belief that neither is truly aware of 

what they would renounce. As the above quotation 

demonstrates, such a response to Williams' convictions is 

not possible. It is scarcely surprising, then, that he 

should choose to convey the sacrifice of direct and un

doubted physical pleasure in strong physical terms. 

Although the end in sight is "intellectual", non-material, 

and spiritual, the cost will be felt by such a woman in 

terms of her flesh, and in spite of her consciousness of 

l77Religion and Love in Dante, P• 40. 



and rull participation in her act, the loss will be 

experienced in her body. 
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Such, however, is merely the burden of Taliessin's 

song. His actual experience of love is contained 

principally in "The Sister of Percivale", the poem which 

describes his first encounter with Blanchefleur nthe 

Beatrice, par excellence of his whole life",178 of whom 

Taliessin had dim intimations in "The Calling of Taliessin": 

she who was called Blanchfleur [ sic 1 in religion, and to be 
rarther from and closer to the k1ng's poet 
than any, the eidolon of his beatitude, his blood's bounty; 

(RSS., p. 18) 

"The Sister of Percivaleu is a difficult poem, not merely 

because of the imagery, which in itself presents problems 

which this discussion does not pretend to solve, but also 

because it explores the first moment of love between two 

celibates, between, in Lewis' words, "two unicorns ••• 

between whom nothing but 'intellectual nuptials' are at 

any stage in questionu.l79 As a result, the terms in which 

this love is expressed are scarcely those of the convention-

al romantic experience. 

Taliessin is lying on the wall of the castle court-

yard watching the routine activities in the yard below and 

178c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 137. 

l79Ibid., P• 138. 
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at the same time musing over the difficulties a new poem 

has presented. Specifically, what he sees below is a slave 

drawing water from the well. A scar on her back, livid 

white, flicks like the dry summer lightning in the morning 

sky. As he had shown in his interior monologue in the Rose~ 

Garden, Taliessin is well aware of the correspondence 

between the shape and nature of the female form and the 

Empire, and here he sees again in the form of the slave, 

the shape of the Empire. 

As she toi1s over the well, Taliessin also begins 

to see her in terms not unlike those in which Palomides bad 

first perceived Iseult: the filled bucket brought to the 

surface is "a round plane of water",180 her outstretched 

arm "balanced the 1ine of the spine".181 These perceptions 

of geometrical order recall to him the definition of God 

formulated by St. Bonaventura, "The centre is everywhere 

and the circumference nowhere", and part of his poem begins 

to take shape • 

••• 0 
Logres centre, can we know what proportion 
bear the radii so to the full circumference everywhere? 

(~., p. 52) 

180"The Sister of Percivale", Taliessin through 
Logres, p. 52. 

181Ibid. 
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The note on this page which Williams left c.s. 

Lewis, "The perfect union of sensuality and substance is 

seen .for a moment", 182 goes some way towards explaining the 

line which. immediately follows those quoted above. For at 

the precise second when this thought has formed itself, 

simultaneous with the act of the slave reaching for the 

.filled bucket, "A trumpet's sound .from the gate leapt level 

with the arm", 183 and "In her other outflung arm the sound 

doubled".
184 

The sound of the trumpet announces the arrival 

of the brothers Pereivale and Lamoraek and with them their 

sister Blanehefleur. With her arrival "a new fate had 

ridden · from the hidden horizon".185 There has already been 

much talk of horizons in the poem: "The horizon of sensation 

ran north",186 11Tbe sear lightened over a curved horizon",187 

~he horizon in her eyes was breaking with distant 

Byzantium".188 Now, with the appearance of Blanchefleur, 

182c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, p. 140. 

l83Taliessin through Logres, P• 52. 

184Ibid. 

lB5Ibid. 

186Ibid., P• 51. 

lB7Ibid. 



"horizon had no lack of horizon; the circle closed".l89 

For at the call of the trumpet, Taliessin had shifted his 

gaze from the slave-girl and ''hemispheres altered placen .190 

The meaning which be had been striving to capture in verse, 

and which had ended as a question, is suddenly revealed to 

him. 

Williams bas said of this poem, nBlanchefleur 

cannot be perfect to understanding without the slaven,l9l 

but with the slave as prelude Taliessin sees that the 

"face of Blanchefleur11192 is the full, unrestricted view of 

what be bad only seen in the "back11 of the slave as she 

bent over the well: 11the red track of the back was shown in 

a front of glory".193 The revelation is sudden and very 

clear. 

Taliessin leapt from the wall to greet the princess, 
saying: 'Bless me, transit of Venus!' 
The stress of the scar ran level with the star of Percivale. 

(~., p. 53) 

The three stanzas which conclude the poem are such 

a dense, knotted web of geometrical images that initially 

lB9Ibid., p. 52. 

l90ibid. 

19lc.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, p. 138. 

192Taliessin through Logres, P• 52. 
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they seem to de.ty all attempts at explication. The "Scars 

·and liightnings"194 re:rer to the equation which Taliessin 

made before the arrival o.t Blanche.tleur: they are "the 

edge o.t the spun wheel",l95 that is, "the .full circumfer

ence" which he had seen •arerywhere" •196 But at the call of 

the trumpet, "the peal breaks from the boneu,l97 that is, 

the precursory sound seems to issue from the very physical 

form of the slave's outstretched arm, and at the appearance 

ot the face o:t Blanche:tleur, "the way o:r union speaksul9S 

and "illumination ••• waxes in the .full revolution".l99 

The circle sensed by Taliessin has been closed. But the 

meaning o.f the final stanza can only be guessed at: 

Proportion of circle to diam~ter, and the near asym~tote 
Blanchefleur's smile; there 1n the throat her greet1ng 
sprang, and sang in one note the infinite decimal. 

(TTL9 , p. 53) 

Lewis has said that the imagery o:r the poem "suggests 'flhat we 

are between two worldsn, 200 but the physical world of 

l94Ibid., P• 53 

l95Ibid. 

l96Ibid., p. 52. 

l97Ibid., P• 53. 

l9Bibid. 

l99Ibid •. 

200c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P· 141. 



Blanchefleur•s smile and greeting does little to clarify 

the problems of such abstract concepts as "the near 

asymptote" or "the infinite decimal". 
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Additional information that may usefully be brought 

to bear on interpretation of this stanza comes from the 

poem "Taliessin in the School of the Poets", wherein 

Taliessin again expresses the glory of the revealed 

universe in the same combination of organic and geometrical 
images: 

and 

••• the radial arms' point-to-point; 
reckoned the rondures of the base 
by the straightabsolute . spine. 

(~., p. 28) 

all measures, to in;tinite strength, · 
from S811hire~laced · d.istances drawn, 
fill the ;Jewe:L-joint-justiced throne; 
adored be God·· and the Emperor 
forthe gathering of the ath. 

(TTL., p. 28) 

Lewis bas recorded Williams' note on this poem also: "the 

body, of which the centre line is given, obviously, and yet 

never quite given",201 and he comments that the body is 

"an ideal geomet~ mediated through an actual arrangement 

of IJhving curves".202 In the moment of revelation, "at 

201Ibid., P• 119. 

202Ibid. 

, . 

' 
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the Centre, all things that are ••• remote and diverse ••• 

come together ••• and each is itself to the ath when they 

meet".203 I n the light of this information it may at least 

be suggested that, in very general terms, the perfection of 

tbe 'be.~~ty ofBlanchefleur, in both her function as woman 

"in the world's base"204 and inherown individual right, 

is expressed in the full perfection of her voice ("in one 

note the infinite decimal") and smile ("the near asymptote", 

a figure which Williams sometimes employed to symbolize the 

ultimate union of spirit and flesh). 

The difficult nature of the imagery of "The Sister 

of Percivale" points to a difficulty that is generally 

typical of the cycle as a ·whole. When the deficiencies of 

the narrative structure of Williams' Arthuriad were 

discussed in Chapter II, it was suggested that they were 

partially a .result of the protracted period over which the 

cycle's composition was spread• The problems of. arriving 

at a fully satisfying reading of .such poems as "The Sister 

of Percivale", "Taliessin in the School of the Poets", and 

"The Coming of Galahad" similarly arise from the author's 

extreme familiarity with his subject matter. When, as in 

the case of the most recently discussed poem, the thematic 

structure of the cycle is adversely affected, the essential 

203Ibid., p. 120. 

204,;The Departure of Merlin"' Taliessin through 
Logres, p. ??. 
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problem seems to be one of overcompression of meaning, rather 

than the definite omission of crucial information which 

disturbs the narrative structure. 

The tendency towards overcompression of meaning is 

to be seen in Williams' occasional abuse of the possibilities 

of English sentence construction. C .s. Lewis maintains 

that the •mere slovenliness of syntax11205 would have been 

eliminated. by rewt'iting had the author lived. This may 

well be so. The condition, however, is symptomatic of the 

general tendency to overload statements, events, and 

characters. Williams began his cycle with the intention of 

developing the symbolically suggestive details which Malory 

and his descendents had overlooked; and out o! the wealth 

of authorial comment ·.which ·remains to the student of 

Williams' Arthurian . cycle., it becomes apparent that his 

first interest in _exposing the latent meaning and signif

icance of his material soon became a virtual obsession. 

The proportion of exeg,sis_ to actual text which must 

characterize any study of the cycle . is a partial indication 

of the failing in Williams' poetry. Williams' system of 

thought is expounded at length in the expository writings 

and then condensed for use in his p~etry. For a coherent 

exposition of the cycle his thought must be expanded all 

205c.s. Lewis, Arthurian Torso, P• 18?. , 
' 
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over again, and the extreme syntactical compression and 

symbolic density in each instance must be opened into some 

sort of prose equivalent in order to extract the meaning 

which the poet has assigned his material. While compression 

and highly charged statement are automatic functions of 

poetry, it may be justly charged that in Williams' poetry 

they are carried to extremes which may ultimately defeat 

the poet's primary purpose, and that often the reader's 

comprehension of the exact symbolic intention of the poet 

is replaced by the vagu~ sensation of having encountered 

something that is somehow "significant11 without having the 

least idea of precisely how or why this should be so. 

It should be emphasized, however, that this is not 

the case in the majority ·of the individual poems of the 

cycle. Often Williams successfully demonstrates that what 

he has to say is entirely comprehensible in the terms in 

wl:Jbh he chooses to say it. The extreme compression of 

meaning which recurs .. at intervals frequent enough to go 

some way towards supporting charges of obscurity in Williams' 

poetry regret~ably contaminates the real successes of the 

cycle. 
The problems presented by the overcompressed imagery 

of "The Sister of Percivale" are in themselves scarcely 

sufficient to affect the total thematic structure of the 

cycle. In spite of the internal difficulties in interpre

tation, the poem in its general outlines still makes a 
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valuable contribution to the form which the cycle has 

begun to assume. The description of Taliessin's love, 

taken in conjunction with "Taliessin's Song of the Unicorn", 

which forecasts the nature that the love is to assume, and 

"The Departure of Dindrane", which carries .the implications 

of that kind of love to its logical conclusion, forms one 

more link in the chain of loves which might be said to 

have begun in the earliest versions of the Matter of 

Britain with Arthur's love tor Guinevere. In Williams' 

version, however, the loves are after a new style: they 

begin with the experience or the Beatrician Vision and 

reach their culmination in an expanded awareness of and 

love for the divine in all material creation. They begin, 

therefore, not with Arthur and Guinevere (for by Malory's 

time that was already an unprofitable area), nor even with 

Lancelot and Guinevere, but with Williams' heightening of 

the loves of relatively minor or entirely new characters. 

As the narrative unfolds, these loves may be seen to exist 

in every area of life in Logres, and as they develop, they 

may be seen to broaden out into increasingly wider units, 

if one will, circles, till the whole kingdom lives under 

the aspect of the Third Heaven, whose governing intelli

gence is love, and whose chief manifestation is the City. 
I 



CONCLUSION 

In Chapter II it was observed that, in spite of his 

desire to make the Grail the centre of his myth, Williams 

eliminated from his cycle virtually all the traditional 

events of the Quest of the Grail. The sole survivor of 

his ruthless pruning of inessential narrative is that 

incident which deals with the ·healing of the Wounded King. 

After Pelles is healed, the three lords, Bora, Percivale, 

and Galahad, depart on the ship of Solomon for Sarras, 

leaving behind them nthe storming sky I of Logres".1 In 

thus allowing the Quest lords apparently to abandon Logres 

to its fate, and without even giving prominence to those 

Quest incidents which older versions had chronicled in 

detail as the ·. prelude to the actual Achievement, . it may 

well appear that Williams bas failed in his attempt 

effectively to move the two major constituents of the Matter 

of Britain, the tale of Arthur and the tale of the Grail, 

into closer, more significant proximi t:r. Such is not 

entirely the case, however, as certain narrative and thematic 

details demonstrate. 

l"The Last Voyage", Taliessin through Logres, .p. 85. 
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The only account of a Quest in the cycle is that of 

Palomides' quest for the Blatant Beast, of whose existence 

the Saracen becomes aware in his frustrated love for Iseult. 

"Palomides Before his Ohristening"2 presents his quest, 

however, not as a search for an external reality, a mythical 

beast, but as a struggle within himself. It is experienced 

in total isolation as Palomides withdraws in anger, 

jealousy, and injured pride from the society of the Round 

Table and Camelot to nurse in private his raging resentment. 

The end of the quest may be said to come when he emerges 

from his cave, not in a blaze of illumination, but in the 

chastened realization that withdrawal from the City is not 

an effective solution to his problems. As c.s. Lewis has 

commented; hi-~- ~-contersion is typical of those 

••• in which the slow, aching ebb of the old life 
and the dryness which it leaves as it ebbs are 
deeply felt, and the new life comes with no 
'sensib~e consolation'.3 

Nevertheless, the way that he m~st take is clear to him, and 

he turns his steps toward Caerleon-to be christened at last. 

The position of "Palomides Before his Christening" 

in the volume Taliessin through Logres is significant. By 

placing the poem immediately before "The Coming of Galahadr', 

2Taliessintbrough Log:res, pp. 64-B. 

3c.s. Le_wis, _ Arthurian Torso, p. 163. 
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Williams clearly intended that it be read as a prelude to 

the arrival of the lord who will achieve the Grail, 

Palomides being a type o£ the · ·questing knight o£ whom 

Galahad is the traditional epitome. According to such an 

interpretation, the result of Palomides' inner quest, his 

recognition and acceptance of the Union -that is both Christ 

and the City, becomes itself a type of the Achievement of 

the Grail. 

Towards the close of nThe Figure o£ Arthur" Williams 

asked rhetorically, . "What then is the Achievement of the 

Grail?"4 In the abseace of any explicit poetic answer to 

the question' his prose answer may be quoted in full at this 

juncture. 

Dante, . in a ·later ·century 1 .was to put ~he height 
of human beatitude in the understanding of t:pe 
Incarnation; in a lesser, -but related,. method 
Angela of Foligno . was to speak of kno.wJ.ng 'how 
God comes into the Sacrament'. To know these 
things is ·to be native to them; to live in the 
world where · the , Incarnation and . the Sacrame:a.~t 
(single_ or· mul:f:;iple) . happen~· · . ·It . is more: it ··is, 

. in some sense to live beyond them, or rath.er 
: -~. (since. that might sound profane) . ;to be . conscious 

of them as one is cfonscious· of oneself, Christ
conscious instead ·. of . s:~l:t..:.conscious. . The achieve
ment of the Grail is the perfect .ful.fJ.lment of 
this, the thing happening.5 

4"The Figure of Arthur"~ Artburian Torso, p. ?Be 

5Ibid., pp. ?8-9. 
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Palomides' •: achieyement is obviously not of this 

His struggle and .. final victory are on a lower. rung 

of the· spiritual .. ·ladder than . those of Galahad or the 

mystics, ·but: while .hisparticular nature makes both more 

difficult, his .· achievement .is by no means untYt>ical of 

members o:r a ·· kingdom · w~ch owes its very existence to 

divine·•ordination. · Lancelot is · ultimately compellad to pass 

through ·. a ·. $imilar .pe~iod . amid . the ·. 'dry rocks ' .. before he 

f'inallya9hieves the :spiritual illumination necessary ' to 

celebration.·of :.the .last Mass in Logres. In all probability 

most of Arthur~ s knights ~e. to be understood as having had 

similar ·experiences .at · some point in their lives. 

. It is : for'.· this · reason, perhaps, that · Williams · 

chose to ignore the ·myriad adventures which traditionally 

had befallen.:: so .man;r .· members of ·the Ro1md Table after they 

had .·:vowed to ~-go in search :of . the . Grail. The various 

individual:·quests experienced by such knights as Palomides, 

though ·.never explicitly :delineated, are clearly · implied 

throughout :the . cycle:. and may be regarded as replacing the 

formal vows· and traditional quests of Arthur's knights. 

From .: such a .: point of . view, the Artburian component of the 

Matter of ·Britain remains as prominent in .Williams' · cycle 

as ,;it was in Ma:I,ory • s account, while the Grail is kept as 

the symbolic centre .of .his Arthuriad, functioning both 

directly and indirectly 8 .S an influence upon the quality 

of the lives of the inhabitants of Logres. 

' , . 
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Moreover, although the lords of the Quest leave 

Logres in a state of intense civil war to go their own way 

in pursuit of the Grail, those powers which had initially 

been responsible for the emergence of the Grail from 

Oarbonek do not withdraw themselves utterly from the 

Empire, so that the internal strife of Logres is not 

permitted completely. to destroy the ·-kingd:om. The way in 

which Williams accomplishes this _is of some interest, 

especially as it involves further radical departures from 

the older versions. 

"The Last Voyage" · provides an outline of the · "deep 

schismatic war" 6 within Logres -as a background to the 

journey o~ Bora, Percivale, and Galahad to Sarras. Gawaine 

supports Arthur and makes war· on the king's behalf against 

the supporte~s of Lancelot. His brother, Agravaine, kills 

Lamorack, after he and his brothers have killed their 

mother, Morgause, "to clean their honour's claws in the 

earth of her body".? Even Dinadan, who espoused no faction 

and presents no threat, is slain. Although Williams does 

not :include any reference to the last terrible war between 

Arthur and the treacherous Mordred, the bciefly sketched 

picture of the divided state of Logres is sufficient to 

6Taliessin through Logres, P• 87. 

?Ibid. 
-, 
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demonstrate how its inhabitants have indeed "hewed the 

Table in twain".8 Whil h e t e destruction moves relentlessly 

on towards its inevitable conclusion, the ship of Solomon 

makes its way along its own "path of lineal necessity".9 

nThe Prayers of the Pope" of The Region of the 

Summer Stars presents the war in Logres in a slightly 

different perspective. The nbleak wars between Arthur and 

Lancelotn10 are seen to ~nfect the other themes of the 

Empire 1 so that they 

••• re~ected · the City; they made substitutes for the City; 
mutes or rh~toricians instead of the sacred poets, 
cheating :tor .charit:r; exposition for experience, 
'braggadocio or burlesque :tor faith and hope._. 

(~., pp. 51-2) 

At the same time the Empire is suffering another assault 

from outside as waves of .Northern barbarians move southward, 

even towards Rome itself: 

••• the land shook 
as band after band stamped into darkness cities 
whose burning had.lamp~d their _path; their wrath grew 
with vengeance and victory; they looked to no returning. 

(RSS., p. 52) - . 

Utilizing the fable, which he mentions in Witchcraft,11 

that A~~!laa the Hun came in the company of his sorcerers, 

8Ibid. 

9Ibid., P• 88 

lOThe .Region of the Summer Stars, P• 51. 

11witchcraft, P• 6?. 
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Williams attributes to the invaders the ability to 
6
all 

upon the powers of P'o-l'u itself to achieve their desired 

ends. Aided by the "rituals of necromancyn,l2 they call 

up the dead to swell their ranks. 

those mechanized bodies stalked acros s the .fords, 
and the hordes or the ~eathen followed .the corpes to battle. 

(~ • . , . p. 54) 

The ef~ect of the internal division of the Empire 

is, o~ course, entirely predictable. 

Against · the · rule .o:t the Emperor the indivisible 
Empire ·. was divided; the~efore the · Parousia suspended 
its coming, and. abode sti11· inthe land of the Trinity. 
Logl:es was void o:t , Grail and Crown ••• 

· (:aSs.; p. 55) 

In the. presence o.f such carnage the Pope can only 

offer his pr87er, but it is prayer with a difference. In 

an ultimate instance of the practice of exchange, the Pope 

takes upon himself' the divided state of the Empire • 

• • .; .fire in ·his . body, · . . . 
cbill .in: biQ ml-.nd, :and ~very!l'her~ _l.n m1nd !llld bo~y 
the terri:ble schism of 1dent1ty 1nto the . categorJ.es 
and. the JDi:serable conquest . of · the ·. categories over identity 
split all, . and ~atally separated the ·.themes . 
wbich . in the ''beginning were mated With identical glory. 
Such is death's outrage; so the Pope 
died in a foretasting .~. 

. (RSS • , PP • · 54-5) 

As be experiences ·Within his own .being all the agony of the 

warring Empire, the destruction continues, but the voyage to 

12"The Prayers of the Pope", The .Region of the 
Summer Stars, p·. 53. , ' 

' 
. 



Sarras draws to its end. 

beyond the summer stars, deep heaven 
centrally opened within the land of the Trinity; 
planet~.light was absorped there, and emerged 
again 1n 1ts blissful j~ur.neys; there the three 
lords of the quest landed .~. 

(RSS., p. 58) 
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Their arrival, however, has no perceptible effect 

upon the situation in the Empire, for Williams portrays 

them as being "imprisoned in a trance" ~for a year and a 

day•.1 ' The time of their complete achievement has not yet 

come and they lie awaiting "the daw-hour of the trine-toned 

light•.14 Even as they lie thus waiting, the situation 
" within the Empire becomes more acute and the very borders of 

the Empire seem to crumble as the ultimate horror emerges. 

From P'o-l'u the octopods begin moving, 

• • • their tentacle·a 
nving; ·stretcbing, stealing souls f'roDi the shores' 
-~--~~~~-~······························:··:······· appearing above oc_ean; or sinking and sl1nk1ng 
and spr.ading everywhere along the · bottom of' ocean, 
and beading "iriward •••• 

(RSS •• p. 59) ------ ; -

The menace wbi~h was always potential now emerges 

and the contingent evil becomes actual as the powers of 

P'o-l'u are felt tangibly by the inhabitants of the Empire. 

1 'Ibid., p. 58 

14Ibid. 
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It is at this critical stage that Broceliande's ambiguous 

nature and its proximity to the seas of P'o-l'u become 

again important factors in the narrative of the cycle. At 

the mGment when the octopods of the antipodes are making 

inroads into the very heart of the Empire, they encounter 

the roots of the sea~wood, and 

••• the tentacles were touched and clutched, 
flu~g and were clung to, clu~g and were not flung off, 
bra1nlessly hastened and bra1nfully were hastened to • 

. - (~., p. 59) 

The lines do not . perhaps demonstrate· Williams at 

his most felicitous; nonetheless, the words "brainlessly" 

and "brainfully11 
· are significant. ·. It will be re·ealled that 

P' o-1 'u is reputedly ruled by a headless empero:r· whose 
. . . . . 

mental powers are those merely of the "turmoil of the mind 

of sensationn.l5 But the emperor of the infernal regions 

is not only opposed to the divinely ordered intelligence 

seen in the ruler of the B,yzantine Empire, he is also 

opposed to . the intelligence which emanates from the Third 

Heaven, Love manifested in "the feeling · intellect" • As 

Bors had learned, that love is also latent in Broceliande 

and "probes everywhere through 1he frontier of' bead and 

hand".l6 Thus the roots of Broceliande are empowered to 

halt the progress of P'o-l'u. 

15"The Vision of the Empire", Taliessin through 
Logres, p. 12. 

16"Bors to Elayne: The ·Fish of Broceliande", 
Taliessin through Logres, P• 26. 
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the hollow . suckers· of the vast slimy tentacles 
were tautened to Nimue•s trees ••• 
and fixe¢ ·to a . regime~; held so for ever 
to know for ever nothl.ng .but their own hypnotic 
sucking at the harsh roots; the giant octopods 
hung helpless •• • . 

(~., p. 59) 
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With this encounter the situation in the Empire is 

slowly reversed and the various evils which have threatened 

its unity find themselves impotent and helpless. At the 

same time, in Barras, 

••• The lords stirred 
as the. ·· triple~toned light· broke upon . them 
and they h~ard in their mode the primal canon of the Grail. 

(B§,§_. t p. 60) 

When Williams described his understanding of the 
' -.: . 

Achievement of. the .Grail, ·the general tone of his remarks 

on the necessity of being "native" to knowledge of such 

metaphysical concepts as the Incarnation and the Sacrament 

recalls his oW'n reputation for being able -to live in both 

the natural ·. and . supernatural worlds. He himself felt it 
. . . . . . 

to be Ita lti;tle · unfortunate that in ordinary English talk 

the words 1 natural' ·arid 1 supernatural' have come to be 
. . . . . 

considered as opposed rather than as complementary ••• 
. . --

[ whi~h 1 implies rather a division between their meanings 
. 17 than a union" • . . Tbe union between the two worlds of 

experience might be said to be achieved by the discovery of 

17"Natural Goodness", The ImagG of the ·· City, P• 75. 
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that :taculty which Wordsworth had called "the .feeling 

intellect". In concluding the present study of Williams' 

Arthurian cycle, it is worthwhile to pause to consider the 

implication of certain of his observations on this .faculty, 

which he saw as "the best maxim of the desired City".18 

It is a state of unity, in which the intellect 
no longer 'meddles' . but · knows and feels at once 
in rational proportion. • • • It . is this which is 
to aid in '!ihe deliverance not only of individuals 
but of nat1ons, even those that have sunk to 
servitude, ignominy, and shame. • • • But it can 
only .be. achieved by the intense and individual 
working.l9'."' · · · · · 

Although Williams does not mention'~he · .feeling 

intellect" in "The Prayers of the Pope"~ it is quite 

probable that it is this state that the Pope bas achieved 

in his act of exchange. It may further be suggested that 

by taking upon himself the suffering of the divided Empire 

he releases;the latent powers of Broceliande, . enabling the 

forces ()f Nimue, Nature, to act against the powers of 

P'o-l'u and ultimately to "aid in the deliverance" of the 

whole . Empire. Only when this has been done, only when the 

afflicted state has taken steps to save itself, can the 

ultimate power of the Grail be realized by the Quest lords. 

Hence it can be seen that the Grail and its Achievement are 

18"Tbe Image of the City in English Versen, ~ 
Image of the City, p. 101• 

19"Blake and wordsworth", The Image of the City, 
p. 64. 
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not remote concepts that have no J:'elation to the fate of 

the ~pire, ·~e not the ·manifestations of an independent 

divini~y~·~hich would · leave. nthis UDstable worldn to its own 
. ·. . ., , • ' . -· . 

·. . . ... . . . .·. . . . 

fate, but rather symbols of the state of inte~dependence 

and co-inherence that Williams held existed between the 

created universe and its creator. When this relation has 

been perceived by individuals and nations alike, the world 

at large as well as favoured individuals will be able to 

achieve the Grail. 

Williams eliminated the description of the Mass in 

Sarras from his cycle, replacing it by the description of 

the Christmas Eucharist celebrated by the Pope and the 

desc~iption of the last Mass in Logres celebrated by 

Lancelot. B.y omitting the Grail celebration in other

worldly Barras and emphasizing the sacraments in Logres and 

Rome, Williams focuses attention on the crucial necessity 

of the Achievement of the Grail in nthis unstabl~ worldn 

and on the Empire and the kingdom as exemplars of both the 

instability and the potential inherent therein. Grail and 

kingdom are thus inextr1cably fused, so that although the 

Round Table is destroyed and Camelot falls into ruins, the 

Company remains as a relDl!lant and a promise of love and the 

nfeeling intellectn for which the Pope's act of exchange in 

the .fin~l poem of ~he R.esion of the Summer Stars has paved -·~ 
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the way: 

••• consuls and lords within the Empire, 
for all the darkening of the Empire and the loss of Logres 
and the hiding of the High Prince, felt the h~pire 
revive in a live hope of the Sacred City •... 

(~., p. 61) 
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